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By Edward Snook
Investigative Reporter

From Minneapolis to 
New York, Seattle to 
P o r t l a n d ,  t e n s  o f  
thousands of people, 
from all walks of life are 
marching and screaming 
“Black Lives Matter” 
a n d  “ D e f u n d  t h e  
Police.” Yet as these 
individuals march, they remain America. It is also a fact that we 
totally deceived regarding the have plenty of good, honest, 
real corruption in the justice hard-working police who lay 
system. It is a deception their lives on the line for us each 
promulgated by the system’s and every day. The good ones 
cesspool, mainstream news face die-hard criminals so that 
media and political pundits. we do not have to. However, 

Deceived? Indeed! their dedication and sacrifice is 
It has been proven many times most often overlooked due to 

over that we have corrupted law the actions of the bad apples 
enforcement  o ff ice rs  in  among them. The old saying 
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TRUTH OF THE MATTER

“Defund the Police” Won’t 
Stop Justice System Corruption
Three Steps to Make Positive Change
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By Ron Lee financially struggling, wary of 
Investigative Journalist police officers and government, 

and utterly desperate to reclaim the 
Seattle, WA – It’s been over five peace and health they had in their 

years since James and Angela lives prior to being falsely labeled 
Faire were swept-up into a living murderers. But that hasn’t stopped 
nightmare. Not only have their Washington State from abdicating 
reputations been irreparably their responsibility to resolve the 
damaged, their years of struggle Faires tort claim prudently and 
against a Washington State justice quickly. Instead, the state has 
system hell-bent on criminalizing forced the filing of the Faires’ civil 
them has left them traumatized, rights lawsuit in federal district 

Judge Approves “Gag Order”
in Prosecutorial Attempt to Silence 
Falsely Accused Oscar Pascual-Cruz

Continued on page 11
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Corrupt Minnesota Prosecutor Mark Rubin
Falsely Prosecutes Immigrant Doctor 

Continued on page 11

By Edward Snook determined that Mr. Adekweh 
Investigative Reporter was innocent of the serious 

charges that Rubin had filed 
Duluth, Minnesota – Just against him. Soon thereafter, 

154 miles from where George the US~Observer penned a 
Floyd was tragically murdered letter to Prosecutor Mark 
by a bad cop on May 25, 2020, Rubin. Rubin did not have the 
Prosecutor Mark S. Rubin decency to answer the letter. 
rules Saint Louis County, Instead, Rubin chose to use the 
Minnesota. He files charges letter to promulgate his 
whether they are valid or not – twisted lie regarding the 
and he recently lied to District US~Observer by submitting 
Judge Eric L. Hylden in a, the “State’s Memorandum” to 
“ S t a t e ’s  M e m o r a n d u m  Judge Hylden on July 15, 
Opposing Supplemental  2020. Rubin wrote the 
Discovery” in the case, State of Minnesota v following about this writer and the 
Ogechukwu Victor Adekweh. US~Observer: “Adekweh next enlisted the 

In late March of 2020, the US~Observer support of a tabloid journalist. The attached 
agreed to investigate Adekweh’s case. letter from the US~Observer reiterates 
Following a thorough investigation, the Adekweh’s entrapment claims while making 
US~Observer staff and legal counsel dire predictions of the consequences of not 

WA State Blocks Mediation 
in Faire Civil Suit

By Edward Snook
Investigative Reporter

Jewell, OR – Dave 
Samuelson has been 
falsely charged with 
crimes by Clatsop County 
District Attorney Ron 
Brown and is fighting, not 
only for his freedom but 
to save what is left of his 
reputation – which in 
t o d a y ’ s  s o c i a l l y -
connected world is a 
priceless commodity.

Former Jewell varsity 
basketball coach Dave Samuelson was born and raised in Clatsop 
County, Oregon, where he still resides today. Samuelson is well-
known and liked by many in the small, quaint community of Jewell. 
He and his wife Ann have done much for their community throughout 
the years.

Aside from formerly coaching varsity basketball, Samuelson served 
on the Jewell School Board for eleven years, volunteered as a 4-H 
leader and at community events supporting the school for many years. 
Currently, he is a self-employed logging truck driver.

Clatsop County Basketball Coach 
Accused of Sexual Harassment

Read the entire Oscar Pascual-Cruz story on page 13

Washington County, Oregon - On Circuit Court Judge Janelle Wipper 
August 19, 2020, in an attempt to keep wrongfully overruled an objection 
public information from reaching the from Curry’s attorney. At the time of 
public, Washington County Circuit the trial, the attorney had objected to 
Court Judge Janelle Wipper jumped the prosecutor asking to remove the 
into bed with corrupted prosecutors, lone black juror from the jury ...” 
DDA Allison Brown and DA Kevin DA Barton and Judge Wipper 
Barton, granting a gag order against prevented a black man from being the 
Defendant Oscar Pascual-Cruz and lone peer on a black defendant’s trial. 
his defense team. Judge Wipper used DA Barton made the lamest of 
her power to wield an immoral and excuses, saying, “I don't like 
unconstitutional ruling - denying the prosecutor to silence us and I don't unemployed, young college students 
Cruz family their ability to exercise intend to start now. We will beef-up on my juries,” and that it was not racist 
their first amendment right to freedom our article on the Cruz case and keep of him to exclude the only black juror. 
of speech in their efforts to defend publishing.” But that’s not true. That very jury had 
Cruz from false criminal charges. Co inc iden ta l ly,  DA Bar ton  two white, unemployed college 

The US~Observer has been asked to previously tried a case which Judge students on it and he didn’t excuse 
stop publishing on the Cruz case. Wipper presided over. The defendant them.

According to US~Observer Editor was found guilty. In 2015, the Oregon 
in Chief Edward Snook, “In the thirty court of appeals overturned that Go to page 13 and read the tragic 
years  I  have  publ ished the  conviction due to racism. According story of systemic abuse that is still 
US~Observer I have never once to an article from OPB, “The appeals seeking to decimate the Cruz family.    
allowed a crooked judge or court ruling notes Washington County jjj
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court on June 19, 2020 against Okanogan of Angela Faire, and that they had stored this Prosecutor.” In this role, Branden Platter Breean Beggs, Attorney for the Faires, has 
County for Malicious Prosecution and data since June 2015 on the department’s continued the criminal prosecution of James attempted to mediate the claim for damages 
Negligent Law Enforcement Practices, which computer. At no time did Detective Sloan and Angela Faire. Knowing just how hard it is with Okanogan County. Okanogan County is 
resulted in a multitude of civil rights indicate that the computer ‘had crashed’ or that to meet the benchmark of proof in a murder represented by Attorney Paul Kirkpatrick of 
violations. the data had been lost. case, yet still needing a successful Kirkpatrick & Startzel P.S. and Assistant 

For the Faires, these five years have been “Detective Sloan further told us that prosecution, Platter reduced the charges to Attorney General Gregory Silvey of the State 
spent defending themselves, much like they [prosecutor] Karl Sloan was the person who Vehicular Homicide/Manslaughter and of Washington Attorney General’s Tort 
did when they were viciously attacked on June had taken the cell phone of George Abrantes Vehicular Assault and continued the criminal Division represents the State of Washington 
18, 2015 by an admitted, organized effort to out of evidence, and that Karl Sloan was the prosecution of James Faire. Because of their regarding the State’s liability.
detain, even kill them. Fortunately, in that person who had returned the cell phone to lower burden of proof, these charges are Mediation day came on April 9, 2020 
moment, they escaped with their lives. George Abrantes.” typically easier to successfully prosecute and resulting in the Faires and their attorneys being 
Unfortunately, a woman, Debra Long, had This of course was prior to James Faire’s get convictions. excused less than half way through the talks. 
been killed trying to keep them from escaping defense ever getting a chance to examine the Platter also tried on multiple occasions to According to US~Observer sources, 
the violent assault the Faires endured at the device and evidence it contained. force Angela Nobilis-Faire into a plea Okanogan County came to the Mediation 
hands of a man who was armed with a deadly This crucial piece of evidence became the agreement. She refused, ultimately forcing ready to settle the case, however Silvey was 
weapon. That man, 300-plus-pound George center of much speculation when during sworn Platter to abandon his case against her. She had completely unprepared and/or unwilling to 
Abrantes, was also injured as the Faires fled to testimony, Detective Sloan changed the story been forced to not only endure the wrongful settle for the state. This comes after Silvey, at 
safety. he had given Gilbertson. He testified that he imprisonment of her husband but suffered the last possible minute, delayed mediation 

It is this incident that triggered the Okanogan had downloaded the contents of George from several years of false prosecution herself. that was originally scheduled to take place in 
County Sheriff’s Office to initially arrest Abrantes’ phone onto his personal work laptop On July 18, 2018, Okanogan Superior Court mid February stating: “As much as I hate to do 
James and Angela on murder charges. – not the department’s main computer – Judge Christopher Culp dismissed James this, the State regretfully needs to reschedule 
Okanogan County Sheriff Detective Kreg holding it from the defense for 30 months, and Faire’s charges with prejudice and the criminal this mediation. I know we had to go a ways out 
Sloan was the lead detective on the case. His that he ultimately “lost” the phone contents to on our calendars in the first 
elected-prosecutor brother, Karl Sloan, took- a “Russian ransomware attack.” place to get this on everyone’s 
on James and Angela’s prosecutions on Apparently, being a detective in Okanogan schedule, but in order for this to 
separate charges. James for murder and more. County and having an elected prosecutor be a meaningful mediation, we 
Angela for other charges. Both however, were brother allows you to hide, destroy, deny and will need some more time to get 
forced to defend themselves for crimes they lie about evidence that could be used in the some issues sorted out ahead of 
did not commit, and both were certainly defense of someone you are trying to convict. the mediation. If we can find a 
vilified. time about 30 days beyond our 

BEING LOST IN THE SYSTEM scheduled date of February 13, I 
OKANOGAN COUNTY’S NEGLIGENT think that should be enough 

LAW ENFORCEMENT PRACTICES James Faire suffered for months in the addi t ional  t ime  for  our  
Okanogan jail. Several public defenders were purposes.”

From the beginning, the system wronged the appointed to represent him, yet all but the first Now that the lawsuit is filed, 
Faires. Deputies relied solely on the one failed to file to be his attorney of record. Attorneys Paul Kirkpatrick and 
questioning of one set of witnesses even after a This attorney, Nicholas Blount, left the public Christopher Browning continue 
non-biased witness, Boyd McPherson, came defender pool at the end of July 2015 – about a to represent Okanogan County. 
forward disputing their stories. Even their month after he had been assigned Faire’s case. The two at torneys  f rom 
“forensics” and evidence collection practices The other appointed attorneys rarely even Kirkpatrick & Startzel PS also 
were flawed. showed up in court for Faire’s hearings and represent Defandants Frank 

Gregory Gilbertson of  Gilbertson none of them personally met with him. Rogers and Kreg Sloan both in 
prosecution of James Faire ended. In his Investigations referred to Okanogan County’s Technically, they were never legally their professional and personal capacity. 
Conclusions of Law, Judge Culp wrote, investigation that led to the wrongful arrest representing Faire. For all intents and Defandants Karl Sloan and Branden Platter are 
“Dismissal is appropriate given the egregious and prosecution of James Faire and Angela purposes, Faire had been abandoned by represented by Assistant Attorney General 
nature of the cumulative misconduct. The Nobilis-Faire as “amateurish, incomplete and Okanogan County’s public defender’s office Brian Baker, also in their professional and 
cumulative effect of the government’s actions, inept.” Gilbertson is an independent expert for the duration he required their services. personal capacity.
or inaction, constitutes sufficient bad faith that who was hired to assess the evidence. In total, James Faire spent eight months 
dismissal is required.”The elected Okanogan County Sheriff, Frank languishing in jail, six months without any real THE LAWSUIT

Branden Platter filed a notice of appeal on Rogers was interviewed by KREM 2 News the legal representation. Also, while jailed, Faire 
the judge’s ruling.night after the incident and went on the record, suffered medical issues without treatment, the The lawsuit, filed by attorneys Breean Beggs 

without any factually based evidence, stating effects of which he still suffers today. and Beth Dillon of the law office of Paukert & 
STATE VOLUNTARILY WITHDRAWS James and Angela had been squatting and had After securing a private attorney, James Troppmann, PLLC, seeks to recover costs and 

APPEALkilled a woman. He spoke in clear terms; they Faire was able to obtain a reduced bail. He damages due to negligent law enforcement 
had done it. By vehemently maligning the would go on to be electronically monitored for practices and malicious prosecution against 

While the appeal was pending, Branden Faires to the public and speaking in absolutes an additional 8 months. James and Angela Faire in Okanogan County. 
Platter lost his election bid for his interim post that they had committed the crimes, Sheriff The lawsuit names former County Prosecutors 
largely due to the US~Observer’s constant Rogers tied the county to incredible liability if OKANOGAN COUNTY’S MALICIOUS Karl Sloan and Branden Platter, former 
publication of his continuous false prosecution the county could not secure a conviction. PROSECUTION Okanogan County Sheriff Frank Rogers and 
of James Faire. Okanogan County had elected As a defendant in a Okanogan County Sheriff’s Detective Kreg 
a new Prosecuting Attorney, Arian Noma.criminal case you are P r o s e c u t o r  K a r l  Sloan. All individuals have been sued in their 

Prosecutor Noma found that he had a legal s u p p o s e d  t o  b e  S l o a n ,  a s  a  professional and personal capacity. The 
conflict preventing him from representing the “innocent until proven r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  o f  lawsuit seeks punitive damages against Kreg 
County on the appeal and appointed Special guilty,” and you are to be Okanogan County,  Sloan to “deter similar misconduct in the 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Tamara Hanlon portrayed that way. acted under color of future since his conduct was intentional, 
from Yakima County to handle the Faire However, in Okanogan state law to institute reckless and/or in wanton disregard” of Faire’s 
matter on appeal. After dragging the appeal out County it appears that a n d  c o n t i n u e  t h e  rights.
for months, Yakima County Prosecutor Joseph guilt comes at a cursory criminal prosecution of United States District Court Judge Thomas 
Brusic requested review of the appeal by the glance, no proof needed. James and Angela Zilly will preside over the matter of Faire v. 
Washington Association of Prosecuting Even worse, they will Faire, even though Okanogan County, et al. According to court 
Attorneys (WAPA). The WAPA workgroup, attempt to make the “there was no probable records, the attorneys currently anticipate an 8 
led by Attorney Pamela Loginsky, filed a charges stick, even if cause to support the day trial and that the case will be ready for trial 
Voluntary Motion to Withdraw the Appeal you are ultimately found filing and continued by February 1, 2022. 
within six business days of receiving the case, to be innocent, like the Faires. prosecution of the charges against the Faires, Think about this legal maxim: "Justice 
stating “the State is unlikely to succeed at trial particularly after the June 29, 2015 delayed is justice denied”. It means that if legal 
in disproving Mr. Faire’s claim of self-EVIDENCE… WHAT EVIDENCE? McPherson interview and interviews of other redress or equitable relief to an injured party is 
defense.”witnesses who confirmed that the Faires were available, but is not forthcoming in a timely 

It literally took six days for Loginsky and her Being in charge of the investigation, surrounded with the intent to forcibly detain fashion, it is effectively the same as having no 
hand-picked independent panel of prosecutors Detective Sloan was responsible for making them after they lawfully entered the property.” remedy at all. As Chief Justice of the United 
to acknowledge there was no case against sure the evidence was collected and stored In fact, Prosecutor Sloan was given evidence States Warren E. Burger noted in an address to 
James Faire. From June 18, 2015 through July securely. In conversation with Gregory of both James Faire and Angela Nobilis- the American Bar Association in 1970: 
9th, 2019 James Faire had been under the Gilbertson, however, Sloan admitted to not Faire’s innocence. He refused to acknowledge “A sense of confidence in the courts is 
thumb of Washington’s Justice System.logging certain pieces into evidence. that evidence and instead pushed forward with essential to maintain the fabric of ordered 

Evidently, being a detective in Okanogan their prosecutions, thereby showing justice liberty for a  free people and three things could 
THE DAMAGES CONTINUECounty means you can pick and choose the was not what Prosecutor Sloan was after at all. destroy that confidence and do incalculable 

evidence you collect in order to make whoever With several editions of the US~Observer damage to society: that people come to believe 
James and Angela Faire have suffered and you want look guilty. Detective Sloan’s efforts distributed throughout Okanogan County that inefficiency and delay will drain even a 

will continue to suffer the loss of enjoyment of to ensure the Faires’ convictions could have calling into question Sloan’s prosecution and just judgment of its value; that people who 
life, pain, loss of liberty, mental anguish, very well crossed into outright destruction of underhanded tactics, public pressure mounted. have long been exploited in the smaller 
mental injury, loss of dignity, loss of reputation evidence. According to Gilbertson’s Prosecutor Sloan resigned his elected position transactions of daily life come to believe that 
and other injuries. Despite the court’s Declaration he submitted to the court, in the Summer of 2017. courts cannot vindicate their legal rights from 
dismissal of all charges, media articles and Detective Sloan informed him and James Soon thereafter, Branden Platter, Karl fraud and over-reaching; that people come to 
videos disparaging the Faires remain on the Faire’s attorney that they had “done a ‘data Sloan’s assistant and personal pick for his believe the law – in the larger sense – cannot 
internet arising out of the wrongful charges dump’ of the cell phones of George Abrantes replacement, was appointed by the County fulfill its primary function to protect them and 
brought against them.and Debra Long, and a ‘data dump’ of the IPad Commissioners as “Interim County their families in their homes, at their work, and 

~Contact the US Observer! 541-474-7885 or editor@usobserver.com

Continued on page 7

By Ralph R. Ortega lawyer, Keith Hampton. 'When I got Patricia I thought, OK, we're witnesses claimed they heard Johnathan 
It was a Hampton's writ of going to get the truth out there and I'll get to go confess to abusing the victim. 

(DAILYMAIL.COM) - Greg habeas corpus that uncovered back to playing football. But the way she Johnathan ended up serving time in jail for 
Kelley, a former Texas high new evidence which led to handled the case was completely backwards,' sexual assault of a 15-year-old girl. He 
school football player wrongly Kelley's exoneration. Kelley said. currently works for a landscaping company in 
convicted of sexually molesting 'I'm so grateful because at that During the case, clues also had come up Texas, Screenrant reported. 
a four-year-old child three years time, I didn't want a documentary pointing to Johnathan as a possible suspect, Kelley said he couldn't believe what was 
ago, said he was 'labeled a made about me—I needed one who also is similar in appearance to Kelley, revealed about Johnathan, DailyBeast 
monster' throughout his ordeal. made,' Kelley said after Kondelis reported DailyBeast. reported.  

'I was labeled a monster, and took up the job. Hampton would later present to the court 'He was like my younger brother, but man, 
you would see one out of every 'I didn't know if the CCA, the after Kelley's conviction that he was not living it's like I didn't know this guy at all,' said 
two people I interacted with on a Court of Criminal Appeals, or at the home where the abuse happened and was Kelley.
daily basis talk terrible about anybody else handling my case busy helping his brother move when the child 'I do believe that Jonathan did it,' Kelley 
me,' said Kelley, who spoke out would do the wrong thing again was victimized. explained. 'At first, it was very hard for me to 
in a new interview. and send me back. Just in case Jona than  a l so  owned SpongeBob accept that but as time went on, and the 

'Now that I've been exonerated, they wanted to do something bad Squarepants pajamas, which the first victim investigation that should've happened 
people's eyes started to open and not just we had this to show the world and say, hey, our alleged his attacker wore. Additionally, happened, stones got turned over and evidence 
follow accusations and the reports on the system is really messed up.' Johnathan's bedroom had a couch, crib and came to light that really should've come to 
news. I've had a lot of people say they're sorry Kelley, who accepted a 25-year light in the first place.'
and that they're so happy for me,' Kelley sentence to avoid life in prison after his 'I think Jonathan has a lot of questions to 
explained. conviction, had initially been arrested for answer and the way that things went about 

'It feels good to hear that because it's opened abusing the victim on August 9, 2013. was absolutely sketchy on his part. I want 
a lot of people's eyes to not be so judgmental.'  Kelley was 18 at the time. him to come forward and tell the whole 

Kelley, who played high school football in The victim, according to authorities, story,' Kelley added. 
Leander 25 miles north of Austin and was had said that Kelley twice had 'put his 'It's not just about wrongfully convicting 
going to jail for at least 25 years after he was pee-pee' in his mouth on separate somebody—it's about the other victims,' 
found guilty of two counts of super aggravated occasions at a daycare operated by the Kelley added. 'Hearing that he victimized 
sexual assault against the young victim in mother of one of his friends, Jonathan more people while I went to prison, that's 
April 2017, made his comments to the McCarty. what really disgusts me with the whole 
DailyBeast Sunday. Shama McCarty was also a booster of system and this whole deal.'  

The ordeal he described is portrayed in the Leanders Lions, the local football Kelley is now married to his high school 
Outcry, a five-part docuseries by filmmaker team which can draw a crowd of 10,000 sweetheart, Gaebri Anderson, who stood by 
Pat Kondelis, which aired on Showtime last per game on a Friday night, the him during the allegations he was 
month. Kondelis spent more than two years DailyBeast reported.  trophies, as described by the same child. exonerated for. She was 17 at the time of her 
following Kelley's story, including when his Shama had allowed Kelley to stay with her It was also found that police had now husband's conviction. 
conviction was overturned due to actual family in Cedar Rapids after his mother came 'backtracked' the suspected date of the assault She told The New York Post : 'It was crazy.'
innocence. down with a brain tumor. Kelley's father to match when the football star was staying in 'I had friends since I was a baby who were 

The docuseries maker was a resident of already had suffered a debilitating stroke. the McCarty home.  saying, "I can't believe you are sticking by 
Williamson County, Texas, where the After the first victim, a second child came More findings presented by Hampton him,"' she explained.
allegations were made against Kelley and was forward making the same allegation, showed child pornography was found on 'From the first day in my heart, I knew he 
approached by a friend to look into the case. according to cops. That's when Shama Johnathan's cell phone and computer; that he didn't do this.'
Kelley with financial assistance from a Jake encouraged Kelley's family to hire defense was accused of raping and drugging four Watch Outcry on Showtime.                    
Brydon, a local activist, also hired a new attorney Patricia Cummings. women while Kelley was in jail; and two jjj

Are You Facing False Criminal Charges or Civil Complaints?

‘I was labeled a monster’: High school football player was wrongly 
convicted of molesting a four-year-old now stands exonerated

Expires 11-01-2020

Shawn Henning and Ralph Birch, 
Exonerated in Connecticut Murder

(Herscher Pilot) - Shawn Henning, a bloody crime without getting a drop of 
former Herscher resident, has been blood on their shoes or clothing, or without 
exonerated for the murder of Everett Carr in transferring any trace evidence to the 
Connecticut. Buick.”

The gruesome murder occurred in 1985. According to Henning’s attorney, W. 
Henning and his friend Ralph "Ricky" James Cousins, “They served 30 years in 
Birch were wrongfully convicted in 1989. prison for something they had nothing to do 
Recent DNA testing and other forensic with. All charges against him were 
evidence established that they were permanently dismissed on July 10, 2020.” 
innocent of the crime.  Cousins is associated with Centurion, an 

Henning, along with Birch, had been innocence organization. According to the 
living in a stolen car.  They were involved Centurion website, “This was a long and 
in burglaries around the time of the murder arduous struggle with the state fighting 
and readily admitted to the fact, but always vigorously at every stage. Shawn and 
denied their connection to the murder.  Ricky’s journey to freedom took them 

Assuming that the murder had occurred through habeas trials, appeals to the 
from a burglary gone wrong, police arrested the trials of felony murder and sentenced to 50 Appellate Court, an appeal to the Connecticut 
teens. However, no traces of blood were found and 55 years in prison. Supreme Court and eventually back to the 
on the boys or on the car, which clearly had not However, in 2008, during research for an Superior Court for Friday’s dismissal. The 
been cleaned. In addition, their shoe sizes were appeal, it was discovered that the towel had Connecticut Supreme Court had vacated the 
much larger than the bloody footprint left by the never been tested. convictions of Shawn and Ricky concluding 
assailant next to the body of Mr. Carr. When the towel was finally tested, the results that the state obtained those convictions based 

However, famous forensic scientist Dr. Henry showed the red-colored stains were not made by on the false testimony of noted forensic 
C. Lee, star witness in several famous criminal blood.  criminalist Dr. Henry Lee.”  
trials, including O.J. Simpson’s, testified that he Henning and Birch would serve 11 more years It continues, “DNA of the true assailant has 
found a stained towel in an upstairs bathroom at before their appeal reached the state Supreme been detected on four items intimately 
Carr’s home and that his repeated tests on the Court, which reversed the murder convictions associated with the homicidal attack. This 
stains proved they were made by blood. The in a unanimous decision. Lee, who had been the expansive DNA testing exonerates Mr. 
prosecutor suggested to jurors in his closing director of the state police forensic laboratory, Henning and Mr. Birch.”
arguments that the teens could have used the was criticized for his false testimony. In fact, new DNA studies found that the DNA 
towel to clean up. In Henning v. Commissioner of Correction’s belongs to an unknown woman.  According to 

Two Herscher witnesses in Henning’s case findings it is stated, “During closing argument, Cybergenetics, “The woman's DNA was clearly 
testified to his guilt based on telephone calls the petitioner's trial counsel emphasized the on a White Owl cigar box. And, statistically, her 
made to them by Henning. The witnesses later lack of forensic evidence, arguing that it simply DNA was on the victim's clothing, on the knife 
recanted. made no sense that the petitioner and Birch found under his body, and on the wood flooring 

Birch and Henning were convicted in separate could have committed such a violent and where he died.”                                           jjj

PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENT

Narconon warns friends and family that even the 
pharmaceutical drugs are dangerous. Dealers are now 
pressing pills to look identical to the ones you get from your 
local pharmacy. They are recklessly adding Fentanyl to not 
only heroin, but making their own homemade pills, posing as 
another drug. In this case, you don’t have to take a handful of  
the pills you buy to overdose and die. One little pill is killing 
people.

To learn more about the dangers of  homemade 
pills, go to: 

Many of the exonerees we report on would have never even been convicted in the first 
place had they utilized the services of the US~Observer.

When hired, the US~Observer works for your vindication. What does that mean? Simply, if you have been wrongfully charged with 
crimes or have been maliciously attacked civilly, the US~Observer will investigate your case to achieve the evidence that will be used 
to prove your innocence, or determine your lack of liability. With that evidence in hand, we ensure everyone who needs to see it does. 

The power of public opinion is what will ultimately vindicate you, and that is what we utilize by promoting your case through our 
nationally distributed newspaper and our network of on-line affiliates. Not only does this make the facts of your case public knowledge, 

something attorneys are barred from doing, it puts an amazing amount of public pressure on those in political positions. 

The fact is, attorneys alone rarely win tough cases. In many instances, the odds are so stacked against them the only recourse they have is 
to suggest a plea deal. It's not all their fault either! The system allows for the prosecution to publicize your case. The local paper runs your 

picture and soon, your neighbors think you are guilty. The US~Observer combats this one-sided assault and gives you the only real chance you have 
at vindication.

If you are in trouble, don't roll the dice with an attorney alone. Let the US~Observer work for you. 

And just in case you are wondering, there are many instances where our clients never even needed to hire an attorney in the first place. Contact us for references. 
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Greg Kelley
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on the public streets.”
Edward Snook, Editor-in-Chief of the 

US~Observer, spoke about the lawsuit, “It 
is absolutely imperative that Okanogan 
County and Washington State, and all 
those involved, be held accountable for 
this travesty of justice and the harm they 
brought to two upstanding citizens, who 
were themselves the victims of the initial 
crime.” 

He went on issuing a stark warning, “If 
the parties aren’t punished accordingly, 
you better believe they will continue the 
practice, and you just might find 
yourselves in the crosshairs of a false 
prosecution. Only then will you realize 
how cruel, painful, and utterly life altering 
that process is, and no amount of money is 
too much when compensating those that 
face it.”

E d i t o r ’s  N o t e :  A n y o n e  w i t h  
information about provable corruption 
on the part of WA State Attorney General 
Bob Ferguson, Assistant Attorney 
General Brian Baker, former Okanogan 
Prosecutors Karl Sloan and Branden 
Platter, or Okanogan Deputy Sheriff 
Kreg Sloan are urged to contact Edward 
Snook at 541-474-7885 or with an email 
to editor@usobserver.com. 

The US~Observer is especially 
interested in Okanogan County 
Prosecutor Arian Noma as we have 
received numerous complaints about 
actions he has taken as Prosecutor and 
his failure to keep campaign promises.

Remember, bad cops and corrupted 
prosecutors are the ruination of our 
criminal justice system. They are 
extremely expensive for all taxpayers and 
they, along with their fellow conspirators, 
are a serious threat to all Americans.

jjj

Henning’s attorney, Ricky Birch, Birch’s lawyer, 
Shawn Henning, and his lawyer.

Angela and James Faire
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court on June 19, 2020 against Okanogan of Angela Faire, and that they had stored this Prosecutor.” In this role, Branden Platter Breean Beggs, Attorney for the Faires, has 
County for Malicious Prosecution and data since June 2015 on the department’s continued the criminal prosecution of James attempted to mediate the claim for damages 
Negligent Law Enforcement Practices, which computer. At no time did Detective Sloan and Angela Faire. Knowing just how hard it is with Okanogan County. Okanogan County is 
resulted in a multitude of civil rights indicate that the computer ‘had crashed’ or that to meet the benchmark of proof in a murder represented by Attorney Paul Kirkpatrick of 
violations. the data had been lost. case, yet still needing a successful Kirkpatrick & Startzel P.S. and Assistant 

For the Faires, these five years have been “Detective Sloan further told us that prosecution, Platter reduced the charges to Attorney General Gregory Silvey of the State 
spent defending themselves, much like they [prosecutor] Karl Sloan was the person who Vehicular Homicide/Manslaughter and of Washington Attorney General’s Tort 
did when they were viciously attacked on June had taken the cell phone of George Abrantes Vehicular Assault and continued the criminal Division represents the State of Washington 
18, 2015 by an admitted, organized effort to out of evidence, and that Karl Sloan was the prosecution of James Faire. Because of their regarding the State’s liability.
detain, even kill them. Fortunately, in that person who had returned the cell phone to lower burden of proof, these charges are Mediation day came on April 9, 2020 
moment, they escaped with their lives. George Abrantes.” typically easier to successfully prosecute and resulting in the Faires and their attorneys being 
Unfortunately, a woman, Debra Long, had This of course was prior to James Faire’s get convictions. excused less than half way through the talks. 
been killed trying to keep them from escaping defense ever getting a chance to examine the Platter also tried on multiple occasions to According to US~Observer sources, 
the violent assault the Faires endured at the device and evidence it contained. force Angela Nobilis-Faire into a plea Okanogan County came to the Mediation 
hands of a man who was armed with a deadly This crucial piece of evidence became the agreement. She refused, ultimately forcing ready to settle the case, however Silvey was 
weapon. That man, 300-plus-pound George center of much speculation when during sworn Platter to abandon his case against her. She had completely unprepared and/or unwilling to 
Abrantes, was also injured as the Faires fled to testimony, Detective Sloan changed the story been forced to not only endure the wrongful settle for the state. This comes after Silvey, at 
safety. he had given Gilbertson. He testified that he imprisonment of her husband but suffered the last possible minute, delayed mediation 

It is this incident that triggered the Okanogan had downloaded the contents of George from several years of false prosecution herself. that was originally scheduled to take place in 
County Sheriff’s Office to initially arrest Abrantes’ phone onto his personal work laptop On July 18, 2018, Okanogan Superior Court mid February stating: “As much as I hate to do 
James and Angela on murder charges. – not the department’s main computer – Judge Christopher Culp dismissed James this, the State regretfully needs to reschedule 
Okanogan County Sheriff Detective Kreg holding it from the defense for 30 months, and Faire’s charges with prejudice and the criminal this mediation. I know we had to go a ways out 
Sloan was the lead detective on the case. His that he ultimately “lost” the phone contents to on our calendars in the first 
elected-prosecutor brother, Karl Sloan, took- a “Russian ransomware attack.” place to get this on everyone’s 
on James and Angela’s prosecutions on Apparently, being a detective in Okanogan schedule, but in order for this to 
separate charges. James for murder and more. County and having an elected prosecutor be a meaningful mediation, we 
Angela for other charges. Both however, were brother allows you to hide, destroy, deny and will need some more time to get 
forced to defend themselves for crimes they lie about evidence that could be used in the some issues sorted out ahead of 
did not commit, and both were certainly defense of someone you are trying to convict. the mediation. If we can find a 
vilified. time about 30 days beyond our 

BEING LOST IN THE SYSTEM scheduled date of February 13, I 
OKANOGAN COUNTY’S NEGLIGENT think that should be enough 

LAW ENFORCEMENT PRACTICES James Faire suffered for months in the addi t ional  t ime  for  our  
Okanogan jail. Several public defenders were purposes.”

From the beginning, the system wronged the appointed to represent him, yet all but the first Now that the lawsuit is filed, 
Faires. Deputies relied solely on the one failed to file to be his attorney of record. Attorneys Paul Kirkpatrick and 
questioning of one set of witnesses even after a This attorney, Nicholas Blount, left the public Christopher Browning continue 
non-biased witness, Boyd McPherson, came defender pool at the end of July 2015 – about a to represent Okanogan County. 
forward disputing their stories. Even their month after he had been assigned Faire’s case. The two at torneys  f rom 
“forensics” and evidence collection practices The other appointed attorneys rarely even Kirkpatrick & Startzel PS also 
were flawed. showed up in court for Faire’s hearings and represent Defandants Frank 

Gregory Gilbertson of  Gilbertson none of them personally met with him. Rogers and Kreg Sloan both in 
prosecution of James Faire ended. In his Investigations referred to Okanogan County’s Technically, they were never legally their professional and personal capacity. 
Conclusions of Law, Judge Culp wrote, investigation that led to the wrongful arrest representing Faire. For all intents and Defandants Karl Sloan and Branden Platter are 
“Dismissal is appropriate given the egregious and prosecution of James Faire and Angela purposes, Faire had been abandoned by represented by Assistant Attorney General 
nature of the cumulative misconduct. The Nobilis-Faire as “amateurish, incomplete and Okanogan County’s public defender’s office Brian Baker, also in their professional and 
cumulative effect of the government’s actions, inept.” Gilbertson is an independent expert for the duration he required their services. personal capacity.
or inaction, constitutes sufficient bad faith that who was hired to assess the evidence. In total, James Faire spent eight months 
dismissal is required.”The elected Okanogan County Sheriff, Frank languishing in jail, six months without any real THE LAWSUIT

Branden Platter filed a notice of appeal on Rogers was interviewed by KREM 2 News the legal representation. Also, while jailed, Faire 
the judge’s ruling.night after the incident and went on the record, suffered medical issues without treatment, the The lawsuit, filed by attorneys Breean Beggs 

without any factually based evidence, stating effects of which he still suffers today. and Beth Dillon of the law office of Paukert & 
STATE VOLUNTARILY WITHDRAWS James and Angela had been squatting and had After securing a private attorney, James Troppmann, PLLC, seeks to recover costs and 

APPEALkilled a woman. He spoke in clear terms; they Faire was able to obtain a reduced bail. He damages due to negligent law enforcement 
had done it. By vehemently maligning the would go on to be electronically monitored for practices and malicious prosecution against 

While the appeal was pending, Branden Faires to the public and speaking in absolutes an additional 8 months. James and Angela Faire in Okanogan County. 
Platter lost his election bid for his interim post that they had committed the crimes, Sheriff The lawsuit names former County Prosecutors 
largely due to the US~Observer’s constant Rogers tied the county to incredible liability if OKANOGAN COUNTY’S MALICIOUS Karl Sloan and Branden Platter, former 
publication of his continuous false prosecution the county could not secure a conviction. PROSECUTION Okanogan County Sheriff Frank Rogers and 
of James Faire. Okanogan County had elected As a defendant in a Okanogan County Sheriff’s Detective Kreg 
a new Prosecuting Attorney, Arian Noma.criminal case you are P r o s e c u t o r  K a r l  Sloan. All individuals have been sued in their 

Prosecutor Noma found that he had a legal s u p p o s e d  t o  b e  S l o a n ,  a s  a  professional and personal capacity. The 
conflict preventing him from representing the “innocent until proven r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  o f  lawsuit seeks punitive damages against Kreg 
County on the appeal and appointed Special guilty,” and you are to be Okanogan County,  Sloan to “deter similar misconduct in the 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Tamara Hanlon portrayed that way. acted under color of future since his conduct was intentional, 
from Yakima County to handle the Faire However, in Okanogan state law to institute reckless and/or in wanton disregard” of Faire’s 
matter on appeal. After dragging the appeal out County it appears that a n d  c o n t i n u e  t h e  rights.
for months, Yakima County Prosecutor Joseph guilt comes at a cursory criminal prosecution of United States District Court Judge Thomas 
Brusic requested review of the appeal by the glance, no proof needed. James and Angela Zilly will preside over the matter of Faire v. 
Washington Association of Prosecuting Even worse, they will Faire, even though Okanogan County, et al. According to court 
Attorneys (WAPA). The WAPA workgroup, attempt to make the “there was no probable records, the attorneys currently anticipate an 8 
led by Attorney Pamela Loginsky, filed a charges stick, even if cause to support the day trial and that the case will be ready for trial 
Voluntary Motion to Withdraw the Appeal you are ultimately found filing and continued by February 1, 2022. 
within six business days of receiving the case, to be innocent, like the Faires. prosecution of the charges against the Faires, Think about this legal maxim: "Justice 
stating “the State is unlikely to succeed at trial particularly after the June 29, 2015 delayed is justice denied”. It means that if legal 
in disproving Mr. Faire’s claim of self-EVIDENCE… WHAT EVIDENCE? McPherson interview and interviews of other redress or equitable relief to an injured party is 
defense.”witnesses who confirmed that the Faires were available, but is not forthcoming in a timely 

It literally took six days for Loginsky and her Being in charge of the investigation, surrounded with the intent to forcibly detain fashion, it is effectively the same as having no 
hand-picked independent panel of prosecutors Detective Sloan was responsible for making them after they lawfully entered the property.” remedy at all. As Chief Justice of the United 
to acknowledge there was no case against sure the evidence was collected and stored In fact, Prosecutor Sloan was given evidence States Warren E. Burger noted in an address to 
James Faire. From June 18, 2015 through July securely. In conversation with Gregory of both James Faire and Angela Nobilis- the American Bar Association in 1970: 
9th, 2019 James Faire had been under the Gilbertson, however, Sloan admitted to not Faire’s innocence. He refused to acknowledge “A sense of confidence in the courts is 
thumb of Washington’s Justice System.logging certain pieces into evidence. that evidence and instead pushed forward with essential to maintain the fabric of ordered 

Evidently, being a detective in Okanogan their prosecutions, thereby showing justice liberty for a  free people and three things could 
THE DAMAGES CONTINUECounty means you can pick and choose the was not what Prosecutor Sloan was after at all. destroy that confidence and do incalculable 

evidence you collect in order to make whoever With several editions of the US~Observer damage to society: that people come to believe 
James and Angela Faire have suffered and you want look guilty. Detective Sloan’s efforts distributed throughout Okanogan County that inefficiency and delay will drain even a 

will continue to suffer the loss of enjoyment of to ensure the Faires’ convictions could have calling into question Sloan’s prosecution and just judgment of its value; that people who 
life, pain, loss of liberty, mental anguish, very well crossed into outright destruction of underhanded tactics, public pressure mounted. have long been exploited in the smaller 
mental injury, loss of dignity, loss of reputation evidence. According to Gilbertson’s Prosecutor Sloan resigned his elected position transactions of daily life come to believe that 
and other injuries. Despite the court’s Declaration he submitted to the court, in the Summer of 2017. courts cannot vindicate their legal rights from 
dismissal of all charges, media articles and Detective Sloan informed him and James Soon thereafter, Branden Platter, Karl fraud and over-reaching; that people come to 
videos disparaging the Faires remain on the Faire’s attorney that they had “done a ‘data Sloan’s assistant and personal pick for his believe the law – in the larger sense – cannot 
internet arising out of the wrongful charges dump’ of the cell phones of George Abrantes replacement, was appointed by the County fulfill its primary function to protect them and 
brought against them.and Debra Long, and a ‘data dump’ of the IPad Commissioners as “Interim County their families in their homes, at their work, and 

~Contact the US Observer! 541-474-7885 or editor@usobserver.com
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By Ralph R. Ortega lawyer, Keith Hampton. 'When I got Patricia I thought, OK, we're witnesses claimed they heard Johnathan 
It was a Hampton's writ of going to get the truth out there and I'll get to go confess to abusing the victim. 

(DAILYMAIL.COM) - Greg habeas corpus that uncovered back to playing football. But the way she Johnathan ended up serving time in jail for 
Kelley, a former Texas high new evidence which led to handled the case was completely backwards,' sexual assault of a 15-year-old girl. He 
school football player wrongly Kelley's exoneration. Kelley said. currently works for a landscaping company in 
convicted of sexually molesting 'I'm so grateful because at that During the case, clues also had come up Texas, Screenrant reported. 
a four-year-old child three years time, I didn't want a documentary pointing to Johnathan as a possible suspect, Kelley said he couldn't believe what was 
ago, said he was 'labeled a made about me—I needed one who also is similar in appearance to Kelley, revealed about Johnathan, DailyBeast 
monster' throughout his ordeal. made,' Kelley said after Kondelis reported DailyBeast. reported.  

'I was labeled a monster, and took up the job. Hampton would later present to the court 'He was like my younger brother, but man, 
you would see one out of every 'I didn't know if the CCA, the after Kelley's conviction that he was not living it's like I didn't know this guy at all,' said 
two people I interacted with on a Court of Criminal Appeals, or at the home where the abuse happened and was Kelley.
daily basis talk terrible about anybody else handling my case busy helping his brother move when the child 'I do believe that Jonathan did it,' Kelley 
me,' said Kelley, who spoke out would do the wrong thing again was victimized. explained. 'At first, it was very hard for me to 
in a new interview. and send me back. Just in case Jona than  a l so  owned SpongeBob accept that but as time went on, and the 

'Now that I've been exonerated, they wanted to do something bad Squarepants pajamas, which the first victim investigation that should've happened 
people's eyes started to open and not just we had this to show the world and say, hey, our alleged his attacker wore. Additionally, happened, stones got turned over and evidence 
follow accusations and the reports on the system is really messed up.' Johnathan's bedroom had a couch, crib and came to light that really should've come to 
news. I've had a lot of people say they're sorry Kelley, who accepted a 25-year light in the first place.'
and that they're so happy for me,' Kelley sentence to avoid life in prison after his 'I think Jonathan has a lot of questions to 
explained. conviction, had initially been arrested for answer and the way that things went about 

'It feels good to hear that because it's opened abusing the victim on August 9, 2013. was absolutely sketchy on his part. I want 
a lot of people's eyes to not be so judgmental.'  Kelley was 18 at the time. him to come forward and tell the whole 

Kelley, who played high school football in The victim, according to authorities, story,' Kelley added. 
Leander 25 miles north of Austin and was had said that Kelley twice had 'put his 'It's not just about wrongfully convicting 
going to jail for at least 25 years after he was pee-pee' in his mouth on separate somebody—it's about the other victims,' 
found guilty of two counts of super aggravated occasions at a daycare operated by the Kelley added. 'Hearing that he victimized 
sexual assault against the young victim in mother of one of his friends, Jonathan more people while I went to prison, that's 
April 2017, made his comments to the McCarty. what really disgusts me with the whole 
DailyBeast Sunday. Shama McCarty was also a booster of system and this whole deal.'  

The ordeal he described is portrayed in the Leanders Lions, the local football Kelley is now married to his high school 
Outcry, a five-part docuseries by filmmaker team which can draw a crowd of 10,000 sweetheart, Gaebri Anderson, who stood by 
Pat Kondelis, which aired on Showtime last per game on a Friday night, the him during the allegations he was 
month. Kondelis spent more than two years DailyBeast reported.  trophies, as described by the same child. exonerated for. She was 17 at the time of her 
following Kelley's story, including when his Shama had allowed Kelley to stay with her It was also found that police had now husband's conviction. 
conviction was overturned due to actual family in Cedar Rapids after his mother came 'backtracked' the suspected date of the assault She told The New York Post : 'It was crazy.'
innocence. down with a brain tumor. Kelley's father to match when the football star was staying in 'I had friends since I was a baby who were 

The docuseries maker was a resident of already had suffered a debilitating stroke. the McCarty home.  saying, "I can't believe you are sticking by 
Williamson County, Texas, where the After the first victim, a second child came More findings presented by Hampton him,"' she explained.
allegations were made against Kelley and was forward making the same allegation, showed child pornography was found on 'From the first day in my heart, I knew he 
approached by a friend to look into the case. according to cops. That's when Shama Johnathan's cell phone and computer; that he didn't do this.'
Kelley with financial assistance from a Jake encouraged Kelley's family to hire defense was accused of raping and drugging four Watch Outcry on Showtime.                    
Brydon, a local activist, also hired a new attorney Patricia Cummings. women while Kelley was in jail; and two jjj

Are You Facing False Criminal Charges or Civil Complaints?

‘I was labeled a monster’: High school football player was wrongly 
convicted of molesting a four-year-old now stands exonerated

Expires 11-01-2020

Shawn Henning and Ralph Birch, 
Exonerated in Connecticut Murder

(Herscher Pilot) - Shawn Henning, a bloody crime without getting a drop of 
former Herscher resident, has been blood on their shoes or clothing, or without 
exonerated for the murder of Everett Carr in transferring any trace evidence to the 
Connecticut. Buick.”

The gruesome murder occurred in 1985. According to Henning’s attorney, W. 
Henning and his friend Ralph "Ricky" James Cousins, “They served 30 years in 
Birch were wrongfully convicted in 1989. prison for something they had nothing to do 
Recent DNA testing and other forensic with. All charges against him were 
evidence established that they were permanently dismissed on July 10, 2020.” 
innocent of the crime.  Cousins is associated with Centurion, an 

Henning, along with Birch, had been innocence organization. According to the 
living in a stolen car.  They were involved Centurion website, “This was a long and 
in burglaries around the time of the murder arduous struggle with the state fighting 
and readily admitted to the fact, but always vigorously at every stage. Shawn and 
denied their connection to the murder.  Ricky’s journey to freedom took them 

Assuming that the murder had occurred through habeas trials, appeals to the 
from a burglary gone wrong, police arrested the trials of felony murder and sentenced to 50 Appellate Court, an appeal to the Connecticut 
teens. However, no traces of blood were found and 55 years in prison. Supreme Court and eventually back to the 
on the boys or on the car, which clearly had not However, in 2008, during research for an Superior Court for Friday’s dismissal. The 
been cleaned. In addition, their shoe sizes were appeal, it was discovered that the towel had Connecticut Supreme Court had vacated the 
much larger than the bloody footprint left by the never been tested. convictions of Shawn and Ricky concluding 
assailant next to the body of Mr. Carr. When the towel was finally tested, the results that the state obtained those convictions based 

However, famous forensic scientist Dr. Henry showed the red-colored stains were not made by on the false testimony of noted forensic 
C. Lee, star witness in several famous criminal blood.  criminalist Dr. Henry Lee.”  
trials, including O.J. Simpson’s, testified that he Henning and Birch would serve 11 more years It continues, “DNA of the true assailant has 
found a stained towel in an upstairs bathroom at before their appeal reached the state Supreme been detected on four items intimately 
Carr’s home and that his repeated tests on the Court, which reversed the murder convictions associated with the homicidal attack. This 
stains proved they were made by blood. The in a unanimous decision. Lee, who had been the expansive DNA testing exonerates Mr. 
prosecutor suggested to jurors in his closing director of the state police forensic laboratory, Henning and Mr. Birch.”
arguments that the teens could have used the was criticized for his false testimony. In fact, new DNA studies found that the DNA 
towel to clean up. In Henning v. Commissioner of Correction’s belongs to an unknown woman.  According to 

Two Herscher witnesses in Henning’s case findings it is stated, “During closing argument, Cybergenetics, “The woman's DNA was clearly 
testified to his guilt based on telephone calls the petitioner's trial counsel emphasized the on a White Owl cigar box. And, statistically, her 
made to them by Henning. The witnesses later lack of forensic evidence, arguing that it simply DNA was on the victim's clothing, on the knife 
recanted. made no sense that the petitioner and Birch found under his body, and on the wood flooring 

Birch and Henning were convicted in separate could have committed such a violent and where he died.”                                           jjj

PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENT

Narconon warns friends and family that even the 
pharmaceutical drugs are dangerous. Dealers are now 
pressing pills to look identical to the ones you get from your 
local pharmacy. They are recklessly adding Fentanyl to not 
only heroin, but making their own homemade pills, posing as 
another drug. In this case, you don’t have to take a handful of  
the pills you buy to overdose and die. One little pill is killing 
people.

To learn more about the dangers of  homemade 
pills, go to: 

Many of the exonerees we report on would have never even been convicted in the first 
place had they utilized the services of the US~Observer.

When hired, the US~Observer works for your vindication. What does that mean? Simply, if you have been wrongfully charged with 
crimes or have been maliciously attacked civilly, the US~Observer will investigate your case to achieve the evidence that will be used 
to prove your innocence, or determine your lack of liability. With that evidence in hand, we ensure everyone who needs to see it does. 

The power of public opinion is what will ultimately vindicate you, and that is what we utilize by promoting your case through our 
nationally distributed newspaper and our network of on-line affiliates. Not only does this make the facts of your case public knowledge, 

something attorneys are barred from doing, it puts an amazing amount of public pressure on those in political positions. 

The fact is, attorneys alone rarely win tough cases. In many instances, the odds are so stacked against them the only recourse they have is 
to suggest a plea deal. It's not all their fault either! The system allows for the prosecution to publicize your case. The local paper runs your 

picture and soon, your neighbors think you are guilty. The US~Observer combats this one-sided assault and gives you the only real chance you have 
at vindication.

If you are in trouble, don't roll the dice with an attorney alone. Let the US~Observer work for you. 

And just in case you are wondering, there are many instances where our clients never even needed to hire an attorney in the first place. Contact us for references. 
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on the public streets.”
Edward Snook, Editor-in-Chief of the 

US~Observer, spoke about the lawsuit, “It 
is absolutely imperative that Okanogan 
County and Washington State, and all 
those involved, be held accountable for 
this travesty of justice and the harm they 
brought to two upstanding citizens, who 
were themselves the victims of the initial 
crime.” 

He went on issuing a stark warning, “If 
the parties aren’t punished accordingly, 
you better believe they will continue the 
practice, and you just might find 
yourselves in the crosshairs of a false 
prosecution. Only then will you realize 
how cruel, painful, and utterly life altering 
that process is, and no amount of money is 
too much when compensating those that 
face it.”

E d i t o r ’s  N o t e :  A n y o n e  w i t h  
information about provable corruption 
on the part of WA State Attorney General 
Bob Ferguson, Assistant Attorney 
General Brian Baker, former Okanogan 
Prosecutors Karl Sloan and Branden 
Platter, or Okanogan Deputy Sheriff 
Kreg Sloan are urged to contact Edward 
Snook at 541-474-7885 or with an email 
to editor@usobserver.com. 

The US~Observer is especially 
interested in Okanogan County 
Prosecutor Arian Noma as we have 
received numerous complaints about 
actions he has taken as Prosecutor and 
his failure to keep campaign promises.

Remember, bad cops and corrupted 
prosecutors are the ruination of our 
criminal justice system. They are 
extremely expensive for all taxpayers and 
they, along with their fellow conspirators, 
are a serious threat to all Americans.

jjj

Henning’s attorney, Ricky Birch, Birch’s lawyer, 
Shawn Henning, and his lawyer.

Angela and James Faire



By Dion Rabouin

(AXIOS) - Experts are again 
sounding the alarm that the dollar 
could lose its role as the world's 
reserve currency. This is a frequent 
and historically unconsummated 
concern — but things may actually 
be different this time.

What's happening: New data 
from the Bank of Russia show the 
country now receives more euros 
than dollars for its exports to China, 
with the share of goods purchased 
in euros rising from 0.3% at the 
start of 2014 (and just 1.3% in the 
second quarter of 2018) to nearly 
51% at the end of Q1 this year.

• The share of euros Russia 
receives for exports to the 
European Union increased to 43% 
from 38% at the end of last year, the and that the dollar will fall than at currency and creating “real 
data shows. any time in history, according to concerns around the longevity of 

Why it matters: The euro is the CFTC data. the U.S. dollar as a reserve 
dollar's strongest competitor, Between the lines: A growing currency.”
making up the second largest chorus of investors, including • Instead of dollars, many central 
percentage of global currency billionaire hedge fund manager banks have increased purchases of 
reserves — 20% of central bank Ray Dalio, have worried openly in gold, especially those in China, 
holdings versus around 60% for the recent months that the U.S. Russia, India and Turkey in recent 
dollar, according to the IMF. response to the coronavirus years, with 2018 and 2019 the first 

• Combined with recent efforts by pandemic — trillions in balance and second highest years for 
EU policymakers to provide wide- sheet expansion from the Fed and annual purchases on record.
ranging fiscal stimulus and release trillions in government spending The big picture: There has been a 
pan-European bonds, efforts by while still having the world's worst long-term concerted effort by 
Russia and China to increase the outbreak — is further undercutting Russia and China to move the world 
euro's use could make the the dollar's supremacy. away from the dollar — this is now 
continental currency a serious • Goldman Sachs currency aligning with the coronavirus 
challenger to the dollar. strategists have pointed to the p a n d e m i c ,  t h e  e u r o z o n e ' s  

More speculators are lining up rising value of gold as evidence that unification, and a moment of 
bullish bets that the euro will rise the U.S. could be "debasing" its weakness for the United States.   j

By Katie Shepherd and Mark Guarino

(Washington Post) - Mass arrests following nights of 
tumultuous unrest in Chicago and Portland, Ore., have 
pitted liberal prosecutors against police and even 
Democratic allies over concerns that lenient charges will 
lead to further property damage and violence.

The newly seated top prosecutor in Portland’s 
Multnomah County said his office will not prosecute 
cases of disorderly conduct, interfering with a peace 
officer or rioting, unless those charges are accompanied 
by more serious charges involving property damage or 
injury to another person.

In Chicago, where police arrested more than 100 people But Reilly and a handful of other aldermen who 
after rampant looting early Monday devastated the city’s represent downtown wards or wards in wealthy districts 
central business district, some local officials have blamed said Wednesday that they were hesitant to support Foxx 
liberal policy changes by top prosecutor Kim Foxx for the in November. Alderman Raymond Lopez (D) said he has 
shattered windows and raided shelves. “no intention — on this day — of doing anything except 

Her changes lower penalties for theft and shoplifting, not helping Kim Foxx” win reelection.
and even local politicians who have broadly supported “She’s clearly not doing her job,” Lopez told Chicago 
criminal justice reform have criticized Foxx for choosing business publication Crain’s on Wednesday. “She’s a bad 
not to pursue felony charges against some of the people candidate, and she’s giving our whole party a black eye.”
arrested for looting.

“Our Cook County Prosecutor’s Office and the Cook UNREST IN CHICAGO AND PORTLAND 
County Judicial system are failing us like never before. SHOWS AMERICA’S SUMMER OF PROTEST IS 
We expect prosecutors to enforce all of our laws with FAR FROM OVER
equal vigor — City and State laws are not a ‘buffet’ for 
prosecutors to selectively enforce — they must all be In Portland, officers arrested dozens of people over 
enforced,” Alderman Brendan Reilly (D), whose ward three nights of raucous protests this past weekend. Some 
encompasses the areas where the looting took place, said protesters lit fires in the street, a few threw projectiles at 
in a Monday letter to residents. “When there are no police, and a small group broke into the police union 
consequences for these criminal acts — large or small — building on Saturday night. Scores of others shouted at 
it only serves as further incentive for these criminals to the police and blocked traffic but otherwise remained 
repeat these crimes over and over.” peaceful. Most of those who were arrested, for disorderly 

Foxx, who was elected in late 2016 on a platform to conduct or interfering with a peace officer, will not be 
improve a criminal justice system that disproportionately charged with a crime, according to a statement from 
affects poor people and racial minorities, has told Multnomah County District Attorney Mike Schmidt.
reporters she stands by the reforms she has put in place, Schmidt said his policy makes a clear distinction 
which include raising the standard for felony theft between a small number of agitators who engage in 
charges from a minimum of $300 to $1,000 in stolen violence and destruction and the otherwise peaceful 
goods. protesters who sometimes get swept up in mass arrests as 

Her office said the police department sought felony police move to quell unwieldy demonstrations.
charges in 25 cases of the more than 100 arrests made “This policy acknowledges that the factors that lead to 
Monday, and 24 have been approved. The charges the commission of criminal activity during a protest are 
include aggravated battery of a police officer, criminal incredibly complex,” Schmidt said at a news conference 
damage to property, unlawful use of a weapon, and Tuesday. “Some of those violations are impermissible by 
burglary/looting. The number of misdemeanor cases any standard, resulting in physical violence, injury and 
stemming from Monday is not yet known. worse. Others represent the instinctive reactions of 

Foxx’s raised bar for felonies has frustrated Chicago people who have been gassed repeatedly, who have been 
Police Superintendent David Brown, who, since the struck with kinetic projectile weapons, and who have 
unrest following protests spurred by the killing of George seen other protesters arrested in ways that they deeply 
Floyd in May, has complained that repeat offenders are disapprove of.”
cycling through the court system due to reduced charges, He said the new policy will be retroactive for hundreds 
low bail amounts and an inefficient electronic monitoring of people who have been arrested in protests following 
system. Floyd’s killing in late May. Schmidt’s office has received 

Foxx countered that the police department has been about 550 cases related to protests that have occurred 
slow to bring her office felony cases. Of the 5,000 arrests every night since May 29. About 410 cases are 
made following Floyd’s killing through late June, only 29 misdemeanors or violations, and many of those will 
percent were felony cases, she said. likely be rejected under the new policy.

“Our office is not in the arresting business,” she said. “I want to make it very clear, though, this is not a free 
“We get cases when they are brought to us.” pass,” Schmidt said. “I will not tolerate deliberate acts of 

Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot (D), who supported violence against police or anyone else. Engage in that 
Foxx’s reelection this year, said Tuesday that she talked type of conduct and you should expect to be prosecuted.”
with the top prosecutor about the importance of charging The decision opposes a recent call for harsher penalties 
the looters with felonies. from the police union.

“I know every police officer wants everything to be a “The people committing arson and assault are not 
felony, but it is up to the prosecutor to determine that,” peaceful protestors; they are criminals,” Portland Police 
Lightfoot said. Association President Daryl Turner said in an open letter 

She said police are scanning hundreds of hours of video to Schmidt last week. “Step up and do your job; hold the 
from city-owned and store-operated cameras to rioters accountable. If there is no consequence for crimes 
strengthen the cases they present to Foxx. from the District Attorney’s office, there is no reason for 

“We are doing everything we can, sparing no resource, criminals to stop the chaos.”
to bring [the looters] to justice,” she added. jjj
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US~OBSERVER NOTE ON FALSE CHARGES:
False prosecutions are getting some well needed mainstream attention these days. Over the past 28 

years, the US~Observer had been the lone voice exposing this rampant issue. Our successful 
vindications are the dismissal or acquittal of more than 5,000 charges. We have also resolved many 
civil issues. These are achievements no other group, lawyer or agency can claim. 

In many cases, our clients haven't needed the use of expensive attorneys, as our investigations and 
publication are used to expose the truth to the world. It is this exposure that this, otherwise beyond 
reproach, system fears, and it works well.

We hope that every innocent victim of a false prosecution finds justice, and if you are facing false 
charges, please contact us.
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(6 ABC) - Media, Pennsylvania The messages have been brought 
- A part-time Delaware County to the attention of Children and 
police officer is accused of sending Youth Services by an attorney who 
sexually explicit text messages to was working on an unrelated matter 
an underage girl. that had caused him 

Twenty-one-year- to  examine  the  
old Justin Hazelton conten ts  of  the  
of Havertown turned minor's cell phone, 
h i m s e l f  i n  t o  the D.A.'s office 
a u t h o r i t i e s  o n  said.
Thursday. After interviewing 

He is charged with t h e  a t t o r n e y ,  
one misdemeanor authorities spoke to 
count of corruption the minor.
of a minor. According to the 

Authorities said district attorney, the 
H a z e l t o n  w a s  girl told authorities 
employed as a part- she received the text 
time officer with the Upland Police messages through Snapchat.
Department when the messages Hazleton was then interviewed 
were exchanged. and admitted to authorities that he 

On July 17, the Delaware County had sent and received the text 
District Attorney's Office was messages, the district attorney said.
contacted by the Department of Hazelton turned himself in at 
Children and Youth Services who the Media Courthouse with his 
said a minor was receiving sexually attorney. He was arraigned and bail 
explicit message from Hazelton. was set at $50,000 unsecured.  jjj

(AFP) - US scientists are controversial because of how 
developing a strain of the serious the disease can be and 
coronavirus that could be used to because its effects aren't fully 
deliberately infect volunteers in understood.
so-called "challenge studies," a NIAID said it would probably 
government agency said Friday. reach a decision toward the end 

The work is preliminary and of 2020, when the late-stage 
the government is continuing to clinical trials that are underway 
prioritize randomized clinical start reporting their results.
trials of vaccine candidates, the This would help it determine 
National Institute for Allergies whether challenge studies are 
and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) needed, safe and ethical, it 
said. added.

Several of these have entered David Diemert, the director of 
their final stages, including the George Washington University's 
vaccines developed by Moderna, vaccine trial research unit who is 
Pfizer and AstraZeneca. overseeing a trial of Moderna's 

But NIAID has nonetheless vaccine in the US capital, told 
"begun efforts to manufacture a AFP he did not think challenge 
strain that could be used to trials were appropriate for 
develop a human challenge COVID-19.
model, if needed," it said in a "I think they're a critical tool, 
statement. but only under the right 

In normal clinical trials, circumstances," he said.
volunteers receive either a Diemert is himself leading a 
medicine or a placebo and their challenge trial into a hookworm 
health is then followed over the vaccine.
course of months of years. But he said that for COVID-19, 

Scientists look for how well the "we don't have a very clear 
vaccine or treatment worked understanding of who is at risk of 
when the person was naturally developing severe disease and 
exposed to the pathogen. we have no treatment that is 

A quicker way to test whether a guaranteed to cure someone if 
drug works is by deliberately they do develop severe disease."
infecting volunteers, as has been T h e r e ' s  a l s o  e n o u g h  
done in the past for influenza, w i d e s p r e a d  c o m m u n i t y  
malaria, typhoid, dengue fever, transmission in the US -- the 
and cholera. worst hit country in the world 

In the US, advocacy groups with 5.3 million confirmed cases 
l ike 1DaySooner support  -- to mean challenge trials are not 
challenge studies for COVID- necessary, he added.
1 9 ,  b u t  t h e  s u b j e c t  i s  jjj

US developing coronavirus strain 
for human ‘challenge’ trials

(CBS2) Meridian, 
I d a h o  —  F o r m e r  
C a n y o n  C o u n t y  
prosecutor John Bujak 
has been charged with 
grand theft after police 
say he stole more than 
$10,000 from a family 
member.

Meridian Police says 
in August of 2019, 
officers received a fraud 
report from a victim who 
reported that a family member, 50-year-old John 
Bujak, had been stealing money from them. The 
victim told police that they had been sending money 
transfers to Bujak "with the understadninig that it was 
going into an IRA, but the funds were never put into 
an IRA," authorities say.

Eight days later, Meridian Police says the same 
victim said they started receiving phone calls from a 
collection agency about a loan they were unaware of. 
The victim told police that Bujak used their personal 
information to take out a cash loan of $1,600.

According to online jail records, Bujak was booked 
into the Ada County Jail July 25, 2020 for two 
felonies.

In May 2014, Bujak was found not guilty on 
charges of bankruptcy fraud, concealment of assets, 
making a false statement under oath, money 
laundering and obstruction of justice. He also had a 
brief run for Idaho governor.

jjj

Former County prosecutor 
accused of stealing 

$10K from family member

The war against the dollar is heating up

By Peter Romeo The report, compiled for the fund to help hotels repay their 
AH&LA by a research company CMBS loans.

(Res taurant  Bus iness )  -  called Trepp, is the latest in a torrent “With record low travel demand, 
Payments on nearly one-fourth of of bad news from the association thousands of hotels can’t afford to 
all loans backed by hotel real estate about the state of its pay their commercial 
are delinquent by at least 30 days, industry.  Its release mortgages and are 
signaling an imminent and was accompanied by facing foreclosure 
u n p r e c e d e n t e d  w a v e  o f  the announcement with the harsh reality 
foreclosures, according to the that 4,000 lodging of having to close 
American Hotel & Lodging e x e c u t i v e s  h a v e  t h e i r  d o o r s  
Association (AH&LA). signed a letter to permanently,” Chip 

It notes that the $20.6 billion in Congress,  urging Rogers, CEO of the 
d e l i n q u e n t  p a y m e n t s  o n  lawmakers to save AH&LA, said in a 
commercial mortgage-backed the business by pushing through a statement. “Tens of thousands of 
securities (CMBS)—23.4% of all federal relief package aimed hotel employees will lose their jobs 
C M B S  l o a n s  e x t e n d e d  t o  specifically at the lodging trade. and small business industries that 
hotels—compares with overdue S i m i l a r  i n d u s t r y - s p e c i f i c  depend on these hotels to drive 
payments of $1.15 billion at the measures are being pushed by the local tourism and economic activity 
end of 2019, or 1.3% of outstanding restaurant industry, with lobbying will likely face a similar fate.”
CMBS loans at the time. The from both the National Restaurant The industry has been stung by 
current level of delinquencies even Association and the Independent the sheer drop-off in travel that 
surpasses the $13.5 billion that Restaurants Coalition.  followed the implementation of 
lenders were owed during the Great The measure supported by the stay-at-home policies in nearly 
Recession that started in 2008, AH&LA, a bill known as the HOPE every state at the start of the 
according to the association. Act, would create an emergency pandemic.                                jjj

Liberal prosecutors face backlash over lenient 
charges following civil unrest and looting

Part-time police officer 
arrested in sexting case

Hotels are headed for an historic level 
of foreclosures, lodging group warns

By J. Edward Moreno

(The Hill) - A federal prosecutor 
was arrested for driving under the 
influence and used homophobic 
slurs and other epithets against law 
enforcement, according to a Justice 
Department (DOJ) inspector 
general report obtained by 
BuzzFeed News. am?” and “You don’t know who 

The report did not name the you are messing with. I’m going to 
federal prosecutor or what office he have all of your jobs.”
worked out of, though it did According to the report the man 
indicate the investigation was was worried he would face 
carried out by the DOJ’s Dallas violence if he was taken to jail 
field office. It said that the because he is a prosecutor. 
prosecutor, who resigned during H e  p l e a d e d  g u i l t y  t o  a  
the investigation, called law misdemeanor charge of driving 
enforcement officers anti-gay and under the influence. The report 
anti-woman slurs and used other redacted his sentence but did 
insults like “dumb rookie” and indicate that the sentence was 
“retarded." deferred while he was under court 

Once he arrived in jail, other supervision and required that he 
witnesses said that the man have a breath test machine attached 
threatened to “sue his ass” and told to his car.
them “I will prosecute every single The DOJ did not immediately 
one of you.” The man asked jail respond to an inquiry from The 
staff “Do you know who the f--k I Hill.                                         jjj

DOJ watchdog finds former 
prosecutor arrested for drunk 
driving threatened retaliation

By Ayana Harry

(PIX 11) BROOKLYN — A 
Brooklyn judge’s retirement 
announcement after she was 
diagnosed with the memory loss 
disease, Alzheimer’s, stunned 
the criminal justice community 
and raised concerns about the 
last hearing she presided over: an 
exoneration case.

In late August of 2019, Judge 
ShawnDya Simpson, 54, ruled 
that Nelson Cruz would not be 
exonerated for the 1998 death of 
Trevor Vieira in East New York, 
Brooklyn. Cruz was 17 when he 
was convicted. Simpson went on medical leave.

“I hope now that they know she “She wasn’t mentally fit to 
was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s preside over my case,” Cruz said.
that they can give me a re- Cruz is still in prison a year 
hearing,” Cruz told PIX11 News later, waiting for answers. Judge 
in an exclusive interview from Simpson never filed her written 
Woodbourne Correct ional  decision and now she is retired. 
Facility. It’s been agonizing for Cruz’s 

His attorneys say the now wife, Ericka Cruz.
disgraced detective, Louis “We definitely feel like the 
Scarcella, coerced a single outcome may have been 
witness to testify against Cruz. different because we don’t know 

Last year, Judge Simpson how long she’s been struggling 
granted Cruz a new hearing. with this,” she said.

“ I  don’t  remember  the  Cruz attorney Justin Bonus 
h o m i c i d e  g o i n g  d o w n , ”  said “the only remedy here is to 
Scarcella testified during the let the man out of jail, that’s it.”
hearing. “Everything was heard by 

The star witness was an NYPD Judge Simpson,” Bonus said.
officer who actually saw the T h e  B r o o k l y n  D i s t r i c t  
murder and testified Cruz was Attorney’s office declined to 
not present on the scene. comment on the pending case. 

Judge Simpson stunned a T h e  O f f i c e  o f  C o u r t  
packed courtroom with her Administration told PIX11 that 
ruling, saying she wouldn’t any litigants with concerns about 
o v e r t u r n  C r u z ’s  m u r d e r  rulings from Judge Simpson can 
conviction. She then erratically turn to the Appellate Division.
walked off the bench. Days later jjj

Judge rules against exoneration, 
days later retires after getting 

an Alzheimer’s diagnosis; 
man behind bars has questions

WHAT THE?!

By Bill Barajas

(Click2Houston) - A former 
Harris County District Judge, who 
was indicted on wire fraud charges 
last year, has been arrested again, 
according to court records. She is 
accused of assault ing her 
husband’s girlfriend.

Alexandra Smoots-Thomas was 
charged with aggravated assault with a deadly weapon 
Wednesday. According to court records, she fired a 
shotgun in the direction of a woman outside a home in the 
1400 block of Jewel Meadow Drive on Monday.

“My client was in a car and the other woman was 
outside the car. I believe she was carrying a club or some 
sort of stick with the intent to assault my client and a gun 
appeared. A shot was fired but nobody was hurt,” said 
Smoots-Thomas’ attorney Kent Schaffer.

Smoots-Thomas is out on bond and not permitted to 
possess a weapon.

“We have reason to believe that they will move to 
revoke her bond in federal court and because of that we 
are already getting ready for a bond hearing to try and 
keep her out on bond,” Schaffer said.

Smoots-Thomas was scheduled to appear in federal 
court in November on wire fraud charges for allegedly 
misusing campaign funds.

“The government has alleged that she used her 
campaign account to pay personal expenses,” Schaffer 
said.

Schaffer said his client is accused of using funds to pay 
her home mortgage and tuition for one of her children.   j

Former County judge 
indicted on wire fraud charges 
finds herself in trouble again

Judge ShawnDya Simpson

John Bujak

Smoots-Thomas

Portland, Oregon riots

Justin Hazelton

(Sunny Skyz) - A kindergarten look like windshields,” the 
teacher in Texas went above and Facebook page ‘Maybe I'll 
beyond to make her classroom a Shower Today’ wrote in a post.
fun and safe environment for her “Those students who enter her 
students amidst social distance classroom may have a tough 
guidelines. time, but clearly they are in the 

When Jennifer Birch Pierson hands of a caring teacher, and 
learned the desks would have that's something all parents can 
plastic shields she transformed be grateful for.”
each one into a miniature truck. “Thank you to the teachers, 

“She set up her classroom who, like Ms. Pierson, are doing 
desks to look like a bunch of all they can and more to make 
trucks on the road. She even our kids feel safe and happy.”
makes the required desk shields jjj

Teacher Transforms Desks Into 
Socially-Distanced Trucks (Fox News) - A Guard, is hoping that his initiative 

Nor th  Dako ta  will raise $50,000 for the Detroit 
Army veteran will Lakes, Minn., group through a 
be cycling across GoFundMe page he set up.
the state to raise Patrol Assistance Dogs provides 
money for Patriot trained and certified psychiatric 
Assistance Dogs, service dogs to qualified U.S. 
a nonprofit that Military veterans at no cost to 
teams animals them. The group currently has 
with former military personnel over 200 dog and veteran teams, 
suffering post-traumatic stress with over 50 veteran-owned dogs. 
disorder and other issues linked to Almost all  are rescued or 
their service. surrendered.

Andrew Nathan, a 22-year Nathan,  who is  now the 
veteran who was a member of the employment coordinator at the 
82nd Airborne Division and the Department of Veterans Affairs in 
North Dakota Army National Fargo, will be cycling 378 miles.   j

Army Vet hopes to raise $50G 
for service dogs for veterans



By Dion Rabouin

(AXIOS) - Experts are again 
sounding the alarm that the dollar 
could lose its role as the world's 
reserve currency. This is a frequent 
and historically unconsummated 
concern — but things may actually 
be different this time.

What's happening: New data 
from the Bank of Russia show the 
country now receives more euros 
than dollars for its exports to China, 
with the share of goods purchased 
in euros rising from 0.3% at the 
start of 2014 (and just 1.3% in the 
second quarter of 2018) to nearly 
51% at the end of Q1 this year.

• The share of euros Russia 
receives for exports to the 
European Union increased to 43% 
from 38% at the end of last year, the and that the dollar will fall than at currency and creating “real 
data shows. any time in history, according to concerns around the longevity of 

Why it matters: The euro is the CFTC data. the U.S. dollar as a reserve 
dollar's strongest competitor, Between the lines: A growing currency.”
making up the second largest chorus of investors, including • Instead of dollars, many central 
percentage of global currency billionaire hedge fund manager banks have increased purchases of 
reserves — 20% of central bank Ray Dalio, have worried openly in gold, especially those in China, 
holdings versus around 60% for the recent months that the U.S. Russia, India and Turkey in recent 
dollar, according to the IMF. response to the coronavirus years, with 2018 and 2019 the first 

• Combined with recent efforts by pandemic — trillions in balance and second highest years for 
EU policymakers to provide wide- sheet expansion from the Fed and annual purchases on record.
ranging fiscal stimulus and release trillions in government spending The big picture: There has been a 
pan-European bonds, efforts by while still having the world's worst long-term concerted effort by 
Russia and China to increase the outbreak — is further undercutting Russia and China to move the world 
euro's use could make the the dollar's supremacy. away from the dollar — this is now 
continental currency a serious • Goldman Sachs currency aligning with the coronavirus 
challenger to the dollar. strategists have pointed to the p a n d e m i c ,  t h e  e u r o z o n e ' s  

More speculators are lining up rising value of gold as evidence that unification, and a moment of 
bullish bets that the euro will rise the U.S. could be "debasing" its weakness for the United States.   j

By Katie Shepherd and Mark Guarino

(Washington Post) - Mass arrests following nights of 
tumultuous unrest in Chicago and Portland, Ore., have 
pitted liberal prosecutors against police and even 
Democratic allies over concerns that lenient charges will 
lead to further property damage and violence.

The newly seated top prosecutor in Portland’s 
Multnomah County said his office will not prosecute 
cases of disorderly conduct, interfering with a peace 
officer or rioting, unless those charges are accompanied 
by more serious charges involving property damage or 
injury to another person.

In Chicago, where police arrested more than 100 people But Reilly and a handful of other aldermen who 
after rampant looting early Monday devastated the city’s represent downtown wards or wards in wealthy districts 
central business district, some local officials have blamed said Wednesday that they were hesitant to support Foxx 
liberal policy changes by top prosecutor Kim Foxx for the in November. Alderman Raymond Lopez (D) said he has 
shattered windows and raided shelves. “no intention — on this day — of doing anything except 

Her changes lower penalties for theft and shoplifting, not helping Kim Foxx” win reelection.
and even local politicians who have broadly supported “She’s clearly not doing her job,” Lopez told Chicago 
criminal justice reform have criticized Foxx for choosing business publication Crain’s on Wednesday. “She’s a bad 
not to pursue felony charges against some of the people candidate, and she’s giving our whole party a black eye.”
arrested for looting.

“Our Cook County Prosecutor’s Office and the Cook UNREST IN CHICAGO AND PORTLAND 
County Judicial system are failing us like never before. SHOWS AMERICA’S SUMMER OF PROTEST IS 
We expect prosecutors to enforce all of our laws with FAR FROM OVER
equal vigor — City and State laws are not a ‘buffet’ for 
prosecutors to selectively enforce — they must all be In Portland, officers arrested dozens of people over 
enforced,” Alderman Brendan Reilly (D), whose ward three nights of raucous protests this past weekend. Some 
encompasses the areas where the looting took place, said protesters lit fires in the street, a few threw projectiles at 
in a Monday letter to residents. “When there are no police, and a small group broke into the police union 
consequences for these criminal acts — large or small — building on Saturday night. Scores of others shouted at 
it only serves as further incentive for these criminals to the police and blocked traffic but otherwise remained 
repeat these crimes over and over.” peaceful. Most of those who were arrested, for disorderly 

Foxx, who was elected in late 2016 on a platform to conduct or interfering with a peace officer, will not be 
improve a criminal justice system that disproportionately charged with a crime, according to a statement from 
affects poor people and racial minorities, has told Multnomah County District Attorney Mike Schmidt.
reporters she stands by the reforms she has put in place, Schmidt said his policy makes a clear distinction 
which include raising the standard for felony theft between a small number of agitators who engage in 
charges from a minimum of $300 to $1,000 in stolen violence and destruction and the otherwise peaceful 
goods. protesters who sometimes get swept up in mass arrests as 

Her office said the police department sought felony police move to quell unwieldy demonstrations.
charges in 25 cases of the more than 100 arrests made “This policy acknowledges that the factors that lead to 
Monday, and 24 have been approved. The charges the commission of criminal activity during a protest are 
include aggravated battery of a police officer, criminal incredibly complex,” Schmidt said at a news conference 
damage to property, unlawful use of a weapon, and Tuesday. “Some of those violations are impermissible by 
burglary/looting. The number of misdemeanor cases any standard, resulting in physical violence, injury and 
stemming from Monday is not yet known. worse. Others represent the instinctive reactions of 

Foxx’s raised bar for felonies has frustrated Chicago people who have been gassed repeatedly, who have been 
Police Superintendent David Brown, who, since the struck with kinetic projectile weapons, and who have 
unrest following protests spurred by the killing of George seen other protesters arrested in ways that they deeply 
Floyd in May, has complained that repeat offenders are disapprove of.”
cycling through the court system due to reduced charges, He said the new policy will be retroactive for hundreds 
low bail amounts and an inefficient electronic monitoring of people who have been arrested in protests following 
system. Floyd’s killing in late May. Schmidt’s office has received 

Foxx countered that the police department has been about 550 cases related to protests that have occurred 
slow to bring her office felony cases. Of the 5,000 arrests every night since May 29. About 410 cases are 
made following Floyd’s killing through late June, only 29 misdemeanors or violations, and many of those will 
percent were felony cases, she said. likely be rejected under the new policy.

“Our office is not in the arresting business,” she said. “I want to make it very clear, though, this is not a free 
“We get cases when they are brought to us.” pass,” Schmidt said. “I will not tolerate deliberate acts of 

Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot (D), who supported violence against police or anyone else. Engage in that 
Foxx’s reelection this year, said Tuesday that she talked type of conduct and you should expect to be prosecuted.”
with the top prosecutor about the importance of charging The decision opposes a recent call for harsher penalties 
the looters with felonies. from the police union.

“I know every police officer wants everything to be a “The people committing arson and assault are not 
felony, but it is up to the prosecutor to determine that,” peaceful protestors; they are criminals,” Portland Police 
Lightfoot said. Association President Daryl Turner said in an open letter 

She said police are scanning hundreds of hours of video to Schmidt last week. “Step up and do your job; hold the 
from city-owned and store-operated cameras to rioters accountable. If there is no consequence for crimes 
strengthen the cases they present to Foxx. from the District Attorney’s office, there is no reason for 

“We are doing everything we can, sparing no resource, criminals to stop the chaos.”
to bring [the looters] to justice,” she added. jjj
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US~OBSERVER NOTE ON FALSE CHARGES:
False prosecutions are getting some well needed mainstream attention these days. Over the past 28 

years, the US~Observer had been the lone voice exposing this rampant issue. Our successful 
vindications are the dismissal or acquittal of more than 5,000 charges. We have also resolved many 
civil issues. These are achievements no other group, lawyer or agency can claim. 

In many cases, our clients haven't needed the use of expensive attorneys, as our investigations and 
publication are used to expose the truth to the world. It is this exposure that this, otherwise beyond 
reproach, system fears, and it works well.

We hope that every innocent victim of a false prosecution finds justice, and if you are facing false 
charges, please contact us.
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(6 ABC) - Media, Pennsylvania The messages have been brought 
- A part-time Delaware County to the attention of Children and 
police officer is accused of sending Youth Services by an attorney who 
sexually explicit text messages to was working on an unrelated matter 
an underage girl. that had caused him 

Twenty-one-year- to  examine  the  
old Justin Hazelton conten ts  of  the  
of Havertown turned minor's cell phone, 
h i m s e l f  i n  t o  the D.A.'s office 
a u t h o r i t i e s  o n  said.
Thursday. After interviewing 

He is charged with t h e  a t t o r n e y ,  
one misdemeanor authorities spoke to 
count of corruption the minor.
of a minor. According to the 

Authorities said district attorney, the 
H a z e l t o n  w a s  girl told authorities 
employed as a part- she received the text 
time officer with the Upland Police messages through Snapchat.
Department when the messages Hazleton was then interviewed 
were exchanged. and admitted to authorities that he 

On July 17, the Delaware County had sent and received the text 
District Attorney's Office was messages, the district attorney said.
contacted by the Department of Hazelton turned himself in at 
Children and Youth Services who the Media Courthouse with his 
said a minor was receiving sexually attorney. He was arraigned and bail 
explicit message from Hazelton. was set at $50,000 unsecured.  jjj

US~OBSERVER NOTE ON FALSE CHARGES:
False prosecutions are getting some well needed mainstream attention these days. Over the past 28 
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(AFP) - US scientists are controversial because of how 
developing a strain of the serious the disease can be and 
coronavirus that could be used to because its effects aren't fully 
deliberately infect volunteers in understood.
so-called "challenge studies," a NIAID said it would probably 
government agency said Friday. reach a decision toward the end 

The work is preliminary and of 2020, when the late-stage 
the government is continuing to clinical trials that are underway 
prioritize randomized clinical start reporting their results.
trials of vaccine candidates, the This would help it determine 
National Institute for Allergies whether challenge studies are 
and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) needed, safe and ethical, it 
said. added.

Several of these have entered David Diemert, the director of 
their final stages, including the George Washington University's 
vaccines developed by Moderna, vaccine trial research unit who is 
Pfizer and AstraZeneca. overseeing a trial of Moderna's 

But NIAID has nonetheless vaccine in the US capital, told 
"begun efforts to manufacture a AFP he did not think challenge 
strain that could be used to trials were appropriate for 
develop a human challenge COVID-19.
model, if needed," it said in a "I think they're a critical tool, 
statement. but only under the right 

In normal clinical trials, circumstances," he said.
volunteers receive either a Diemert is himself leading a 
medicine or a placebo and their challenge trial into a hookworm 
health is then followed over the vaccine.
course of months of years. But he said that for COVID-19, 

Scientists look for how well the "we don't have a very clear 
vaccine or treatment worked understanding of who is at risk of 
when the person was naturally developing severe disease and 
exposed to the pathogen. we have no treatment that is 

A quicker way to test whether a guaranteed to cure someone if 
drug works is by deliberately they do develop severe disease."
infecting volunteers, as has been T h e r e ' s  a l s o  e n o u g h  
done in the past for influenza, w i d e s p r e a d  c o m m u n i t y  
malaria, typhoid, dengue fever, transmission in the US -- the 
and cholera. worst hit country in the world 

In the US, advocacy groups with 5.3 million confirmed cases 
l ike 1DaySooner support  -- to mean challenge trials are not 
challenge studies for COVID- necessary, he added.
1 9 ,  b u t  t h e  s u b j e c t  i s  jjj

US developing coronavirus strain 
for human ‘challenge’ trials

(CBS2) Meridian, 
I d a h o  —  F o r m e r  
C a n y o n  C o u n t y  
prosecutor John Bujak 
has been charged with 
grand theft after police 
say he stole more than 
$10,000 from a family 
member.

Meridian Police says 
in August of 2019, 
officers received a fraud 
report from a victim who 
reported that a family member, 50-year-old John 
Bujak, had been stealing money from them. The 
victim told police that they had been sending money 
transfers to Bujak "with the understadninig that it was 
going into an IRA, but the funds were never put into 
an IRA," authorities say.

Eight days later, Meridian Police says the same 
victim said they started receiving phone calls from a 
collection agency about a loan they were unaware of. 
The victim told police that Bujak used their personal 
information to take out a cash loan of $1,600.

According to online jail records, Bujak was booked 
into the Ada County Jail July 25, 2020 for two 
felonies.

In May 2014, Bujak was found not guilty on 
charges of bankruptcy fraud, concealment of assets, 
making a false statement under oath, money 
laundering and obstruction of justice. He also had a 
brief run for Idaho governor.

jjj

Former County prosecutor 
accused of stealing 

$10K from family member

The war against the dollar is heating up

By Peter Romeo The report, compiled for the fund to help hotels repay their 
AH&LA by a research company CMBS loans.

(Res taurant  Bus iness )  -  called Trepp, is the latest in a torrent “With record low travel demand, 
Payments on nearly one-fourth of of bad news from the association thousands of hotels can’t afford to 
all loans backed by hotel real estate about the state of its pay their commercial 
are delinquent by at least 30 days, industry.  Its release mortgages and are 
signaling an imminent and was accompanied by facing foreclosure 
u n p r e c e d e n t e d  w a v e  o f  the announcement with the harsh reality 
foreclosures, according to the that 4,000 lodging of having to close 
American Hotel & Lodging e x e c u t i v e s  h a v e  t h e i r  d o o r s  
Association (AH&LA). signed a letter to permanently,” Chip 

It notes that the $20.6 billion in Congress,  urging Rogers, CEO of the 
d e l i n q u e n t  p a y m e n t s  o n  lawmakers to save AH&LA, said in a 
commercial mortgage-backed the business by pushing through a statement. “Tens of thousands of 
securities (CMBS)—23.4% of all federal relief package aimed hotel employees will lose their jobs 
C M B S  l o a n s  e x t e n d e d  t o  specifically at the lodging trade. and small business industries that 
hotels—compares with overdue S i m i l a r  i n d u s t r y - s p e c i f i c  depend on these hotels to drive 
payments of $1.15 billion at the measures are being pushed by the local tourism and economic activity 
end of 2019, or 1.3% of outstanding restaurant industry, with lobbying will likely face a similar fate.”
CMBS loans at the time. The from both the National Restaurant The industry has been stung by 
current level of delinquencies even Association and the Independent the sheer drop-off in travel that 
surpasses the $13.5 billion that Restaurants Coalition.  followed the implementation of 
lenders were owed during the Great The measure supported by the stay-at-home policies in nearly 
Recession that started in 2008, AH&LA, a bill known as the HOPE every state at the start of the 
according to the association. Act, would create an emergency pandemic.                                jjj

Liberal prosecutors face backlash over lenient 
charges following civil unrest and looting

Part-time police officer 
arrested in sexting case

Hotels are headed for an historic level 
of foreclosures, lodging group warns

By J. Edward Moreno

(The Hill) - A federal prosecutor 
was arrested for driving under the 
influence and used homophobic 
slurs and other epithets against law 
enforcement, according to a Justice 
Department (DOJ) inspector 
general report obtained by 
BuzzFeed News. am?” and “You don’t know who 

The report did not name the you are messing with. I’m going to 
federal prosecutor or what office he have all of your jobs.”
worked out of, though it did According to the report the man 
indicate the investigation was was worried he would face 
carried out by the DOJ’s Dallas violence if he was taken to jail 
field office. It said that the because he is a prosecutor. 
prosecutor, who resigned during H e  p l e a d e d  g u i l t y  t o  a  
the investigation, called law misdemeanor charge of driving 
enforcement officers anti-gay and under the influence. The report 
anti-woman slurs and used other redacted his sentence but did 
insults like “dumb rookie” and indicate that the sentence was 
“retarded." deferred while he was under court 

Once he arrived in jail, other supervision and required that he 
witnesses said that the man have a breath test machine attached 
threatened to “sue his ass” and told to his car.
them “I will prosecute every single The DOJ did not immediately 
one of you.” The man asked jail respond to an inquiry from The 
staff “Do you know who the f--k I Hill.                                         jjj

DOJ watchdog finds former 
prosecutor arrested for drunk 
driving threatened retaliation

By Ayana Harry

(PIX 11) BROOKLYN — A 
Brooklyn judge’s retirement 
announcement after she was 
diagnosed with the memory loss 
disease, Alzheimer’s, stunned 
the criminal justice community 
and raised concerns about the 
last hearing she presided over: an 
exoneration case.

In late August of 2019, Judge 
ShawnDya Simpson, 54, ruled 
that Nelson Cruz would not be 
exonerated for the 1998 death of 
Trevor Vieira in East New York, 
Brooklyn. Cruz was 17 when he 
was convicted. Simpson went on medical leave.

“I hope now that they know she “She wasn’t mentally fit to 
was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s preside over my case,” Cruz said.
that they can give me a re- Cruz is still in prison a year 
hearing,” Cruz told PIX11 News later, waiting for answers. Judge 
in an exclusive interview from Simpson never filed her written 
Woodbourne Correct ional  decision and now she is retired. 
Facility. It’s been agonizing for Cruz’s 

His attorneys say the now wife, Ericka Cruz.
disgraced detective, Louis “We definitely feel like the 
Scarcella, coerced a single outcome may have been 
witness to testify against Cruz. different because we don’t know 

Last year, Judge Simpson how long she’s been struggling 
granted Cruz a new hearing. with this,” she said.

“ I  don’t  remember  the  Cruz attorney Justin Bonus 
h o m i c i d e  g o i n g  d o w n , ”  said “the only remedy here is to 
Scarcella testified during the let the man out of jail, that’s it.”
hearing. “Everything was heard by 

The star witness was an NYPD Judge Simpson,” Bonus said.
officer who actually saw the T h e  B r o o k l y n  D i s t r i c t  
murder and testified Cruz was Attorney’s office declined to 
not present on the scene. comment on the pending case. 

Judge Simpson stunned a T h e  O f f i c e  o f  C o u r t  
packed courtroom with her Administration told PIX11 that 
ruling, saying she wouldn’t any litigants with concerns about 
o v e r t u r n  C r u z ’s  m u r d e r  rulings from Judge Simpson can 
conviction. She then erratically turn to the Appellate Division.
walked off the bench. Days later jjj

Judge rules against exoneration, 
days later retires after getting 

an Alzheimer’s diagnosis; 
man behind bars has questions

WHAT THE?!

By Bill Barajas

(Click2Houston) - A former 
Harris County District Judge, who 
was indicted on wire fraud charges 
last year, has been arrested again, 
according to court records. She is 
accused of assault ing her 
husband’s girlfriend.

Alexandra Smoots-Thomas was 
charged with aggravated assault with a deadly weapon 
Wednesday. According to court records, she fired a 
shotgun in the direction of a woman outside a home in the 
1400 block of Jewel Meadow Drive on Monday.

“My client was in a car and the other woman was 
outside the car. I believe she was carrying a club or some 
sort of stick with the intent to assault my client and a gun 
appeared. A shot was fired but nobody was hurt,” said 
Smoots-Thomas’ attorney Kent Schaffer.

Smoots-Thomas is out on bond and not permitted to 
possess a weapon.

“We have reason to believe that they will move to 
revoke her bond in federal court and because of that we 
are already getting ready for a bond hearing to try and 
keep her out on bond,” Schaffer said.

Smoots-Thomas was scheduled to appear in federal 
court in November on wire fraud charges for allegedly 
misusing campaign funds.

“The government has alleged that she used her 
campaign account to pay personal expenses,” Schaffer 
said.

Schaffer said his client is accused of using funds to pay 
her home mortgage and tuition for one of her children.   j

Former County judge 
indicted on wire fraud charges 
finds herself in trouble again

Judge ShawnDya Simpson

John Bujak

Smoots-Thomas

Portland, Oregon riots

Justin Hazelton

(Sunny Skyz) - A kindergarten look like windshields,” the 
teacher in Texas went above and Facebook page ‘Maybe I'll 
beyond to make her classroom a Shower Today’ wrote in a post.
fun and safe environment for her “Those students who enter her 
students amidst social distance classroom may have a tough 
guidelines. time, but clearly they are in the 

When Jennifer Birch Pierson hands of a caring teacher, and 
learned the desks would have that's something all parents can 
plastic shields she transformed be grateful for.”
each one into a miniature truck. “Thank you to the teachers, 

“She set up her classroom who, like Ms. Pierson, are doing 
desks to look like a bunch of all they can and more to make 
trucks on the road. She even our kids feel safe and happy.”
makes the required desk shields jjj

Teacher Transforms Desks Into 
Socially-Distanced Trucks (Fox News) - A Guard, is hoping that his initiative 

Nor th  Dako ta  will raise $50,000 for the Detroit 
Army veteran will Lakes, Minn., group through a 
be cycling across GoFundMe page he set up.
the state to raise Patrol Assistance Dogs provides 
money for Patriot trained and certified psychiatric 
Assistance Dogs, service dogs to qualified U.S. 
a nonprofit that Military veterans at no cost to 
teams animals them. The group currently has 
with former military personnel over 200 dog and veteran teams, 
suffering post-traumatic stress with over 50 veteran-owned dogs. 
disorder and other issues linked to Almost all  are rescued or 
their service. surrendered.

Andrew Nathan, a 22-year Nathan,  who is  now the 
veteran who was a member of the employment coordinator at the 
82nd Airborne Division and the Department of Veterans Affairs in 
North Dakota Army National Fargo, will be cycling 378 miles.   j

Army Vet hopes to raise $50G 
for service dogs for veterans



By MARIA DINZEO

jjj

Police Commission wields limited power to 
change department policies and review 

(Couthouse News) Oakland, California officer misconduct. And it can unilaterally 
— Fired Oakland Police Chief fire police chiefs for cause, or 
Anne Kirkpatrick followed without cause if the mayor 
through on a promise to sue the approves.
city of Oakland for retaliation, Kirkpatrick was fired by the 
filing a federal lawsuit commission and Mayor Libby 
Wednesday that claims she Schaaf in February 2020. 
was booted from the job for Schaaf delivered the news to 
reporting corruption and Kirkpatrick by phone on Feb. 
misconduct in the police 20,  but  weeks earl ier,  
commission. Kirkpatrick had received a 

Her lawsuit claims members visit from the mayor who 
of the police commission, a i n f o r m e d  h e r  o f  t h e  
civilian body formed in 2016 commission’s intention to fire 
t o  o v e r s e e  t h e  p o l i c e  her. 
department, routinely abused their power “The city never offered the chief an 
and demanded special treatment. administrative hearing as required under the 

Kirkpat r ick’s  compla in t  accuses  Peace Officer’s Bill of Rights, nor did it 
commissioners of interfering with the afford her an opportunity to appeal the city’s 
department’s day-to-day operations, decision before a neutral decision maker,” 
bullying police department staff and Kirkpatrick’s lawsuit says. 
demanding access to confidential personnel Kirkpatrick believes she was fired in 
records in connection with an investigation retaliation for submitting multiple reports on 
into racial bias in the department. the police commission to the mayor, city 

Kirkpatrick also says they tried to steer administrator and the city’s attorney’s office, 
police resources toward their own reports she says were ignored.
neighborhoods and that one commissioner “She did what she thought was her right 
who believed she had been illegally towed and her obligation. She reported what she 
tried to use her position to challenge a tow thought was wrong,” said her attorney R. 
truck fee. James Slaughter, partner with Keker Van 

“Commissioners regularly attempt to Nest & Peters. “We’re going to prove she 
exceed their authority. Anybody who speaks was fired because of retaliation.”
out about these abuses is bullied, threatened, He said Kirkpatrick “cares deeply about 
and retaliated against,” Kirkpatrick’s lawsuit progressive, effective policing and the city 
says. “For nearly three years, Chief of Oakland,” but that the commission has 
Kirkpatrick raised a series of alarms about been “a fundamental impediment to 
this commissioner misconduct, which she effective oversight.”
believed violated the law. Those alarms went “If a member of the Oakland Police 
largely unheeded. Finally, caving to pressure Department treated a citizen of Oakland the 
from those same lawless commissioners, the way these commissioners regularly treated 
city fired its most progressive chief in the chief and the command staff, they would 
decades in retaliation for blowing the be reprimanded or fired,” Slaughter said. “It 
whistle.” was atrocious.”

Established by voters in 2016, the Oakland 
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The Junk Science Cops Use to Decide You’re Lying
Leaked documents detail law enforcement trainings have been discredited
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Two Words Can describe the novel 
Guardians of the Backwater: 
Deep Intel!

Read about information 
derived on-location in 
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secret Intelligence 
“retirement” 
communities.

Available at: 

amazon.com and 
barnesandnoble.com

By Jordan Smith microexpressions that last mere fractions of a second. Ellory’s general rule of thumb the left side of the body is more apt to 
trainings rely on the validity of both concepts. reveal known deception than is the right side of the body,” reads 

(The Intercept) - THE TRAINING SESSION was billed as While the theory of universal expressions dates back to material for a 2018 training called “Subconscious 
“cutting edge,” and dozens of law enforcement professionals Charles Darwin, research has been mixed, and Ekman’s work Communication for Detecting Danger,” found in files 
signed up to learn about “New Tools for Detecting Deception” in this area has been repeatedly challenged by scientists in connected to the Northern California Regional Intelligence 
from a human lie detector who calls herself “Eyes for Lies.” recent years as unreliable, in part because of methodological Center.
Her real name is Renee Ellory, and she claims that she’s one of issues. Leo says the subconscious communication training is 
just 50 people identified by scientists as having the ability to Where microexpressions are concerned — also an area of disturbing. “I mean, anything can be said to be subconscious,” 
spot deception “with exceptional accuracy.” Ekman’s studies — subsequent research has found them “rare he said. “So the cops can just make it up. It’s not based on any 

A flyer for the event, hosted by Wisconsin’s High Intensity and nondiagnostic,” Kukucka said, and that training research.”
Drug Trafficking Area — a federal program that supports law individuals to see them doesn’t actually work. And Kukucka finds the documents related to detecting danger 
enforcement drug interdiction work — was included among a Ultimately, Kukucka said, the individuals Ekman identified particularly troubling. “I would be very concerned that the 
trove of law enforcement documents that were hacked and as exceptional human lie detectors were simply a result of context of those trainings would just exacerbate the implicit, 
posted online in June under the title BlueLeaks. The promo chance. With the Wizards Project, the idea was to test thousands especially racial, biases that already exist,” he said. “We know 
copy leans heavily into Ellory’s skill at ferreting out deception of people to identify those who scored “unusually” high on a lie from very clever shooting simulation research that people 
in others. She is “exceptional at pinpointing a liar and can tell detection test, Kukucka said. Out of 15,000 people, “they found already hold an implicit bias where their reaction time in 
you why she doesn’t trust someone on the spot,” it reads. 50 who were unusually good. And they thought maybe from shooting unarmed black individuals is faster. So I would 
Training participants would learn how to “identify anger, those people’s knowledge they could reverse engineer — OK, wonder from a training like that, the cues that they’re teaching 
contempt, and disgust before words are even spoken.” Course well, what are these people doing that’s working? And then use people to look for are those same cues perceived as threatening 
objectives were broad: Learn to differentiate between “real” that to figure out what actually works,” he explained. “The in black individuals and not in white individuals, for example.”
and “fake emotional displays”; “recognize hidden Rhoads says he’s been teaching interrogation 
emotions”; identify the “ways our subconscious brain techniques for more than four decades. “I’m still a 
leaks information when we lie”; “analyze body police officer and use it regularly,” he said. “The 
language that indicates deception”; gain tips to use techniques I’m teaching work extremely well.” That 
when interviewing a psychopath; “identify the key includes focusing on behavioral cues — including eye 
features of expressions that reveal danger for you!” movements, like the ones used in neurolinguistic 

Participants spanned the law enforcement spectrum programming. Rhoads, who has a doctorate in 
and included the chief of a small police department, behavioral science, said he was one of the “original 
corrections officers, university cops, state troopers, researchers” into eye movements back in the ’70s, 
various members of the Milwaukee Police which he’s been able to prove are “98 percent accurate 
Department as well as individuals from the U.S. in determining deception.”
Probation Office and the FBI. In surveys filled out But he agrees that researchers are correct to say that 
after the training, which took place in November you can’t just go into an interview and immediately 
2015, the common complaint was that there weren’t rely on nonverbal cues to determine deception. 
enough structured breaks; as one participant put it, Rather, he said, you first have to establish a “baseline” 
“the mind can only absorb what the buttocks can for a person before you can infer deception from their 
tolerate.” But otherwise, a majority of the 82 behavior or speech. He says he can do this with high 
respondents gave the training high marks. Participants wrote problem with that is, it’s a total artifact of just having a bunch of accuracy, usually after asking no more than 20 questions.
that they would incorporate what they’d learned into their people and how probability works. If you flip 15,000 coins 10 Rhoads dismissed the idea that things in a person’s life that an 
police work. A number of them said the most valuable thing times, you’re going to get a couple that come up heads all 10 interrogator wouldn’t know — like their cultural norms or past 
they learned was “the seven universal facial expressions that all times, but there’s really nothing different about those coins than interactions with law enforcement — might influence their 
people have all over the world as a good indicator” of lying, as any of the other coins, just dumb luck.” behavior during an interview or interrogation. He said his 
one trainee put it. Indeed, years of research has demonstrated that behavioral approach for establishing a baseline is similar to what a 

It might seem reassuring that so many law enforcement cues — like eye-blinking, arm-crossing, a voice rising or polygrapher does by measuring physiological responses. “It’s 
officers found a skills training so valuable. But not in this case. dropping in pitch — are simply not reliable indicators of the same science that the polygraph is based on except this is 
That’s because Ellory’s lie detection training is based what deception. “A lot of ‘police science’ is really pseudoscience,” strictly based on verbal and nonverbal leakage versus 
many psychologists say are largely discredited theories, if not Drizin said. “Police officers do believe that they’re able to physiological factors.” Of course, polygraph results are 
simply junk science. “It’s completely bogus,” said Jeff detect liars from truth-tellers at much higher rates that you and I generally inadmissible in court precisely because they’re 
Kukucka, an assistant professor of psychology and law at are. And that’s just been proven not to be the case.” In fact, unreliable.
Towson University who studies forensic confirmation bias, research has found that the odds of a person detecting deception The approaches that seem to work better to determine whether 
interrogations, and false confessions. “And what’s maybe more in another are really no better than chance, and that while those a person is being deceptive, Kukucka said, “are the ones where 
alarming about it … is that this isn’t new. We’ve known for who’ve been trained to do so feel more confident in their the interviewer takes the initiative to be an active participant in 
quite a while that this stuff doesn’t work, but it’s still being conclusions, they’re no more competent. “When police are the interview and questions a person in a way that draws out 
peddled as if it does.” trained in this false and misleading stuff, they become more things that are diagnostic.” Kukucka said he’d love to see the 

The BlueLeaks documents contain numerous flyers for confident, so they become more prone to error,” said Leo. “It’s research that demonstrates Rhoads’s claim of over 90 percent 
trainings offered to police agencies across the country. Many of just this loop, this dangerous loop.” accuracy with his techniques, which he says is just 
them promote methods of interviewing and interrogation, lie In an email exchange, Ellory first wrote that she wouldn’t “astronomically higher than anything that any study has ever 
detection, and detecting “danger,” such as Ellory’s, that rest on have time to explain things to me unless I took one of her found.”
unsteady scientific ground and have been linked to false courses — her “master class” is currently priced at $1,950 per In the end, he said, resolving the conflicting claims between 
confessions and wrongful convictions. The documents offer a person — but then noted that she’s not “actively doing” classes trainers like Rhoads and Ellory and researchers like himself 
window into how various training methods perpetuate myths right now. should be easy. “If you can do this, prove it. That’s really what it 
— subjective, hunch-based approaches to interpreting human In a subsequent email, she defended her trainings as being boils down to,” he said. “If you can get 98 percent accuracy 
behavior that are unreliable and have been discredited by rooted in science but wrote that as a “rare expert,” she’s used to with whatever technique you’re using, and you can prove to the 
leading psychologists — that police are then encouraged to use people not understanding that. “I find at times with my gift, it’s scientific community that you can actually do this: A, people 
in crime solving. akin to seeing color in a world where other people live in a are going to throw money at you, and B, we will all gladly be the 

The search for a foolproof method of lie detection has a “long colorblind world. Seeing color is ‘real’ but trying to convince a first to say, ‘You know what? We were wrong, you were right.’”
history,” said Richard Leo, a professor of law and psychology at color blind person color exists is nearly impossible,” she wrote. 
the University of San Francisco School of Law and an expert on “I tell people in my classes what I teach will be common RESISTANCE IS FUTILE
interrogation practices. “The search for some way to be able to knowledge in 100 years, but we are still in the dark ages when it 
read body language, demeanor, vocal pitch, gestures and then comes to understanding human behavior and deception,” she Although there are dozens of documents related to deception 
infer with a high degree of accuracy whether someone is telling continued. “At a point, I learned, I can’t change the world alone. detection and interrogation trainings by Ellory, Rhoads, and 
the truth.” It just doesn’t exist, he said. He likens many of the But I can educate those who are open to learning and they have others, the single largest number of documents on the topic that 
claims about human lie detection to claims of psychic ability. thanked me endlessly.” The Intercept identified are for trainings by John E. Reid and 
“This reminds me of psychics and the lottery. If there was a When asked whether it is appropriate to be training law Associates, purveyors of the so-called Reid technique. 
psychic and they could see what the lottery numbers are, that enforcement officers who have power over individual liberty to Essentially the granddaddy of interrogation methods, the Reid 
would just be gold, right? Why wouldn’t they win $400 million use scientifically unproven techniques, Ellory retorted that she technique replaced the third degree, and while it does not 
when the Powerball is up there?” was “scientifically validated” by Ekman’s research. “I don’t employ physical torture, it is nonetheless controversial in its 

As the country has become increasingly focused on police need to reprove it to anyone.” approach, which scholars agree has led to false confessions — a 
reform in the wake of George Floyd’s killing by Minneapolis “You are saying that I shouldn’t teach because I can’t make persistent problem in the criminal justice system. Roughly 12 
cops, experts say the movement should include reforms to the people like me? Does that mean that Nobel prize winners, percent of the 2,654 exonerations since 1989 involved a false 
way police are trained to interview and interrogate suspects, acclaimed scientists and researchers who achieve great things confession, according to the National Registry of Exonerations. 
witnesses, and victims to ensure they’re grounded in best shouldn’t teach other people because other people may not Of those who were wrongly convicted of murder and later 
practices supported by science. “Part of the distrust that you see reach the same success?” she asked. “Like Lance Armstrong cleared by DNA, 62 percent had confessed, reports the 
between law enforcement and minority communities stems should never coach because he could sustain a heart of 32 beats Innocence Project.
from the way that suspects, witnesses, victims, and family per minute and consume freakishly low oxygen, but others The Reid technique is guilt-presumptive, confrontational, and 
members are treated by detectives during the course of an can’t — so it’s useless?” includes an emphasis on nonverbal behaviors. “It begins with 
investigation,” said Steven Drizin, co-director of the Center on “I don’t get that reasoning on any level,” she wrote. “I have an accusation, a confrontation,” Drizin said. “The police 
Wrongful Convictions at Northwestern University’s Pritzker insight into human behavior that most people have never officers have conducted an investigation, and there’s no 
School of Law, who studies false confessions. Law considered, don’t understand and when I share it with them question in their mind that you were the person who committed 
enforcement training that isn’t based in science “just furthers through demonstration and example it changes their world for the crime.” Interrogators will often lie about evidence linking a 
the deterioration of the relationship between case officers and the better. I don’t teach interrogation techniques. I teach people person to the crime. “Props are used: big, thick files filled with 
people in the community.” how to seek and find the truth.” paper. Claims of DNA or other evidence. Every time the suspect 

Kukucka called Ellory’s response bizarre. “They’re selling asserts their innocence … they are interrupted and redirected to 
DUMB LUCK snake oil. I mean, let’s be honest,” he said. “They’re raking in the idea that they’re guilty.” Reid interrogators also use 

money by selling snake oil to, unfortunately, people who have a “themes,” minimizing the crime in a way that makes a 
In addition to Wisconsin’s HIDTA, police agencies in lot of clout.” confession more likely — offering sympathy, downplaying the 

California, Georgia, Nevada, and Texas have promoted Ellory’s is not the only training program found among the severity of the offense, or offering an excuse for it, like you 
Ellory’s trainings, according to flyers found within the BlueLeaks documents that sells questionable science to law didn’t know what you were doing because you were drunk. It’s 
BlueLeaks files. One flyer boasts that Ellory has trained law enforcement. There’s a California-based group that has “a justification or an excuse that operates as an implied promise 
enforcement in the “largest U.S. cities,” including “New York provided training in neurolinguistic programming, which of leniency,” said Drizin. “Over time, the message that 
City, Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston, San Antonio, teaches that deception can be detected by tracking eye resistance is futile begins to carry more weight. And then the 
Washington, D.C., Atlanta, Honolulu, Las Vegas, Reno, Key movements, a theory that has been widely discredited. And suspects will agree to confess.”
West — just to name a few.” In an email to The Intercept, Ellory there’s a suite of programs from the Subconscious Joseph Buckley, president of Reid and Associates, takes 
said she has been training as Eyes for Lies since 2009 and Communication Training Institute and Spotting Lies, outfits exception to the criticisms heaped on the technique by 
estimates she’s reached between 2,500 and 3,000 law headed by Steven Rhoads — a former police chief, current academics and lawyers and insists that it is supported by 
enforcement officers. sheriff’s department investigator, and retired Christian rodeo science. In response to a series of emailed questions, Buckley 

The problem is that what she’s teaching them has been widely clown. directed me to the company’s YouTube channel and a paper he 
discredited — an assertion Ellory vehemently denies. The leaked documents indicate that Rhoads’s group has wrote that seeks to clarify what the company calls 
According to Ellory, she was one of 50 individuals identified as provided a number of trainings over the last decade for law “misrepresentations” about the practice, though many of them 
an “expert in deception” as part of the so-called Wizards enforcement across the country, including individuals from the read like distinctions without a difference.
Project, run by researchers associated with Paul Ekman, a Department of Homeland Security and Immigration and Consider the clarification regarding nonverbal cues. Like 
professor at the University of California, San Francisco. The Customs Enforcement. The trainings feature lessons in how Rhoads, Buckley says they shouldn’t be used on their own as an 
researchers studied thousands of people — from CIA and body language — including “facial gestures and human indication of deception, only in context. He offers an example. 
Secret Service agents to regular folks — to see who could best emotions,” “eye movement and gaze behavior,” and “gestures Say a suspect is asked if he’s ever stolen from his employer. Yes, 
detect behavior associated with deception, a practice that relies involving the torso” — can be used in interrogations and the suspect says, as he “crosses his legs, looks down at the floor, 
heavily on the idea of universal facial expressions and so-called reveals not only deception but danger for officers. “As a very and dusts his shirt sleeve,” a couple years ago he stole from the 
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Continued from page 6 • The Junk Science Cops Use ...

hardware store where he worked. But what if a suspect is asked training equivalent of a bomb dropped when Wicklander- Zulawski. Actually, he says, the research has always been there, 
directly, did you steal that missing $2,500? His response — as Zulawski & Associates, one of the country’s leading law it just hasn’t always been embraced by practitioners. “We’ve 
he crosses his legs, looks at the floor, and dusts his sleeve: “No, enforcement training organizations, announced that it would no got a lot of these companies that are teaching police practices, 
I did not.” longer teach the Reid technique because of the risk of false regardless of what they are, but they’re teaching it off of being 

“These two subjects displayed identical paralinguistic and confessions. “Confrontation is not an effective way of getting police officers for 30 years. And then you have a lot of 
nonverbal behaviors during their responses,” Buckley wrote. truthful information,” Shane Sturman, the company’s president academics who are running studies and coming up with great 
“However, the interpretation of the behaviors is completely and CEO, told the Marshall Project. “This was a big move for research results but have never been in a practitioner 
different.” In the first example, the guy is “telling the truth, but us, but it’s a decision that’s been coming for quite some time. environment. So, I think the really important revolution we’ve 
he feels embarrassed and possibly even threatened in revealing More and more of our law enforcement clients have asked us to had the last few years is the practitioner and the academic 
his prior theft.” But in the second example, the “verbal content remove it from their training based on all the academic research working together to make sure that we’re applying research in a 
… does not explain the accompanying nonverbal behaviors, so showing other interrogation styles to be much less risky.” practical setting.” Thompson says that’s what his company is 
the investigator should consider these behaviors as reflecting While science doesn’t support the efficacy of subconscious trying to do in moving away from what he calls “traditional” 
possible fear or conflict — emotional states that would not be communication techniques, lie detection, or even the Reid interrogation methods.
considered appropriate from a truthful subject.” technique, there is ample research to support a different If the practices that research finds are effective aren’t being 

A 2018 flyer for a four-day Reid training in Austin, Texas, approach: one that is decidedly nonconfrontational, encourages incorporated “into what law enforcement’s being trained,” said 
specifically talks about teaching investigators to read open conversation, and emphasizes rapport-building. Support Thompson, “then we’re headed in the wrong direction.”
behavioral cues — “the verbal and nonverbal behavior for this approach in the U.S. comes in part through the work of There is some suggestion within the BlueLeaks files that 
symptoms that are displayed by a person who is telling the truth the High-Value Detainee Interrogation Group, a federally newer methods of interrogation might be seeping in, albeit 
during a non-accusatory interview, as well as those displayed funded interagency effort created by the Obama administration slowly. The documents include at least one flyer from the 
by a person who is withholding or fabricating relevant as a means of “advancing the science and practice of Savage Training Group advertising “a modern way of 
information,” including “posture changes,” “grooming,” and interrogation” — and to end Bush-era torture practices against interviewing suspects, victims and witnesses that is highly 
“eye contact.” On days three and four, the training covers the terrorism suspects. The group, known as the HIG, also funded effective and in harmony with the latest research.” The training 
interrogation process, “beginning with how to initiate the research to develop the science of police interrogation. was organized by the San Mateo County, California, Sheriff’s 
confrontation; develop the interrogational theme; stop denials; “Empirical observations have found that police in the U.S. Office in March. “You might have heard those ‘old-school’ 
overcome objections” and ask questions to “stimulate the regularly employ poor interview techniques that either reduce interview techniques have been shown to cause false 
admission.” the amount of information elicited or entice subjects … to confessions (Yikes!),” it reads. “You’ve probably been 

provide incorrect information,” reads a 2016 HIG report. (The frustrated and thought there ought to be a better way. Well, now 
BUILDING RAPPORT HIG was basically abandoned by the Trump administration.) there is.”

Increased research in the field, including what has come out US~Observer Editor’s Note: If you find yourself on the 
Though Reid still dominates the market, there are of the HIG, “has been paramount,” said Dave Thompson, wrong side of a false confession, contact us immediately - 

encouraging signs that may be changing. In 2017, the police- partner and vice president of operations at Wicklander- 541-474-7885 or via email at editor@usobserver.com.      jjj
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Nashville police chief investigates 
officers who raided innocent family

By Brinley Hineman, Nashville Tennessean Office of Professional Accountability.
Two supervisors and one officer at the West 

(USA Today) - Nashville, Tennessee - Metro Precinct were decommissioned, which means 
Nashville Police Chief John their policing powers were 
D r a k e  h a s  o r d e r e d  a n  suspended. They were Lieutenant 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n  i n t o  t h e  Harrison Dooley, Sergeant Jeff 
department's execution of a Brown and Officer Michael 
search warrant at the home of an Richardson.
innocent family. Drake ordered that going 

He also decommissioned three forward, applications for search 
officers on Wednesday while the warrants must be approved by 
investigation is ongoing and deputy chiefs of police rather than 
a d j u s t e d  t h e  a p p r o v a l  an employee's supervisor. The 
requ i rements  fo r  sea rch  department also plans to review 
warrants. its search warrant processes and 

Officers at 6:05 a.m. Tuesday used a battering provide updated training. 
ram to knock in the door at the Edgehill home of Drake shared that he was in contact with the 
a mother and her two children. MNPD has Community Oversight Board over the incident 
released body camera footage of the incident. and invited them to investigate.

The subject of the search warrant was a 16- "This mother and her children should not have 
year-old who did not live at the home and hadn't been subjected to this type of behavior," he said. 
for at least four months. "We deeply regret this incident. From the 

"We have to be better than that, and I bottom of my heart ... this is not what we stand 
absolutely assure you, we will be moving for." 
forward," Drake said in a statement released by Police reform: We looked at protester 
the department. demands from across the nation and compared 

Drake called the actions of the officers them with recent police reforms.
"unacceptable" and said "shortcuts were taken" 
when determining if the juvenile suspect lived Drake says body cameras are useful 
at the home. No surveillance was done, he said. 

He said it wasn't reasonable of the officers to Drake, who is interim police chief after former 
give the family such little time to answer the Chief Steve Anderson stepped down, said that 
door, especially since police were only in search the body camera footage showing the incident 
of evidence related to property crimes and no was helpful for the forthcoming investigation. 
violent suspects. The chief spoke of the importance of the body 

“That’s not what our police department stands camera footage in this incident. He said his 
for," Drake said. "This is on the Metro Nashville department was able to immediately review it 
Police Department. We can do better, and we and watch what unfolded.
will be better. ... This will never happen again." "It's very important," he said. "I view it as 

Drake said the department was in contact with crucial."
the family and would assist them in whatever Drake said body cameras were important to 
they needed going forward. show both when the department was in the right 

or wrong, such as this incident. 
Investigation, department changes "The body camera footage is pertinent to this 

investigation, and it's going to be pertinent 
The investigation will be conducted by the moving forward."                                        jjj

Chief John Drake

Anne Kirkpatrick



By MARIA DINZEO

jjj

Police Commission wields limited power to 
change department policies and review 

(Couthouse News) Oakland, California officer misconduct. And it can unilaterally 
— Fired Oakland Police Chief fire police chiefs for cause, or 
Anne Kirkpatrick followed without cause if the mayor 
through on a promise to sue the approves.
city of Oakland for retaliation, Kirkpatrick was fired by the 
filing a federal lawsuit commission and Mayor Libby 
Wednesday that claims she Schaaf in February 2020. 
was booted from the job for Schaaf delivered the news to 
reporting corruption and Kirkpatrick by phone on Feb. 
misconduct in the police 20,  but  weeks earl ier,  
commission. Kirkpatrick had received a 

Her lawsuit claims members visit from the mayor who 
of the police commission, a i n f o r m e d  h e r  o f  t h e  
civilian body formed in 2016 commission’s intention to fire 
t o  o v e r s e e  t h e  p o l i c e  her. 
department, routinely abused their power “The city never offered the chief an 
and demanded special treatment. administrative hearing as required under the 

Kirkpat r ick’s  compla in t  accuses  Peace Officer’s Bill of Rights, nor did it 
commissioners of interfering with the afford her an opportunity to appeal the city’s 
department’s day-to-day operations, decision before a neutral decision maker,” 
bullying police department staff and Kirkpatrick’s lawsuit says. 
demanding access to confidential personnel Kirkpatrick believes she was fired in 
records in connection with an investigation retaliation for submitting multiple reports on 
into racial bias in the department. the police commission to the mayor, city 

Kirkpatrick also says they tried to steer administrator and the city’s attorney’s office, 
police resources toward their own reports she says were ignored.
neighborhoods and that one commissioner “She did what she thought was her right 
who believed she had been illegally towed and her obligation. She reported what she 
tried to use her position to challenge a tow thought was wrong,” said her attorney R. 
truck fee. James Slaughter, partner with Keker Van 

“Commissioners regularly attempt to Nest & Peters. “We’re going to prove she 
exceed their authority. Anybody who speaks was fired because of retaliation.”
out about these abuses is bullied, threatened, He said Kirkpatrick “cares deeply about 
and retaliated against,” Kirkpatrick’s lawsuit progressive, effective policing and the city 
says. “For nearly three years, Chief of Oakland,” but that the commission has 
Kirkpatrick raised a series of alarms about been “a fundamental impediment to 
this commissioner misconduct, which she effective oversight.”
believed violated the law. Those alarms went “If a member of the Oakland Police 
largely unheeded. Finally, caving to pressure Department treated a citizen of Oakland the 
from those same lawless commissioners, the way these commissioners regularly treated 
city fired its most progressive chief in the chief and the command staff, they would 
decades in retaliation for blowing the be reprimanded or fired,” Slaughter said. “It 
whistle.” was atrocious.”

Established by voters in 2016, the Oakland 
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The Junk Science Cops Use to Decide You’re Lying
Leaked documents detail law enforcement trainings have been discredited
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By Jordan Smith microexpressions that last mere fractions of a second. Ellory’s general rule of thumb the left side of the body is more apt to 
trainings rely on the validity of both concepts. reveal known deception than is the right side of the body,” reads 

(The Intercept) - THE TRAINING SESSION was billed as While the theory of universal expressions dates back to material for a 2018 training called “Subconscious 
“cutting edge,” and dozens of law enforcement professionals Charles Darwin, research has been mixed, and Ekman’s work Communication for Detecting Danger,” found in files 
signed up to learn about “New Tools for Detecting Deception” in this area has been repeatedly challenged by scientists in connected to the Northern California Regional Intelligence 
from a human lie detector who calls herself “Eyes for Lies.” recent years as unreliable, in part because of methodological Center.
Her real name is Renee Ellory, and she claims that she’s one of issues. Leo says the subconscious communication training is 
just 50 people identified by scientists as having the ability to Where microexpressions are concerned — also an area of disturbing. “I mean, anything can be said to be subconscious,” 
spot deception “with exceptional accuracy.” Ekman’s studies — subsequent research has found them “rare he said. “So the cops can just make it up. It’s not based on any 

A flyer for the event, hosted by Wisconsin’s High Intensity and nondiagnostic,” Kukucka said, and that training research.”
Drug Trafficking Area — a federal program that supports law individuals to see them doesn’t actually work. And Kukucka finds the documents related to detecting danger 
enforcement drug interdiction work — was included among a Ultimately, Kukucka said, the individuals Ekman identified particularly troubling. “I would be very concerned that the 
trove of law enforcement documents that were hacked and as exceptional human lie detectors were simply a result of context of those trainings would just exacerbate the implicit, 
posted online in June under the title BlueLeaks. The promo chance. With the Wizards Project, the idea was to test thousands especially racial, biases that already exist,” he said. “We know 
copy leans heavily into Ellory’s skill at ferreting out deception of people to identify those who scored “unusually” high on a lie from very clever shooting simulation research that people 
in others. She is “exceptional at pinpointing a liar and can tell detection test, Kukucka said. Out of 15,000 people, “they found already hold an implicit bias where their reaction time in 
you why she doesn’t trust someone on the spot,” it reads. 50 who were unusually good. And they thought maybe from shooting unarmed black individuals is faster. So I would 
Training participants would learn how to “identify anger, those people’s knowledge they could reverse engineer — OK, wonder from a training like that, the cues that they’re teaching 
contempt, and disgust before words are even spoken.” Course well, what are these people doing that’s working? And then use people to look for are those same cues perceived as threatening 
objectives were broad: Learn to differentiate between “real” that to figure out what actually works,” he explained. “The in black individuals and not in white individuals, for example.”
and “fake emotional displays”; “recognize hidden Rhoads says he’s been teaching interrogation 
emotions”; identify the “ways our subconscious brain techniques for more than four decades. “I’m still a 
leaks information when we lie”; “analyze body police officer and use it regularly,” he said. “The 
language that indicates deception”; gain tips to use techniques I’m teaching work extremely well.” That 
when interviewing a psychopath; “identify the key includes focusing on behavioral cues — including eye 
features of expressions that reveal danger for you!” movements, like the ones used in neurolinguistic 

Participants spanned the law enforcement spectrum programming. Rhoads, who has a doctorate in 
and included the chief of a small police department, behavioral science, said he was one of the “original 
corrections officers, university cops, state troopers, researchers” into eye movements back in the ’70s, 
various members of the Milwaukee Police which he’s been able to prove are “98 percent accurate 
Department as well as individuals from the U.S. in determining deception.”
Probation Office and the FBI. In surveys filled out But he agrees that researchers are correct to say that 
after the training, which took place in November you can’t just go into an interview and immediately 
2015, the common complaint was that there weren’t rely on nonverbal cues to determine deception. 
enough structured breaks; as one participant put it, Rather, he said, you first have to establish a “baseline” 
“the mind can only absorb what the buttocks can for a person before you can infer deception from their 
tolerate.” But otherwise, a majority of the 82 behavior or speech. He says he can do this with high 
respondents gave the training high marks. Participants wrote problem with that is, it’s a total artifact of just having a bunch of accuracy, usually after asking no more than 20 questions.
that they would incorporate what they’d learned into their people and how probability works. If you flip 15,000 coins 10 Rhoads dismissed the idea that things in a person’s life that an 
police work. A number of them said the most valuable thing times, you’re going to get a couple that come up heads all 10 interrogator wouldn’t know — like their cultural norms or past 
they learned was “the seven universal facial expressions that all times, but there’s really nothing different about those coins than interactions with law enforcement — might influence their 
people have all over the world as a good indicator” of lying, as any of the other coins, just dumb luck.” behavior during an interview or interrogation. He said his 
one trainee put it. Indeed, years of research has demonstrated that behavioral approach for establishing a baseline is similar to what a 

It might seem reassuring that so many law enforcement cues — like eye-blinking, arm-crossing, a voice rising or polygrapher does by measuring physiological responses. “It’s 
officers found a skills training so valuable. But not in this case. dropping in pitch — are simply not reliable indicators of the same science that the polygraph is based on except this is 
That’s because Ellory’s lie detection training is based what deception. “A lot of ‘police science’ is really pseudoscience,” strictly based on verbal and nonverbal leakage versus 
many psychologists say are largely discredited theories, if not Drizin said. “Police officers do believe that they’re able to physiological factors.” Of course, polygraph results are 
simply junk science. “It’s completely bogus,” said Jeff detect liars from truth-tellers at much higher rates that you and I generally inadmissible in court precisely because they’re 
Kukucka, an assistant professor of psychology and law at are. And that’s just been proven not to be the case.” In fact, unreliable.
Towson University who studies forensic confirmation bias, research has found that the odds of a person detecting deception The approaches that seem to work better to determine whether 
interrogations, and false confessions. “And what’s maybe more in another are really no better than chance, and that while those a person is being deceptive, Kukucka said, “are the ones where 
alarming about it … is that this isn’t new. We’ve known for who’ve been trained to do so feel more confident in their the interviewer takes the initiative to be an active participant in 
quite a while that this stuff doesn’t work, but it’s still being conclusions, they’re no more competent. “When police are the interview and questions a person in a way that draws out 
peddled as if it does.” trained in this false and misleading stuff, they become more things that are diagnostic.” Kukucka said he’d love to see the 

The BlueLeaks documents contain numerous flyers for confident, so they become more prone to error,” said Leo. “It’s research that demonstrates Rhoads’s claim of over 90 percent 
trainings offered to police agencies across the country. Many of just this loop, this dangerous loop.” accuracy with his techniques, which he says is just 
them promote methods of interviewing and interrogation, lie In an email exchange, Ellory first wrote that she wouldn’t “astronomically higher than anything that any study has ever 
detection, and detecting “danger,” such as Ellory’s, that rest on have time to explain things to me unless I took one of her found.”
unsteady scientific ground and have been linked to false courses — her “master class” is currently priced at $1,950 per In the end, he said, resolving the conflicting claims between 
confessions and wrongful convictions. The documents offer a person — but then noted that she’s not “actively doing” classes trainers like Rhoads and Ellory and researchers like himself 
window into how various training methods perpetuate myths right now. should be easy. “If you can do this, prove it. That’s really what it 
— subjective, hunch-based approaches to interpreting human In a subsequent email, she defended her trainings as being boils down to,” he said. “If you can get 98 percent accuracy 
behavior that are unreliable and have been discredited by rooted in science but wrote that as a “rare expert,” she’s used to with whatever technique you’re using, and you can prove to the 
leading psychologists — that police are then encouraged to use people not understanding that. “I find at times with my gift, it’s scientific community that you can actually do this: A, people 
in crime solving. akin to seeing color in a world where other people live in a are going to throw money at you, and B, we will all gladly be the 

The search for a foolproof method of lie detection has a “long colorblind world. Seeing color is ‘real’ but trying to convince a first to say, ‘You know what? We were wrong, you were right.’”
history,” said Richard Leo, a professor of law and psychology at color blind person color exists is nearly impossible,” she wrote. 
the University of San Francisco School of Law and an expert on “I tell people in my classes what I teach will be common RESISTANCE IS FUTILE
interrogation practices. “The search for some way to be able to knowledge in 100 years, but we are still in the dark ages when it 
read body language, demeanor, vocal pitch, gestures and then comes to understanding human behavior and deception,” she Although there are dozens of documents related to deception 
infer with a high degree of accuracy whether someone is telling continued. “At a point, I learned, I can’t change the world alone. detection and interrogation trainings by Ellory, Rhoads, and 
the truth.” It just doesn’t exist, he said. He likens many of the But I can educate those who are open to learning and they have others, the single largest number of documents on the topic that 
claims about human lie detection to claims of psychic ability. thanked me endlessly.” The Intercept identified are for trainings by John E. Reid and 
“This reminds me of psychics and the lottery. If there was a When asked whether it is appropriate to be training law Associates, purveyors of the so-called Reid technique. 
psychic and they could see what the lottery numbers are, that enforcement officers who have power over individual liberty to Essentially the granddaddy of interrogation methods, the Reid 
would just be gold, right? Why wouldn’t they win $400 million use scientifically unproven techniques, Ellory retorted that she technique replaced the third degree, and while it does not 
when the Powerball is up there?” was “scientifically validated” by Ekman’s research. “I don’t employ physical torture, it is nonetheless controversial in its 

As the country has become increasingly focused on police need to reprove it to anyone.” approach, which scholars agree has led to false confessions — a 
reform in the wake of George Floyd’s killing by Minneapolis “You are saying that I shouldn’t teach because I can’t make persistent problem in the criminal justice system. Roughly 12 
cops, experts say the movement should include reforms to the people like me? Does that mean that Nobel prize winners, percent of the 2,654 exonerations since 1989 involved a false 
way police are trained to interview and interrogate suspects, acclaimed scientists and researchers who achieve great things confession, according to the National Registry of Exonerations. 
witnesses, and victims to ensure they’re grounded in best shouldn’t teach other people because other people may not Of those who were wrongly convicted of murder and later 
practices supported by science. “Part of the distrust that you see reach the same success?” she asked. “Like Lance Armstrong cleared by DNA, 62 percent had confessed, reports the 
between law enforcement and minority communities stems should never coach because he could sustain a heart of 32 beats Innocence Project.
from the way that suspects, witnesses, victims, and family per minute and consume freakishly low oxygen, but others The Reid technique is guilt-presumptive, confrontational, and 
members are treated by detectives during the course of an can’t — so it’s useless?” includes an emphasis on nonverbal behaviors. “It begins with 
investigation,” said Steven Drizin, co-director of the Center on “I don’t get that reasoning on any level,” she wrote. “I have an accusation, a confrontation,” Drizin said. “The police 
Wrongful Convictions at Northwestern University’s Pritzker insight into human behavior that most people have never officers have conducted an investigation, and there’s no 
School of Law, who studies false confessions. Law considered, don’t understand and when I share it with them question in their mind that you were the person who committed 
enforcement training that isn’t based in science “just furthers through demonstration and example it changes their world for the crime.” Interrogators will often lie about evidence linking a 
the deterioration of the relationship between case officers and the better. I don’t teach interrogation techniques. I teach people person to the crime. “Props are used: big, thick files filled with 
people in the community.” how to seek and find the truth.” paper. Claims of DNA or other evidence. Every time the suspect 

Kukucka called Ellory’s response bizarre. “They’re selling asserts their innocence … they are interrupted and redirected to 
DUMB LUCK snake oil. I mean, let’s be honest,” he said. “They’re raking in the idea that they’re guilty.” Reid interrogators also use 

money by selling snake oil to, unfortunately, people who have a “themes,” minimizing the crime in a way that makes a 
In addition to Wisconsin’s HIDTA, police agencies in lot of clout.” confession more likely — offering sympathy, downplaying the 

California, Georgia, Nevada, and Texas have promoted Ellory’s is not the only training program found among the severity of the offense, or offering an excuse for it, like you 
Ellory’s trainings, according to flyers found within the BlueLeaks documents that sells questionable science to law didn’t know what you were doing because you were drunk. It’s 
BlueLeaks files. One flyer boasts that Ellory has trained law enforcement. There’s a California-based group that has “a justification or an excuse that operates as an implied promise 
enforcement in the “largest U.S. cities,” including “New York provided training in neurolinguistic programming, which of leniency,” said Drizin. “Over time, the message that 
City, Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston, San Antonio, teaches that deception can be detected by tracking eye resistance is futile begins to carry more weight. And then the 
Washington, D.C., Atlanta, Honolulu, Las Vegas, Reno, Key movements, a theory that has been widely discredited. And suspects will agree to confess.”
West — just to name a few.” In an email to The Intercept, Ellory there’s a suite of programs from the Subconscious Joseph Buckley, president of Reid and Associates, takes 
said she has been training as Eyes for Lies since 2009 and Communication Training Institute and Spotting Lies, outfits exception to the criticisms heaped on the technique by 
estimates she’s reached between 2,500 and 3,000 law headed by Steven Rhoads — a former police chief, current academics and lawyers and insists that it is supported by 
enforcement officers. sheriff’s department investigator, and retired Christian rodeo science. In response to a series of emailed questions, Buckley 

The problem is that what she’s teaching them has been widely clown. directed me to the company’s YouTube channel and a paper he 
discredited — an assertion Ellory vehemently denies. The leaked documents indicate that Rhoads’s group has wrote that seeks to clarify what the company calls 
According to Ellory, she was one of 50 individuals identified as provided a number of trainings over the last decade for law “misrepresentations” about the practice, though many of them 
an “expert in deception” as part of the so-called Wizards enforcement across the country, including individuals from the read like distinctions without a difference.
Project, run by researchers associated with Paul Ekman, a Department of Homeland Security and Immigration and Consider the clarification regarding nonverbal cues. Like 
professor at the University of California, San Francisco. The Customs Enforcement. The trainings feature lessons in how Rhoads, Buckley says they shouldn’t be used on their own as an 
researchers studied thousands of people — from CIA and body language — including “facial gestures and human indication of deception, only in context. He offers an example. 
Secret Service agents to regular folks — to see who could best emotions,” “eye movement and gaze behavior,” and “gestures Say a suspect is asked if he’s ever stolen from his employer. Yes, 
detect behavior associated with deception, a practice that relies involving the torso” — can be used in interrogations and the suspect says, as he “crosses his legs, looks down at the floor, 
heavily on the idea of universal facial expressions and so-called reveals not only deception but danger for officers. “As a very and dusts his shirt sleeve,” a couple years ago he stole from the 

Fired Oakland Police Chief Files 
Whistleblower Lawsuit Against City
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Continued from page 6 • The Junk Science Cops Use ...

hardware store where he worked. But what if a suspect is asked training equivalent of a bomb dropped when Wicklander- Zulawski. Actually, he says, the research has always been there, 
directly, did you steal that missing $2,500? His response — as Zulawski & Associates, one of the country’s leading law it just hasn’t always been embraced by practitioners. “We’ve 
he crosses his legs, looks at the floor, and dusts his sleeve: “No, enforcement training organizations, announced that it would no got a lot of these companies that are teaching police practices, 
I did not.” longer teach the Reid technique because of the risk of false regardless of what they are, but they’re teaching it off of being 

“These two subjects displayed identical paralinguistic and confessions. “Confrontation is not an effective way of getting police officers for 30 years. And then you have a lot of 
nonverbal behaviors during their responses,” Buckley wrote. truthful information,” Shane Sturman, the company’s president academics who are running studies and coming up with great 
“However, the interpretation of the behaviors is completely and CEO, told the Marshall Project. “This was a big move for research results but have never been in a practitioner 
different.” In the first example, the guy is “telling the truth, but us, but it’s a decision that’s been coming for quite some time. environment. So, I think the really important revolution we’ve 
he feels embarrassed and possibly even threatened in revealing More and more of our law enforcement clients have asked us to had the last few years is the practitioner and the academic 
his prior theft.” But in the second example, the “verbal content remove it from their training based on all the academic research working together to make sure that we’re applying research in a 
… does not explain the accompanying nonverbal behaviors, so showing other interrogation styles to be much less risky.” practical setting.” Thompson says that’s what his company is 
the investigator should consider these behaviors as reflecting While science doesn’t support the efficacy of subconscious trying to do in moving away from what he calls “traditional” 
possible fear or conflict — emotional states that would not be communication techniques, lie detection, or even the Reid interrogation methods.
considered appropriate from a truthful subject.” technique, there is ample research to support a different If the practices that research finds are effective aren’t being 

A 2018 flyer for a four-day Reid training in Austin, Texas, approach: one that is decidedly nonconfrontational, encourages incorporated “into what law enforcement’s being trained,” said 
specifically talks about teaching investigators to read open conversation, and emphasizes rapport-building. Support Thompson, “then we’re headed in the wrong direction.”
behavioral cues — “the verbal and nonverbal behavior for this approach in the U.S. comes in part through the work of There is some suggestion within the BlueLeaks files that 
symptoms that are displayed by a person who is telling the truth the High-Value Detainee Interrogation Group, a federally newer methods of interrogation might be seeping in, albeit 
during a non-accusatory interview, as well as those displayed funded interagency effort created by the Obama administration slowly. The documents include at least one flyer from the 
by a person who is withholding or fabricating relevant as a means of “advancing the science and practice of Savage Training Group advertising “a modern way of 
information,” including “posture changes,” “grooming,” and interrogation” — and to end Bush-era torture practices against interviewing suspects, victims and witnesses that is highly 
“eye contact.” On days three and four, the training covers the terrorism suspects. The group, known as the HIG, also funded effective and in harmony with the latest research.” The training 
interrogation process, “beginning with how to initiate the research to develop the science of police interrogation. was organized by the San Mateo County, California, Sheriff’s 
confrontation; develop the interrogational theme; stop denials; “Empirical observations have found that police in the U.S. Office in March. “You might have heard those ‘old-school’ 
overcome objections” and ask questions to “stimulate the regularly employ poor interview techniques that either reduce interview techniques have been shown to cause false 
admission.” the amount of information elicited or entice subjects … to confessions (Yikes!),” it reads. “You’ve probably been 

provide incorrect information,” reads a 2016 HIG report. (The frustrated and thought there ought to be a better way. Well, now 
BUILDING RAPPORT HIG was basically abandoned by the Trump administration.) there is.”

Increased research in the field, including what has come out US~Observer Editor’s Note: If you find yourself on the 
Though Reid still dominates the market, there are of the HIG, “has been paramount,” said Dave Thompson, wrong side of a false confession, contact us immediately - 

encouraging signs that may be changing. In 2017, the police- partner and vice president of operations at Wicklander- 541-474-7885 or via email at editor@usobserver.com.      jjj
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Nashville police chief investigates 
officers who raided innocent family

By Brinley Hineman, Nashville Tennessean Office of Professional Accountability.
Two supervisors and one officer at the West 

(USA Today) - Nashville, Tennessee - Metro Precinct were decommissioned, which means 
Nashville Police Chief John their policing powers were 
D r a k e  h a s  o r d e r e d  a n  suspended. They were Lieutenant 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n  i n t o  t h e  Harrison Dooley, Sergeant Jeff 
department's execution of a Brown and Officer Michael 
search warrant at the home of an Richardson.
innocent family. Drake ordered that going 

He also decommissioned three forward, applications for search 
officers on Wednesday while the warrants must be approved by 
investigation is ongoing and deputy chiefs of police rather than 
a d j u s t e d  t h e  a p p r o v a l  an employee's supervisor. The 
requ i rements  fo r  sea rch  department also plans to review 
warrants. its search warrant processes and 

Officers at 6:05 a.m. Tuesday used a battering provide updated training. 
ram to knock in the door at the Edgehill home of Drake shared that he was in contact with the 
a mother and her two children. MNPD has Community Oversight Board over the incident 
released body camera footage of the incident. and invited them to investigate.

The subject of the search warrant was a 16- "This mother and her children should not have 
year-old who did not live at the home and hadn't been subjected to this type of behavior," he said. 
for at least four months. "We deeply regret this incident. From the 

"We have to be better than that, and I bottom of my heart ... this is not what we stand 
absolutely assure you, we will be moving for." 
forward," Drake said in a statement released by Police reform: We looked at protester 
the department. demands from across the nation and compared 

Drake called the actions of the officers them with recent police reforms.
"unacceptable" and said "shortcuts were taken" 
when determining if the juvenile suspect lived Drake says body cameras are useful 
at the home. No surveillance was done, he said. 

He said it wasn't reasonable of the officers to Drake, who is interim police chief after former 
give the family such little time to answer the Chief Steve Anderson stepped down, said that 
door, especially since police were only in search the body camera footage showing the incident 
of evidence related to property crimes and no was helpful for the forthcoming investigation. 
violent suspects. The chief spoke of the importance of the body 

“That’s not what our police department stands camera footage in this incident. He said his 
for," Drake said. "This is on the Metro Nashville department was able to immediately review it 
Police Department. We can do better, and we and watch what unfolded.
will be better. ... This will never happen again." "It's very important," he said. "I view it as 

Drake said the department was in contact with crucial."
the family and would assist them in whatever Drake said body cameras were important to 
they needed going forward. show both when the department was in the right 

or wrong, such as this incident. 
Investigation, department changes "The body camera footage is pertinent to this 

investigation, and it's going to be pertinent 
The investigation will be conducted by the moving forward."                                        jjj

Chief John Drake

Anne Kirkpatrick
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rhetoric is no different from the one under stricter governmental control?
of contemporary anticapitalistic and If it wasn't clear enough, just a few 
allegedly antifascist movements. lines earlier (at the very beginning of 
First, Gentile and Mussolini the same paragraph), Mussolini and 
advocate a greater role for Gentile show what they mean, in 
government in the economy. practice, by their contempt for 
Second, they condemn both classical liberalism. In fact, they 
methodological and political blame the classical liberal minimal 

By Fabrizio Ferrari individualism, asserting the state for "restricting its activities to 
importance of collectivism and recording results" stemming from 

(Mises.org) - On the back of the collective identities. Third, they economic dynamics, instead of 
economic crisis brought about by blame "economism" and the role "directing the game and guiding the 
the covid-19 pandemics, we are economic constraints play in material and moral progress of the 
witnessing—once more—so-called shaping human behavior, deploring community." Where, again, is the being of the nation? Can’t they see in the last lines of the paragraph 
economists, historians, and pundits material ism and advocat ing difference from leftists promoting how close their interpretation of titled "Rejection of Economic 
attempting to proclaim the failure of governments that transcend the greater interventionism? Or calling modern sociological and economic Liberalism – Admiration of 
capitalism. Their criticisms of the praxeological and sociological laws for a bigger government, able to phenomena is to the fascist Bismarck," Mussolini and Gentile 
capitalistic organization of human of economics. steer markets so as to foster their viewpoint? Should an entrepreneur blame classical liberalism for the 
cooperation and coexistence are own idea of social justice? refrain from freely trading with "agnosticism it professed in the 
various, but there are three strains of ARGUING FOR EVER MORE In the end, when it comes to global partners just because the sphere of economics and…in the 
ideological attack against capitalism GOVERNMENT economic affairs, both modern alleged interest of his nation (or sphere of politics and morals."
which seem to me to occur more INTERVENTION ( le f t i s t )  an t icap i ta l i s t s  and  collectivity) would be to preserve In other words: fascists, just like 
often than others. "classical" fascists are in favor of a domestic national employment? modern anticapitalists, cannot 

There is an element about The first step anticapitalists take highly nonneutral state. Classical liberals would definitely accept that welfare-maximizing 
anticapital ism that  is  often when it comes to arguing in favor of answer no, whereas anticapitalists, human beings naturally seek to 
n e g l e c t e d :  e v e n  t h o u g h  bigger government is to belittle FASCISM EULOGIZES antiglobalization activists, and engage in exchanges that each 
anticapitalism is usually associated freedom and classical liberalism. In COLLECTIVISM AND fascists would all together answer person thinks will make him or her 
w i th  soc i a l i sm  and  l e f t i s t  the paragraph titled1 "Rejection of DESPISES INDIVIDUALISM yes. better off. Instead, anticapitalists 
movements, we can find the very Economic Liberalism – Admiration In the end, when it comes to would like to substitute "morally 
same anticapitalistic mentality in the of  Bismarck ,"  Gent i le  and  The viscerally anti-individualistic ba l anc ing  t he  i n t e r e s t s  o f  superior" choices forced on 
fascist ideology. As Thomas Mussolini write that "fascism is philosophical approach of fascism is individuals against the interests of consumers by the state.
DiLorenzo pointed out in his latest definitely and absolutely opposed to clearly laid out throughout the collectivities and the nation, many 
Mises U lecture on the topic, fascism the doctrines of  [classical]  whole essay. For instance, in the modern anticapitalists are no CONCLUSION
is just a particular kind of liberalism, both in the political and paragraph appropriately titled different from "classical" fascists.
socialism—just like communism the economic sphere." Doesn’t that "Rejection of Individualism and the As Cicero stated, "Historia 
itself is. Hence, the fact that fascists have a familiar ring? Is it so different Importance of the State," the fascist FASCISM: magistra vitae." Knowledge of 
and communists share the same from the calls of many leftists for ideology is explicitly labeled as ANTIMATERIALISM AND history is helpful to avoid past 
contempt for capitalism should not rethinking neoliberalism and "anti-individualistic," insofar as OMNIPOTENT mistakes. When it comes to 
surprise anyone. capitalism? fascism "stresses the importance of GOVERNMENT anticapitalism, all its branches share 

The best way to understand the A couple of paragraphs later ("The the State and accepts the individual more than their promoters are 
anticapitalist ic mentali ty of Absolute Primacy of the State"), the only in so far as his interests Lastly, many contemporary willing to admit. More precisely, 
fascism—and how close the two fascists—commenting upon coincide with those of the State." (leftist) anticapitalists share with the every anticapitalistic ideology 
arguments  of  contemporary what they believed to be the Again, doesn’t this kind of rhetoric fascist rhetoric both a sort of utopian p r o m o t e s  g o v e r n m e n t  
anticapitalists are to those of Benito epitomic failure of capitalism, have a familiar ring? Is it so different antimaterialism and a kind of interventionism, contempt for 
Mussolini—is to read Mussolini’s n a m e l y  t h e  1 9 2 9  w o r l d  f r o m  c o n t e m p o r a r y  mystical idea of the mission that i n d i v i d u a l  f r e e d o m ,  
1932 essay titled "The Doctrine of recession—assert that economic antiglobalization advocates and states and governments are vested antimaterialism, and a mystical 
Fascism," written together with crises "can only be settled by State anticapitalists arguing against, say, with. view of government’s role and 
G i o v a n n i  G e n t i l e  ( t h e  action and within the orbit of the e c o n o m i c  g l o b a l i z a t i o n ,  As a matter of fact, the idea that a nature.  They all  start  with 
acknowledged phi losophical  State." Does that differ so much b e c a u s e — i n  t h e i r  i l l i b e r a l  state should not passively accept the anticapitalism; they all end with 
ideologue of fascism). from the advocacy of contemporary perspectives—it benefits only outcomes of freely chosen economic dictatorships, slaughters, wars, and 

The attack Gentile and Mussolini "liberals" (better: social democrats) capitalists and entrepreneurs, i n t e r ac t i ons  and  vo lun t a ry  misery.
carry out against capitalism is (at for interventionistic policies and neglecting the needs of the exchanges is widely held by modern jjj

least) threefold, and its underlying their attempts to put capitalism collectivity and the ultimate well- (leftist) anticapitalists. Analogously, 
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COMMENTARY Your Right to Speak Out

that decision without having to already relinquishing (in many started out as legitimate responses to requirement. A growing number of 
disclose that to somebody else,” said cases, voluntarily) the most intimate pressing concerns and have since retailers, including Walmart, Target 
Elizabeth. “So, no, I wouldn’t wear a details of who we are—their become weapons of compliance and and CVS,  are also joining the mask 
mask. I would do everything that I biological makeup, our genetic control in the police state’s hands. mandate bandwagon. Georgia’s 
could to make sure that I wouldn’t blueprints, and our biometrics It doesn’t even matter what the governor, in a challenge to mask 
come in contact with other people (facial characteristics and structure, nature of the crisis might be—civil requirements by local governing 
because of the fear that’s spreading fingerprints, iris scans, etc.)—in unrest, the national emergencies, bodies, filed a lawsuit challenging 
with this. But no, I would have just order to navigate an increasingly Atlanta’s dictate that masks be worn 

By John Whitehead stayed home, take care of my child.” technologically-enabled world. within city limits.
The Rutherford Institute Instead of signing the blanket COVID-19, however, takes the In some states, such as Indiana, 
rutherford.org statement, Elizabeth submitted her surveillance state to the next level. where masks are required but there 

own written declaration: There’s already been talk of mass are no penalties for non-compliance, 
We have become one nation under testing for COVID-19 antibodies, government officials are urging 

house arrest. I will do my best to stay home, as I screening checkpoints, contact people to protect themselves but not 
You think we’re any different from do every other time I get sick. But I tracing, immunity passports to allow to get into confrontations over 

the Kentucky couple fitted out with cannot comply to having to call the those who have recovered from the masks or turn into snitches.
ankle monitoring bracelets and public health department everytime virus to move around more freely, In other states, such as Virginia, 
forced to quarantine at home? that I need to go out and do and snitch tip lines for reporting the Nanny State is using more 

We’re not. something. It’s my right and “rule breakers” to the authorities. strong-handed tactics to force 
Consider what happened to freedoms to go where I please and As Reuters reports: compliance with mask mandates, 

Elizabeth and Isaiah Linscott. not have to answer to anyone for it. including the threat of fines, jail 
Elizabeth took a precautionary There is no pandemic and with a As the United States begins time, surprise inspections of 

diagnostic COVID-19 test before survival rate of 99.9998% I’m fine. I reopening its economy, some state businesses, and complaint hotlines 
traveling to visit her parents and will continue to avoid the elderly, officials are weighing whether that encourage citizens to snitch on 
grandparents in Michigan. It came just like PRIOR guidelines state, try house arrest monitoring technology each other. Officials in Las Vegas 
back positive: Elizabeth was to stay home, get rest, get medicine, – including ankle bracelets or dep loyed  100  “compl i ance  
asymptomatic for the novel and get better. I decline. location-tracking apps – could be ambassadors” to help educate and 
coronavirus but had no symptoms. used to police quarantines imposed enhance enforcement of the state’s 
Her husband and infant daughter A few days after being informed on coronavirus carriers. But while mask mandate. One couple in 
tested negative for the virus. that Elizabeth’s case was being the tech has been used sporadically “unforeseen economic collapse, loss Knoxville, Tenn., took mask-

Now in a country where freedom escalated and referred to law for U.S. quarantine enforcement of functioning political and legal shaming to new heights when they 
actually means something, the enforcement ,  the  L insco t t s  over the past few weeks, large scale order,  purposefu l  domes t ic  created a Facebook page to track 
Linscotts would have the right to reportedly found their home rollouts have so far been held back resistance or insurgency, pervasive compl i ance  by  bus ines se s ,  
determine for themselves how to surrounded by multiple government by a big legal question: Can officials public health emergencies, and employees and customers.
proceed responsibly, but in the vehicles, government personnel and impose electronic monitoring catastrophic natural and human In Miami, “residents now risk a 
American Police State, we’ve only the county sheriff armed with a court without an offense or a court order? disasters”—as long as it allows the legal penalty if they venture into 
got as much freedom as the order and ankle monitors. government to justify all manner of public without a face mask. The city 
government allows. “We didn’t rob a store,” Linscott More to the point, as the head of government tyranny in the so-called has assigned at least 39 police 

That’s not saying much. said. “We didn’t steal something. We one tech company asked, “Can you name of national security. officers to make sure that residents 
Indeed, it’s a dangerous time for didn’t hit and run. We didn’t do actually constitutionally monitor It’s hard to know who to trust are following the city’s mandatory 

anyone who still clings to the idea anything wrong.” someone who’s innocent? It’s anymore. mask ordinance. Offenders will be 
that freedom means the right to think That’s the point, of course. uncharted territory.” Certainly, in this highly partisan warned but, if they refuse to comply, 
for yourself and act responsibly In an age of overcriminalization — Except this isn’t exactly uncharted age, when everything from the they will be fined. The first offense 
according to your best judgment. when the law is wielded like a territory, is it? COVID-19 pandemic to police will cost $100 and the second 

In that regard, the Linscotts are a hammer to force compliance to the It follows much the same pattern as brutality to football is being recast in another $100. With a third — God 
little old-school in their thinking. government’s dictates whatever every other state of emergency in light of one’s political leanings, it forbid — the offender will be 
When Elizabeth was asked to sign a they might be — you don’t have to recent  years—legi t imate  or  can be incredibly difficult to arrested.”
self-quarantine order agreeing to do anything wrong to be fined, m a n u f a c t u r e d — t h a t  h a s  separate what constitutes a genuine These conflicting and, in some 
check in daily with the health arrested or subjected to raids and empowered the government to add safety concern versus what is hyper- cases, heavy-handed approaches to 
department and not to travel seizures and surveillance. to its arsenal of technologies and politicized propaganda. a pandemic that has locked down the 
anywhere without prior approval, Watch and see: just as it did in powers. Take the mask mandates, for nation for close to six months is 
she refused. China, this pandemic is about to The war on terror, the war on example. turning this health crisis into an 

“I shouldn’t have to ask for afford the government the perfect d r u g s ,  t h e  w a r  o n  i l l e g a l  Currently, 19 states have not u n n e c e s s a r i l y  p o l i t i c i z e d ,  
consent because I’m an adult who e x c u s e  f o r  e x p a n d i n g  i t s  immigration, asset forfeiture issued mask mandates in response to bureaucratic tug-of-war with no 
can make that decision. And as a surveillance and data collection schemes, road safety schemes, r i s ing  COVID-19 infec t ion  clear-cut winners to be found.
citizen of the United States of powers at our expense. school safety schemes, eminent numbers. More than 30 states have Certainly, this is not the first crisis 
America, that is my right to make On a daily basis, Americans are domain: all of these programs enacted some form of mask to pit security concerns against 
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COMMENTARY"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent 
about things that matter." --Martin Luther King, Jr.

One Nation Under House Arrest: 
How Do COVID-19 Mandates Impact Our Freedoms?

Today's Anticapitalists 
Are Closer to Fascism Than They Think

Term Limits – Now, More Than Ever

No Qualified Immunity for Kentucky Cops Who 
Strip-Searched a 4-Year-Old and Threatened Mom

The views expressed herein are the author’s own.
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crime. Nevertheless, w a r r a n t ,  g e n u i n e  some unsupervised time—to walk to 
they felt obligated to call suspicion of abuse, or an school, to come home with a 
t h e  s t a t e ' s  c h i l d  actual emergency. Who latchkey, to wait briefly in the 
protection hotline, thus knew? Apparently not car—but fear what could happen to 
open ing  a  neg lec t  t h e  a u t h o r i t i e s  i n  them if an onlooker decided to call 
investigation which Kentucky, who have 911," says Redleaf.
automatically required a been defending the The Currys are home schoolers 
visit to the Curry home warrantless entry and who enlisted James R. Mason, 

By Lenore Skenazy to check on the kids. strip ever since the executive director of the Home 
When the caseworker Curry 's  f i led their  School Legal Defense Association, 

(Reason) - Good news, parents: If arrived at the home, lawsuit in 2018. to file the federal suit on their 
you let your kids wait in the car for Holly refused to let her Assuming the decision family's behalf. Mason hopes that 
less than 10 minutes on a cool in without a warrant. stands, "it's very good now the authorities will think twice 
day—doors locked and fan on—a The worker returned news for child welfare before barging into homes and strip 
caseworker and sheriff are actually with a sheriff's deputy, and police reformers," searching kids without evidence of 
not allowed to come to your home, but still no warrant. says Diane Redleaf, co- wrongdoing by the parent. The 
threaten to take your children away, When Holly insisted that chair of United Family investigator in the case testified that 
and strip search the kids. they still couldn't enter, Advocates and Let they "automatically strip search 

These very basic rights were just they threatened to "come back and ruling on August 19 in Curry v. Grow's legal consultant. every child when they go into a 
vindicated the hard way: by a put your kids into foster care." Holly Kentucky Cabinet for Health and "It's also welcome news for all the home," Mason notes. “No more.
Kentucky mom in federal court. begged for time to call her husband. Human Services, Judge Justin parents who want to give their kids jjj

Holly Curry sued the cop and the They refused. Finally, crying and Walker said that it was clear the 
caseworker, insisting that the day terrified, Holly let them in. government used an improper threat 
she was investigated for child abuse, Labeling that decision "voluntary to enter the home, lacked any 
the two authorities so overstepped consent," the authorities entered the evidence that might have justified a 
their bounds that they should not be home. Unsurprisingly, the house and strip search, and violated the 
afforded qualified immunity. In kids all looked fine. Even so, the children's rights to bodily integrity. 
other words, their behavior was so caseworker insisted on strip According to Walker:
egregious, they had to take searching each kid, removing their 
responsibility for it. The judge underwear and examining their Act One: An "attentive and loving" 
agreed. genitals for signs of abuse. mother gets muffins for her children. 

You may recall the case. Back in A few months later, the caseworker Act Two: There's a knock on her 
March of 2017, Curry was driving closed the invest igat ion as  door and a threat by the government 
her kids to karate when she stopped "unsubstantiated," saying that what to take away her children. Act Three: 
to get them some muffins. She was Holly had done was a "one-time Her children are strip searched 
in the café for just a few minutes. 'oopsy-daisy.'" But she telephoned without cause. America's founding 
When she came out, two cops Curry later and said, "If we ever get a generation may never have 
rebuked her for leaving the kids. call against your family again, bad imagined a Cabinet for Health and 

In Kentucky, it's a crime to leave things will happen to you, and we'll Family Services. But they knew their 
children under the age of eight in a take your children." fair share of unwelcome constables. 
car under circumstances that At that point, Curry had had A n d  t h e y  a d d e d  a  F o u r t h  
"manifest an extreme indifference" enough. She turned around and filed Amendment to our Constitution to 
to human life and create a grave risk suit against the caseworker and cop, protect against this three-act 
of death. But the cops didn't say c l a i m i n g  v i o l a t i o n  o f  h e r  tragedy.
she'd done that. The kids all looked constitutional rights.
fine, and they the officers left They, in turn, pressed hard for To enter a home without consent 
without charging Curry with a immunity. But in in a powerful and examine stripped kids requires a 

”

“It is proper to take alarm at 
the first experiment on our 
liberties.  We hold this 
prudent jealousy to be the 
first duty of citizens, and one 
of the noblest characteristics 
of the late Revolution. The 
freeman of America did not 
wait till usurped power had 
s trengthened  i t s e l f  by  
exercise, and entangled the 
question in precedents. They 
saw all the consequences in 
the principle, and they 
avoided the consequences by 
denying the principle.”

—James Madison

were in complete agreement that congressional staff and lobbying as presidency, what more must be artificially stymies the effectiveness 
term limits were not only a fool’s well. proven to the electorate to justify of elected representatives once 
errand but an utterly stupid To only limit terms for Members of their residency? they’ve gained their political 
endeavor. C o n g r e s s  w o u l d  b e  foo t ing .  Tough .  The  

That was a big wake-up call for ignorant of the tremendous g o v e r n m e n t  h a s  a n  
anyone with already rapidly fading p o w e r  a n d  e f f e c t  u n c a n n y  w a y  o f  
rose-colored glasses. Here was a congressional staff has on bastardizing newly learned 
supposed champion of a free press the outcomes of  al l  competent lawmakers into 
and open ideas agreeing with a legislative endeavors. the party and special 
powerful internal broker within Staff accounts for most, if interest hacks. Citizen 
Republican circles unequivocally not all, legislating and legislators matter.

By Ryan Shucard agreeing that term limits were not negotiation in Congress. If The “revolving door 
only a stupid notion akin to a staffing Members of phenomenon” is actually 

(Townhall) - In an era where every Liber ta r ian  fan tasy  bu t  an  Congress were truly a civil minimized not increased, 
truly systemic issue in Washington unacceptable topic to even bring up service then it would be with term limits. One’s 
has alluded America’s politicians for amid the conversations of “change” rooted in the institution, influence on public policy 
decades, political dynasties, big in Washington. not the party or candidate should be measured by the 
money, special interests, and the Their condemnation of term limits o c c u p y i n g  t h e  o f f i c e .  A l l  Likewise, congressional staff effect of the laws they enact, not by 
toxic rise of identity politics has led is the very thing that ails Washington congressional staff should be should be classified as a special civil the tangential and immeasurable 
to the disgusting entrenchment of - that change is their vision, not of limited to their terms of service as service contingent with a lifetime relationships they may forge in 
party politics amounting to not less, the People’s. They hold an intrinsic well. ban on lobbying the institution(s) smoke-filled backrooms unafraid of 
but more of the same from the belief that their daily work is Singularly capping an elected which they previously served. This eventual irrelevance. The point of 
rightly named “swamp.” profoundly more important than the m e m b e r ’s  t e r m  o f  s e r v i c e  would still allow for cross- elected office is to leave a mark of 

Those in western states, sans the work of millions of Americans who emboldens the “swamp” and “deep institutional knowledge sharing legality for the betterment of all 
“left coast”, know more than most pay their salaries and foot the bills state” by the entrenchment of while prohibiting much of the Americans, not to assign your name 
the usefulness of forest fires. In for so many ridiculous spending congressional staff and lobbyists. partisan and special interests to it for glory and posterity. 
politics, it’s time conservatives p r a c t i c e s  a n d  f o r e i g n  Term limits on Members of e n t r e n c h m e n t  r e n d e r e d  s o  With term limits, remembrance of 
initiate a new aggressive push for entanglements. Congress must be accompanied by magnificently ineffectual during legis lat ive successes would 
the “fire” of term limits on Members Congress needs a buil t - in limits on what President Trump COVID (see K Street). continually water the roots that hold 
of Congress. Doing so would act as a mechanism of regularized wildfire should rebrand as a civil service Term limits on Members of America high above all others. 
routine “controlled burn” within the in the form of term limits to ensure corps for congressional staff. Congress don’t limit voter choice, it Voters will remain the strongest 
government, having the same the most effectual change agents Most would agree this is ideal but enhances it. It’s a built-in way to mechanism for the removal of 
necessary effect of fires that help ascend within national civil service contend it’s not practical given the ensure new leaders, uncorrupted by ineffectual lawmakers while also 
purge forests of old and unnecessary and thereby fail or succeed by the enormous “lift” of garnering buy-in money and power, must earn the realizing the dignity of knowing the 
byproducts of their ecosystems. merit of tact and persuasion. If an to support such a plan, let alone one votes of their districts, and thereby inevitable entrenchment of career 

I harken back to a conversation elected member fails by only that likely requires a constitutional do the most good in the time they politicians and staff face an 
with myself, a now defeated delivering platitudes placating amendment. But America has have. unavoidable and codified limit.
Republican member’s chief of staff special interests, at least the People implemented term limits on its top To say that term limits would result To discard these ideas as 
and a Washington reporter for the know the shelf life. New choices office already. Our next step should in an unnecessary limit on fantastical trash is to harbor the 
Denver Post discussing, among will inevitably emerge. be a maximum of three terms for institutional capacity is also a realized terror our Founders had 
other issues of the day, the prospects With term limits, results will rule senators  and six terms for  fallacy. If citizen legislators cannot over the eventual, immovable, and 
of term limits. Both “swampishly” the day and define a public servant’s representatives irrespective of their execute the duties of government, ty rannica l  government  less  
laughed at me when I brought up the days in office more than the consecutive nature. Under this plan, outside of the professionalization of concerned with our People and more 
prospect of forcefully pushing for speeches they give or the party if a lawmaker is unable to effect a politician, then again, what's the so with perpetuating an ineffectual 
term limits. It was as if these would- dollars they raise. This simple but change in a theoretical 30 terms in point of voting? and  se l f - se rv ing  prof i t ab le  
be-otherwise political adversaries daunting reform should extend to Congress and a possible two in the Othe r s  a rgue  t e rm l imi t s  existence.                                  jjj

Taking children from happy, healthy families has 
reached epidemic proportions. A state’s investigation 
is biased and skewed toward criminalizing those 
who are under the microscope, and everyone is 
under the microscope. When all parents are suspect, 
no one is fit to have their children. 

The US~Observer takes on cases that expose 
government’s predilection  of taking children who 
have not been abused. In fact, on page 13 of this 
edition we feature the Cruz family struggle against a 
system hellbent on making a dying man a convicted 
child abuser, all over one doctor’s misdiagnosis.

If you are wrongly being investigated for child 
abuse, contact the US~Observer - 541-474-7885.
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rhetoric is no different from the one under stricter governmental control?
of contemporary anticapitalistic and If it wasn't clear enough, just a few 
allegedly antifascist movements. lines earlier (at the very beginning of 
First, Gentile and Mussolini the same paragraph), Mussolini and 
advocate a greater role for Gentile show what they mean, in 
government in the economy. practice, by their contempt for 
Second, they condemn both classical liberalism. In fact, they 
methodological and political blame the classical liberal minimal 

By Fabrizio Ferrari individualism, asserting the state for "restricting its activities to 
importance of collectivism and recording results" stemming from 

(Mises.org) - On the back of the collective identities. Third, they economic dynamics, instead of 
economic crisis brought about by blame "economism" and the role "directing the game and guiding the 
the covid-19 pandemics, we are economic constraints play in material and moral progress of the 
witnessing—once more—so-called shaping human behavior, deploring community." Where, again, is the being of the nation? Can’t they see in the last lines of the paragraph 
economists, historians, and pundits material ism and advocat ing difference from leftists promoting how close their interpretation of titled "Rejection of Economic 
attempting to proclaim the failure of governments that transcend the greater interventionism? Or calling modern sociological and economic Liberalism – Admiration of 
capitalism. Their criticisms of the praxeological and sociological laws for a bigger government, able to phenomena is to the fascist Bismarck," Mussolini and Gentile 
capitalistic organization of human of economics. steer markets so as to foster their viewpoint? Should an entrepreneur blame classical liberalism for the 
cooperation and coexistence are own idea of social justice? refrain from freely trading with "agnosticism it professed in the 
various, but there are three strains of ARGUING FOR EVER MORE In the end, when it comes to global partners just because the sphere of economics and…in the 
ideological attack against capitalism GOVERNMENT economic affairs, both modern alleged interest of his nation (or sphere of politics and morals."
which seem to me to occur more INTERVENTION ( le f t i s t )  an t icap i ta l i s t s  and  collectivity) would be to preserve In other words: fascists, just like 
often than others. "classical" fascists are in favor of a domestic national employment? modern anticapitalists, cannot 

There is an element about The first step anticapitalists take highly nonneutral state. Classical liberals would definitely accept that welfare-maximizing 
anticapital ism that  is  often when it comes to arguing in favor of answer no, whereas anticapitalists, human beings naturally seek to 
n e g l e c t e d :  e v e n  t h o u g h  bigger government is to belittle FASCISM EULOGIZES antiglobalization activists, and engage in exchanges that each 
anticapitalism is usually associated freedom and classical liberalism. In COLLECTIVISM AND fascists would all together answer person thinks will make him or her 
w i th  soc i a l i sm  and  l e f t i s t  the paragraph titled1 "Rejection of DESPISES INDIVIDUALISM yes. better off. Instead, anticapitalists 
movements, we can find the very Economic Liberalism – Admiration In the end, when it comes to would like to substitute "morally 
same anticapitalistic mentality in the of  Bismarck ,"  Gent i le  and  The viscerally anti-individualistic ba l anc ing  t he  i n t e r e s t s  o f  superior" choices forced on 
fascist ideology. As Thomas Mussolini write that "fascism is philosophical approach of fascism is individuals against the interests of consumers by the state.
DiLorenzo pointed out in his latest definitely and absolutely opposed to clearly laid out throughout the collectivities and the nation, many 
Mises U lecture on the topic, fascism the doctrines of  [classical]  whole essay. For instance, in the modern anticapitalists are no CONCLUSION
is just a particular kind of liberalism, both in the political and paragraph appropriately titled different from "classical" fascists.
socialism—just like communism the economic sphere." Doesn’t that "Rejection of Individualism and the As Cicero stated, "Historia 
itself is. Hence, the fact that fascists have a familiar ring? Is it so different Importance of the State," the fascist FASCISM: magistra vitae." Knowledge of 
and communists share the same from the calls of many leftists for ideology is explicitly labeled as ANTIMATERIALISM AND history is helpful to avoid past 
contempt for capitalism should not rethinking neoliberalism and "anti-individualistic," insofar as OMNIPOTENT mistakes. When it comes to 
surprise anyone. capitalism? fascism "stresses the importance of GOVERNMENT anticapitalism, all its branches share 

The best way to understand the A couple of paragraphs later ("The the State and accepts the individual more than their promoters are 
anticapitalist ic mentali ty of Absolute Primacy of the State"), the only in so far as his interests Lastly, many contemporary willing to admit. More precisely, 
fascism—and how close the two fascists—commenting upon coincide with those of the State." (leftist) anticapitalists share with the every anticapitalistic ideology 
arguments  of  contemporary what they believed to be the Again, doesn’t this kind of rhetoric fascist rhetoric both a sort of utopian p r o m o t e s  g o v e r n m e n t  
anticapitalists are to those of Benito epitomic failure of capitalism, have a familiar ring? Is it so different antimaterialism and a kind of interventionism, contempt for 
Mussolini—is to read Mussolini’s n a m e l y  t h e  1 9 2 9  w o r l d  f r o m  c o n t e m p o r a r y  mystical idea of the mission that i n d i v i d u a l  f r e e d o m ,  
1932 essay titled "The Doctrine of recession—assert that economic antiglobalization advocates and states and governments are vested antimaterialism, and a mystical 
Fascism," written together with crises "can only be settled by State anticapitalists arguing against, say, with. view of government’s role and 
G i o v a n n i  G e n t i l e  ( t h e  action and within the orbit of the e c o n o m i c  g l o b a l i z a t i o n ,  As a matter of fact, the idea that a nature.  They all  start  with 
acknowledged phi losophical  State." Does that differ so much b e c a u s e — i n  t h e i r  i l l i b e r a l  state should not passively accept the anticapitalism; they all end with 
ideologue of fascism). from the advocacy of contemporary perspectives—it benefits only outcomes of freely chosen economic dictatorships, slaughters, wars, and 

The attack Gentile and Mussolini "liberals" (better: social democrats) capitalists and entrepreneurs, i n t e r ac t i ons  and  vo lun t a ry  misery.
carry out against capitalism is (at for interventionistic policies and neglecting the needs of the exchanges is widely held by modern jjj

least) threefold, and its underlying their attempts to put capitalism collectivity and the ultimate well- (leftist) anticapitalists. Analogously, 
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COMMENTARY Your Right to Speak Out

that decision without having to already relinquishing (in many started out as legitimate responses to requirement. A growing number of 
disclose that to somebody else,” said cases, voluntarily) the most intimate pressing concerns and have since retailers, including Walmart, Target 
Elizabeth. “So, no, I wouldn’t wear a details of who we are—their become weapons of compliance and and CVS,  are also joining the mask 
mask. I would do everything that I biological makeup, our genetic control in the police state’s hands. mandate bandwagon. Georgia’s 
could to make sure that I wouldn’t blueprints, and our biometrics It doesn’t even matter what the governor, in a challenge to mask 
come in contact with other people (facial characteristics and structure, nature of the crisis might be—civil requirements by local governing 
because of the fear that’s spreading fingerprints, iris scans, etc.)—in unrest, the national emergencies, bodies, filed a lawsuit challenging 
with this. But no, I would have just order to navigate an increasingly Atlanta’s dictate that masks be worn 

By John Whitehead stayed home, take care of my child.” technologically-enabled world. within city limits.
The Rutherford Institute Instead of signing the blanket COVID-19, however, takes the In some states, such as Indiana, 
rutherford.org statement, Elizabeth submitted her surveillance state to the next level. where masks are required but there 

own written declaration: There’s already been talk of mass are no penalties for non-compliance, 
We have become one nation under testing for COVID-19 antibodies, government officials are urging 

house arrest. I will do my best to stay home, as I screening checkpoints, contact people to protect themselves but not 
You think we’re any different from do every other time I get sick. But I tracing, immunity passports to allow to get into confrontations over 

the Kentucky couple fitted out with cannot comply to having to call the those who have recovered from the masks or turn into snitches.
ankle monitoring bracelets and public health department everytime virus to move around more freely, In other states, such as Virginia, 
forced to quarantine at home? that I need to go out and do and snitch tip lines for reporting the Nanny State is using more 

We’re not. something. It’s my right and “rule breakers” to the authorities. strong-handed tactics to force 
Consider what happened to freedoms to go where I please and As Reuters reports: compliance with mask mandates, 

Elizabeth and Isaiah Linscott. not have to answer to anyone for it. including the threat of fines, jail 
Elizabeth took a precautionary There is no pandemic and with a As the United States begins time, surprise inspections of 

diagnostic COVID-19 test before survival rate of 99.9998% I’m fine. I reopening its economy, some state businesses, and complaint hotlines 
traveling to visit her parents and will continue to avoid the elderly, officials are weighing whether that encourage citizens to snitch on 
grandparents in Michigan. It came just like PRIOR guidelines state, try house arrest monitoring technology each other. Officials in Las Vegas 
back positive: Elizabeth was to stay home, get rest, get medicine, – including ankle bracelets or dep loyed  100  “compl i ance  
asymptomatic for the novel and get better. I decline. location-tracking apps – could be ambassadors” to help educate and 
coronavirus but had no symptoms. used to police quarantines imposed enhance enforcement of the state’s 
Her husband and infant daughter A few days after being informed on coronavirus carriers. But while mask mandate. One couple in 
tested negative for the virus. that Elizabeth’s case was being the tech has been used sporadically “unforeseen economic collapse, loss Knoxville, Tenn., took mask-

Now in a country where freedom escalated and referred to law for U.S. quarantine enforcement of functioning political and legal shaming to new heights when they 
actually means something, the enforcement ,  the  L insco t t s  over the past few weeks, large scale order,  purposefu l  domes t ic  created a Facebook page to track 
Linscotts would have the right to reportedly found their home rollouts have so far been held back resistance or insurgency, pervasive compl i ance  by  bus ines se s ,  
determine for themselves how to surrounded by multiple government by a big legal question: Can officials public health emergencies, and employees and customers.
proceed responsibly, but in the vehicles, government personnel and impose electronic monitoring catastrophic natural and human In Miami, “residents now risk a 
American Police State, we’ve only the county sheriff armed with a court without an offense or a court order? disasters”—as long as it allows the legal penalty if they venture into 
got as much freedom as the order and ankle monitors. government to justify all manner of public without a face mask. The city 
government allows. “We didn’t rob a store,” Linscott More to the point, as the head of government tyranny in the so-called has assigned at least 39 police 

That’s not saying much. said. “We didn’t steal something. We one tech company asked, “Can you name of national security. officers to make sure that residents 
Indeed, it’s a dangerous time for didn’t hit and run. We didn’t do actually constitutionally monitor It’s hard to know who to trust are following the city’s mandatory 

anyone who still clings to the idea anything wrong.” someone who’s innocent? It’s anymore. mask ordinance. Offenders will be 
that freedom means the right to think That’s the point, of course. uncharted territory.” Certainly, in this highly partisan warned but, if they refuse to comply, 
for yourself and act responsibly In an age of overcriminalization — Except this isn’t exactly uncharted age, when everything from the they will be fined. The first offense 
according to your best judgment. when the law is wielded like a territory, is it? COVID-19 pandemic to police will cost $100 and the second 

In that regard, the Linscotts are a hammer to force compliance to the It follows much the same pattern as brutality to football is being recast in another $100. With a third — God 
little old-school in their thinking. government’s dictates whatever every other state of emergency in light of one’s political leanings, it forbid — the offender will be 
When Elizabeth was asked to sign a they might be — you don’t have to recent  years—legi t imate  or  can be incredibly difficult to arrested.”
self-quarantine order agreeing to do anything wrong to be fined, m a n u f a c t u r e d — t h a t  h a s  separate what constitutes a genuine These conflicting and, in some 
check in daily with the health arrested or subjected to raids and empowered the government to add safety concern versus what is hyper- cases, heavy-handed approaches to 
department and not to travel seizures and surveillance. to its arsenal of technologies and politicized propaganda. a pandemic that has locked down the 
anywhere without prior approval, Watch and see: just as it did in powers. Take the mask mandates, for nation for close to six months is 
she refused. China, this pandemic is about to The war on terror, the war on example. turning this health crisis into an 

“I shouldn’t have to ask for afford the government the perfect d r u g s ,  t h e  w a r  o n  i l l e g a l  Currently, 19 states have not u n n e c e s s a r i l y  p o l i t i c i z e d ,  
consent because I’m an adult who e x c u s e  f o r  e x p a n d i n g  i t s  immigration, asset forfeiture issued mask mandates in response to bureaucratic tug-of-war with no 
can make that decision. And as a surveillance and data collection schemes, road safety schemes, r i s ing  COVID-19 infec t ion  clear-cut winners to be found.
citizen of the United States of powers at our expense. school safety schemes, eminent numbers. More than 30 states have Certainly, this is not the first crisis 
America, that is my right to make On a daily basis, Americans are domain: all of these programs enacted some form of mask to pit security concerns against 
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COMMENTARY"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent 
about things that matter." --Martin Luther King, Jr.

One Nation Under House Arrest: 
How Do COVID-19 Mandates Impact Our Freedoms?

Today's Anticapitalists 
Are Closer to Fascism Than They Think

Term Limits – Now, More Than Ever

No Qualified Immunity for Kentucky Cops Who 
Strip-Searched a 4-Year-Old and Threatened Mom

The views expressed herein are the author’s own.
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crime. Nevertheless, w a r r a n t ,  g e n u i n e  some unsupervised time—to walk to 
they felt obligated to call suspicion of abuse, or an school, to come home with a 
t h e  s t a t e ' s  c h i l d  actual emergency. Who latchkey, to wait briefly in the 
protection hotline, thus knew? Apparently not car—but fear what could happen to 
open ing  a  neg lec t  t h e  a u t h o r i t i e s  i n  them if an onlooker decided to call 
investigation which Kentucky, who have 911," says Redleaf.
automatically required a been defending the The Currys are home schoolers 
visit to the Curry home warrantless entry and who enlisted James R. Mason, 

By Lenore Skenazy to check on the kids. strip ever since the executive director of the Home 
When the caseworker Curry 's  f i led their  School Legal Defense Association, 

(Reason) - Good news, parents: If arrived at the home, lawsuit in 2018. to file the federal suit on their 
you let your kids wait in the car for Holly refused to let her Assuming the decision family's behalf. Mason hopes that 
less than 10 minutes on a cool in without a warrant. stands, "it's very good now the authorities will think twice 
day—doors locked and fan on—a The worker returned news for child welfare before barging into homes and strip 
caseworker and sheriff are actually with a sheriff's deputy, and police reformers," searching kids without evidence of 
not allowed to come to your home, but still no warrant. says Diane Redleaf, co- wrongdoing by the parent. The 
threaten to take your children away, When Holly insisted that chair of United Family investigator in the case testified that 
and strip search the kids. they still couldn't enter, Advocates and Let they "automatically strip search 

These very basic rights were just they threatened to "come back and ruling on August 19 in Curry v. Grow's legal consultant. every child when they go into a 
vindicated the hard way: by a put your kids into foster care." Holly Kentucky Cabinet for Health and "It's also welcome news for all the home," Mason notes. “No more.
Kentucky mom in federal court. begged for time to call her husband. Human Services, Judge Justin parents who want to give their kids jjj

Holly Curry sued the cop and the They refused. Finally, crying and Walker said that it was clear the 
caseworker, insisting that the day terrified, Holly let them in. government used an improper threat 
she was investigated for child abuse, Labeling that decision "voluntary to enter the home, lacked any 
the two authorities so overstepped consent," the authorities entered the evidence that might have justified a 
their bounds that they should not be home. Unsurprisingly, the house and strip search, and violated the 
afforded qualified immunity. In kids all looked fine. Even so, the children's rights to bodily integrity. 
other words, their behavior was so caseworker insisted on strip According to Walker:
egregious, they had to take searching each kid, removing their 
responsibility for it. The judge underwear and examining their Act One: An "attentive and loving" 
agreed. genitals for signs of abuse. mother gets muffins for her children. 

You may recall the case. Back in A few months later, the caseworker Act Two: There's a knock on her 
March of 2017, Curry was driving closed the invest igat ion as  door and a threat by the government 
her kids to karate when she stopped "unsubstantiated," saying that what to take away her children. Act Three: 
to get them some muffins. She was Holly had done was a "one-time Her children are strip searched 
in the café for just a few minutes. 'oopsy-daisy.'" But she telephoned without cause. America's founding 
When she came out, two cops Curry later and said, "If we ever get a generation may never have 
rebuked her for leaving the kids. call against your family again, bad imagined a Cabinet for Health and 

In Kentucky, it's a crime to leave things will happen to you, and we'll Family Services. But they knew their 
children under the age of eight in a take your children." fair share of unwelcome constables. 
car under circumstances that At that point, Curry had had A n d  t h e y  a d d e d  a  F o u r t h  
"manifest an extreme indifference" enough. She turned around and filed Amendment to our Constitution to 
to human life and create a grave risk suit against the caseworker and cop, protect against this three-act 
of death. But the cops didn't say c l a i m i n g  v i o l a t i o n  o f  h e r  tragedy.
she'd done that. The kids all looked constitutional rights.
fine, and they the officers left They, in turn, pressed hard for To enter a home without consent 
without charging Curry with a immunity. But in in a powerful and examine stripped kids requires a 

”

“It is proper to take alarm at 
the first experiment on our 
liberties.  We hold this 
prudent jealousy to be the 
first duty of citizens, and one 
of the noblest characteristics 
of the late Revolution. The 
freeman of America did not 
wait till usurped power had 
s trengthened  i t s e l f  by  
exercise, and entangled the 
question in precedents. They 
saw all the consequences in 
the principle, and they 
avoided the consequences by 
denying the principle.”

—James Madison

were in complete agreement that congressional staff and lobbying as presidency, what more must be artificially stymies the effectiveness 
term limits were not only a fool’s well. proven to the electorate to justify of elected representatives once 
errand but an utterly stupid To only limit terms for Members of their residency? they’ve gained their political 
endeavor. C o n g r e s s  w o u l d  b e  foo t ing .  Tough .  The  

That was a big wake-up call for ignorant of the tremendous g o v e r n m e n t  h a s  a n  
anyone with already rapidly fading p o w e r  a n d  e f f e c t  u n c a n n y  w a y  o f  
rose-colored glasses. Here was a congressional staff has on bastardizing newly learned 
supposed champion of a free press the outcomes of  al l  competent lawmakers into 
and open ideas agreeing with a legislative endeavors. the party and special 
powerful internal broker within Staff accounts for most, if interest hacks. Citizen 
Republican circles unequivocally not all, legislating and legislators matter.

By Ryan Shucard agreeing that term limits were not negotiation in Congress. If The “revolving door 
only a stupid notion akin to a staffing Members of phenomenon” is actually 

(Townhall) - In an era where every Liber ta r ian  fan tasy  bu t  an  Congress were truly a civil minimized not increased, 
truly systemic issue in Washington unacceptable topic to even bring up service then it would be with term limits. One’s 
has alluded America’s politicians for amid the conversations of “change” rooted in the institution, influence on public policy 
decades, political dynasties, big in Washington. not the party or candidate should be measured by the 
money, special interests, and the Their condemnation of term limits o c c u p y i n g  t h e  o f f i c e .  A l l  Likewise, congressional staff effect of the laws they enact, not by 
toxic rise of identity politics has led is the very thing that ails Washington congressional staff should be should be classified as a special civil the tangential and immeasurable 
to the disgusting entrenchment of - that change is their vision, not of limited to their terms of service as service contingent with a lifetime relationships they may forge in 
party politics amounting to not less, the People’s. They hold an intrinsic well. ban on lobbying the institution(s) smoke-filled backrooms unafraid of 
but more of the same from the belief that their daily work is Singularly capping an elected which they previously served. This eventual irrelevance. The point of 
rightly named “swamp.” profoundly more important than the m e m b e r ’s  t e r m  o f  s e r v i c e  would still allow for cross- elected office is to leave a mark of 

Those in western states, sans the work of millions of Americans who emboldens the “swamp” and “deep institutional knowledge sharing legality for the betterment of all 
“left coast”, know more than most pay their salaries and foot the bills state” by the entrenchment of while prohibiting much of the Americans, not to assign your name 
the usefulness of forest fires. In for so many ridiculous spending congressional staff and lobbyists. partisan and special interests to it for glory and posterity. 
politics, it’s time conservatives p r a c t i c e s  a n d  f o r e i g n  Term limits on Members of e n t r e n c h m e n t  r e n d e r e d  s o  With term limits, remembrance of 
initiate a new aggressive push for entanglements. Congress must be accompanied by magnificently ineffectual during legis lat ive successes would 
the “fire” of term limits on Members Congress needs a buil t - in limits on what President Trump COVID (see K Street). continually water the roots that hold 
of Congress. Doing so would act as a mechanism of regularized wildfire should rebrand as a civil service Term limits on Members of America high above all others. 
routine “controlled burn” within the in the form of term limits to ensure corps for congressional staff. Congress don’t limit voter choice, it Voters will remain the strongest 
government, having the same the most effectual change agents Most would agree this is ideal but enhances it. It’s a built-in way to mechanism for the removal of 
necessary effect of fires that help ascend within national civil service contend it’s not practical given the ensure new leaders, uncorrupted by ineffectual lawmakers while also 
purge forests of old and unnecessary and thereby fail or succeed by the enormous “lift” of garnering buy-in money and power, must earn the realizing the dignity of knowing the 
byproducts of their ecosystems. merit of tact and persuasion. If an to support such a plan, let alone one votes of their districts, and thereby inevitable entrenchment of career 

I harken back to a conversation elected member fails by only that likely requires a constitutional do the most good in the time they politicians and staff face an 
with myself, a now defeated delivering platitudes placating amendment. But America has have. unavoidable and codified limit.
Republican member’s chief of staff special interests, at least the People implemented term limits on its top To say that term limits would result To discard these ideas as 
and a Washington reporter for the know the shelf life. New choices office already. Our next step should in an unnecessary limit on fantastical trash is to harbor the 
Denver Post discussing, among will inevitably emerge. be a maximum of three terms for institutional capacity is also a realized terror our Founders had 
other issues of the day, the prospects With term limits, results will rule senators  and six terms for  fallacy. If citizen legislators cannot over the eventual, immovable, and 
of term limits. Both “swampishly” the day and define a public servant’s representatives irrespective of their execute the duties of government, ty rannica l  government  less  
laughed at me when I brought up the days in office more than the consecutive nature. Under this plan, outside of the professionalization of concerned with our People and more 
prospect of forcefully pushing for speeches they give or the party if a lawmaker is unable to effect a politician, then again, what's the so with perpetuating an ineffectual 
term limits. It was as if these would- dollars they raise. This simple but change in a theoretical 30 terms in point of voting? and  se l f - se rv ing  prof i t ab le  
be-otherwise political adversaries daunting reform should extend to Congress and a possible two in the Othe r s  a rgue  t e rm l imi t s  existence.                                  jjj

Taking children from happy, healthy families has 
reached epidemic proportions. A state’s investigation 
is biased and skewed toward criminalizing those 
who are under the microscope, and everyone is 
under the microscope. When all parents are suspect, 
no one is fit to have their children. 

The US~Observer takes on cases that expose 
government’s predilection  of taking children who 
have not been abused. In fact, on page 13 of this 
edition we feature the Cruz family struggle against a 
system hellbent on making a dying man a convicted 
child abuser, all over one doctor’s misdiagnosis.

If you are wrongly being investigated for child 
abuse, contact the US~Observer - 541-474-7885.

US~Observer Note:
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By Bernard Goldberg because someone’s feelings might be hurt. self-censor their political opinions,” 
Welcome to America 2020.     according to Cato. “This large number from 

(The Hill) - It is accepted Cato says this fear crosses party lines: 52 across demographic groups suggests 
wisdom that we live in a free percent of Democrats have opinions they’re withheld opinions may not simply be radical 
country. Every kid in grade afraid to share, 59 percent of independents or fringe perspectives in the process of being 
school learns that. We have feel that way, and so do a staggering 77 socially marginalized. Instead, many of 
a free, if flawed, press. Even percent of Republicans. And what might these opinions may be shared by a large 
with the virus, we’re pretty happen, they fear, is that if they say the number of people. Opinions so widely 

much free to assemble; peaceful protest is “wrong” thing, they might get fired and lose shared are likely shaping how people think 
legal. We can worship if we want, or we don’t their livelihoods; Cato found that one in about salient policy issues and ultimately 
have to if we don’t want. And, of course, we three Americans (32 percent) who work say impacting how they vote. But if people feel 
have the right to vote. they’re worried about missing out on career they cannot discuss these important policy 

So, why would anyone even seriously opportunities, or losing their jobs, if their matters, such views will not have an 
question whether we live in a free country? political opinions became known. opportunity to be scrutinized, understood, or 

Because, in reality, we’re not nearly as free Given the political climate these days, reformed.”
as we’d like to think. Americans may have good reason to be This is the America we live in. 

Just because we still have free-speech afraid. But whatever this is, it’s not tough and As a correspondent for CBS News for 
rights doesn’t mean we feel free to exercise it’s not courageous; it’s not who we like to many years, I traveled to many countries, 
those rights, to say what’s on our minds. think we are. including authoritarian countries such as 
What if we’re afraid to voice our opinions? Here are some other numbers that should China and the old Soviet Union. As a general 
Are we still free then? worry all of us: rule, people in places like that aren’t likely to 

Which brings us to a new study by the Cato Thirty-six percent of Americans who share their opinions. There are consequences 
Institute. identify as “strong conservatives” think it’s for holding the “wrong” opinions; you can 

Let’s start with this — about how a okay to fire an executive for donating his or get into serious trouble if you have 
majority of Americans are so afraid of what her own money to Joe Biden’s presidential “unacceptable” ideas.
could happen to them if they express an campaign .  Se l f -descr ibed  “s t rong No, I’m not suggesting that the United 
unpopular opinion. Nearly two out of every conservatives” — the very people railing States is like China or the old Soviet Union, 
three Americans (62 percent) say the against the cancel culture — think it’s okay where having an unpopular opinion might 
political climate these days prevents them to fire an executive simply for donating get you a train ride to a “re-education” camp 
from saying things they believe — because personal money to Biden’s campaign. or a jail cell in the gulag. But I am suggesting 
they’re worried that others might find their If you think that’s bad — and it is — the obvious: People in a free country 
opinions offensive. consider this: 50 percent of those who shouldn’t be afraid to say what’s on their 

Right from the moment we won the identify as “strong liberals” say it’s okay to minds.
revolution and sent the British packing, fire executives who personally donate But it looks like a majority of us are. 
we’ve liked to think of ourselves as a money to President Trump’s reelection The government hasn’t taken steps to 
courageous, tough people. Fear was not part campaign. curtail free speech. Not yet, anyway. And 
of who we were. Yet now, two out of three of “Taking these results together indicates there may not be a need to do so: A majority 
us are afraid to say what’s on our minds, not that a significant majority of Americans with of Americans are censoring themselves. 
because a dictator might lock us up but  diverse political views and backgrounds jjj

Continued from page 1 • US taxpayers spent almost $1 billion incarcerating innocent black people

 Adult Protective 

Services is Used

as a Guardian’s 

Weapon

ADVERTISEMENT

From California, a victim writes:

“as of 04/12/19 the conservator succeeded in 
getting an elder abuse restraining order filed 
against me citing of all things, elder abuse on 
my part. This was done to ensure further 
isolation of my mother at an assisted care 
facility & to prevent me from helping her 
explore ways of somehow breaking free from 
a conservatorship she initially opposed.”

A Florida victim writes:

“...it was the hospital and hospital's attorney 
who activated DCF against me. I did 
absolutely nothing wrong and I was 
eventually cleared by the investigation. The 
allegations were totally false and came out of 
thin air. It took an enormous amount of 
energy and time to clear my name which 
derailed any other efforts to effectively 
intercede in the guardianship itself.”

From a recently completed 
investigative report from the clerk 
of a Circuit Court in Florida:

“... a friend of the ward was his designated 
healthcare surrogate and held a durable 
power of attorney for him. Soon after she 
began to question the need for a guardian to 
be appointed, she discovered she was under 
investigation by the Florida Department of 
children and families Adult Protective 
Services on suspicion of elder abuse or 
exploitation. She was later cleared of any 
wrongdoing by the investigation. This is the 
second investigation involving (guardian) 
Rebecca Fierli this office has worked 
recently where a friend or family member 
who questioned the need for guardianship 
found themselves under DCF investigation. 
In both instances the subjects were cleared in 
the investigation. In both cases the 
complaints were submitted anonymously.”

Victims and advocates have long known 
that the apparatus of justice is often used 
to exploit and abuse wards and their 
families. Over the years, court insiders 
have not been reluctant to falsely accuse 
anyone who opposes them of the most 
heinous crimes. It is common for family 
members who oppose the guardianship to 
be referred to as elder abusers, evildoers, 
criminals, thieves and even murderers. 
Once enunciated before an equity probate 
judge and absent any opportunity to rebut 
the charges, these allegations, though 
false, unsubstantiated and egregious, are 
the lens through which the court sees a 
litigant. From that point forward he or she 
has absolutely no chance of prevailing in 
any probate litigation. But to emphasize 
how broken the system is, a guardian need 
only place a phone call to a colleague in 
Adult Protective Services who can then 
easily proceed to do the guardians dirty-
work for free. The target of this type of 
dirty trick has absolutely no chance at 
anything even resembling justice.

Law enforcement is highly prone to 
ignoring complaints about abuse by 
lawyers and guardians and judges, but 
they are Johnny on the spot to falsely 
accuse and persecute anyone who stands 
in the way of guardianships. This is 
nothing new. It has been going on for 
decades.

This is just further proof that the 
guardianship racketeers will go to any 
lengths to propagate and perpetuate their 
egregious “industry” no matter what the 
consequences.

This will not stop until these courtroom 
criminals are convicted of their crimes.

Become a member of 
Americans Against 

Abusive Probate 
Guardianship today!

Go to: https://aaapg.net/join/ 
or call 855-913-5337

This ad was provided to this publication by The 
Alliance Against Predatory Guardians, an 

Oregon Group.

According to a reputable friend of witnesses? Wouldn’t the basketball players, or believes Steve Phillips, “may have an axe to the school investigation into Shannon Wood’s 
Samuelson’s, he is known as a, “supportive bus drivers at the games have seen him doing grind with me because of my prior opposition accusations against Samuelson. It appears 
member of the Jewell community, especially the things Wood has accused him of? to Steve being hired as the Jewell Steve Phillips used the claims within the failed 
stepping up when the kids and school needed According to US~Observer sources, not one Superintendent.” restraining and stalking order to help terminate 
help in countless aspects.” person has corroborated Wood’s “lies about In 2018, Steve Philips stepped down as the Samuelson as the varsity basketball coach.

In October of 2018, Shannon Wood applied Dave.” Deputy Superintendent of Beaverton, Oregon These are some of the statements Samuelson 
for the assistant boys’ basketball coach School District over a “racial tweet” he had said Steve Phillips made to him during the 
position and was hired by the Jewell School INCOMPETENT LAW shared, and for opposing a book being in the short and biased investigation Phillips 
Athletic Director. According to Samuelson, ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATION library with a gay character. Rather than conducted: “With the ‘#MeToo’ movement, 
the decision to bring Wood onto the team has, getting fired, Phillips resigned from his you’re a middle-aged white guy so you’re 
“almost ruined my life.” Samuelson is Deputy Eric Dotson, the main deputy position, after a group of diverse school board guilty.” And, “I can’t have a 62 year old guy 
currently facing ten Class A Misdemeanors, involved with the investigation, wrote one of members from other districts demanded that grabs women by the ass on the bench.” 
which equates to ten years in prison if found the most biased reports this writer has ever Phillips be fired. And, “we can’t have a predator in the school.” 
guilty, because of the “false allegations” read. He clearly did not conduct an It is truly unbelievable that a school 
leveled against him by Wood. unbiased and thorough investigation of superintendent would make these 

Wood’s son and Samuelson’s grandson, who the case or Shannon Wood, the accuser – comments, and more unbelievable that a 
he has custody of, were close friends. This and he clearly was invested in destroying school board would allow it.
helped build the relationship between Wood Dave Samuelson. But why? One witness stated, “Steve Phillips was 
and Samuelson’s family. Shannon Wood was most likely helping orchestrate things 
“treated like a daughter by me and my wife, PRIOR “FALSE” ACCUSATIONS behind the scene because he does not like 
Ann,” according to Samuelson. Wood and her BY SHANNON AGAINST Dave, and because Shannon Wood is 
family would hang out at the Samuelson’s OTHER MEN inactive LDS.”
home quite often. Since Phillips terminated Samuelson 

After two years of coaching little kids’ It did not take the US~Observer long to based on Shannon Wood’s accusations, 
basketball and varsity basketball together, uncover Shannon Wood’s disreputable Wood has filed other complaints against 
Samuelson was approached by a student past. more employees of the Jewell School 
athlete’s parent with damning news about Ryan Wilson, who dated Wood’s sister District. Wood continues to have the full 
Shannon Wood. Samuelson was told that for six years, stated that he received a support of the Superintendent.
Wood had possibly been, “having an affair newspaper article from an acquaintance 
with Brian Meier, and that they stayed in the of his about Shannon Wood accusing HEART ATTACK
same hotel at an out-of-town school volleyball Samuelson of serious crimes. Wilson 
tournament, and the kids were all talking about said it made him and his acquaintance As if things couldn’t get any worse, 
it.” upset because they knew Wood had Samuelson recently suffered a major 

On September 24, 2019 just one day after a made false sexual crime accusations heart-attack, causing him to have a 
student’s parent told Samuelson about their before. They had also known Samuelson triple-bypass surgery. As Samuelson 
concern regarding Shannon Wood’s possible for many years and knew that was not his went into surgery he stated, “I have to 
indiscretion, Samuelson informed Steve character. make it through this so I can clear my 
Phillips, Jewell’s school Superintendent. Wilson stated, “She (Shannon) was name.”
Then, on September 27, 2019 just three days like my little sister. I’m the one who It’s a miracle he’s still alive.
later, Shannon Wood, “retaliated against introduced her to her husband, Mitch.” 
Dave” and contacted the sheriff’s department Wilson continued, “This isn’t the first DAVE SAMUELSON’S 
with allegations that he had sexually harassed time she’s falsely accused others, and it’s not Upon coming to Jewell School District, REPUTATION
her. According to the police report, Wood the second time either. Her parents found out Phillips eventually became the Assistant 
claimed Dave Samuelson had, “repeatedly that she was having sex (when in high school) Supe r in t enden t ,  and  l a t e r  became  A close friend of Samuelson’s said it would 
grabbed her butt and made lewd comments to with her high school boyfriend. Well, she told Superintendent of the District. As a concerned be very difficult to get a jury to convict him. He 
her.” Wood’s criminal report also mentioned her parents that he raped her. And everybody community member, Samuelson voiced his continued, “those who know Dave know that 
that Samuelson was allegedly stalking her, and knew. I mean, even her sisters, her brothers opposition to hiring Phillips, “because the way he would never do what Shannon accused him 
Wood made the claim he had “attempted to knew it was total BS. They’d been having sex it was done was not legal.” Samuelson stated of. She’s known as a liar and Dave is one of the 
kiss” her around August of 2018 – which is for a while and then when her parents found that he told Phillips to his face that they didn’t most honest men I know. If Dave said he didn’t 
over a full year before she brought the out she was sexually active, she claimed he even have a job description or position that do it, then he didn’t do it. Whatever evidence 
allegations to the police. forced her to. She’s always claimed that he Phillips was being hired for. Samuelson District Attorney Ron Brown has against Dave 

When questioned by Deputy Moore, stalked her and he doesn’t. He never stalked recalled Phillips laughing at him when this is either made up or taken completely out of 
Samuelson said that his relationship with her. It was a total false claim that he had raped happened. During a recent US~Observer context.”
Shannon Wood was like a father-daughter her.” Wood’s parents reportedly never turned interview, Phillips claimed that he did not 
type. Samuelson claimed Wood her boyfriend into the police remember Samuelson opposing him being OBVIOUS FALSE PROSECUTION
had told him she loved him on for “rape” and let her hired.
numerous occasions.  To continue dating him. Did they When asked about the time frame wherein If District Attorney (DA) Ron Brown really 
Samuelson, his relationship d i s b e l i e v e  t h e i r  o w n  Wood made her claims against Samuelson, thought Dave Samuelson guilty, he would not 
with Wood was never sexual in daughter? Phillips scratched his chin and stated that he have recently offered to drop all charges 
nature. She was “Coach” to Wilson talked further about didn’t consider the fact that Wood made her against Samuelson if he would plead guilty to 
him, and their relationship was how he had introduced her to allegations against Samuelson just three days one Misdemeanor count of Harassment and 
familial. her current husband. Shannon after Samuelson as the head Varsity Basketball pay Shannon Wood $12,000.00 – no ten years 

Wood, Mitch – not then her coach had shared the information regarding in prison, just pay an extorted $12,000.00 and 
SHANNON WOOD husband – and Wilson along the concern a parent reported to him about accept a short probationary period. Citizens in 
LETTER TO DAVE with a few other friends got Shannon Wood’s behavior and her “obvious Clatsop County should not stand for this 

SAMUELSON together in California. Wilson relationship” with Brian Meier. Samuelson obvious corruption.
said that Wood ended up felt it was his responsibility to report this. Instead of playing god with his ridiculous list 

In a letter Wood delivered to “messing around” with Given he was told the students were talking of ten stacked charges (which are all basically 
Samuelson on February 8, another guy who was a friend about it, he felt the Administration should identical) against Dave Samuelson, District 
2019, just seven months prior to of Mitch, but it never went know so that the students would not be Attorney Ron Brown needs to dismiss 
her accusing him, Wood told any further because that guy negatively impacted since Wood was the immediately and sincerely apologize to 
Samuelson she loved him. This letter was was not into dating her. Wilson stated that assistant Varsity volleyball and basketball Samuelson. There is more than enough factual 
written after the date Wood claimed Mitch had never known about Wood messing coach. evidence contained in this article for Brown to 
Samuelson “grabbed” her butt and tried to kiss around with their mutual friend. Several years Was Phillips scratching his chin merely a reach the very same conclusion that all 
her (in her police report filed later). Shannon later, Wilson mentioned it to Mitch, and Mitch poor attempt to pretend he did not remember? US~Observer seasoned investigators have 
Wood’s letter stated, “The undoubted support I ended up confronting Wood. Instead of Phillips reportedly knew good and well about reached.
receive from you is priceless and I would not coming clean and admitting it, Wilson claims the three days because he is the person who If the Samuelson case is business as usual in 
be who I am today without it. I cannot thank Wood then made false allegations about him to immediately brought Samuelson before the Clatsop County, then Prosecutor Ron Brown 
you enough for the love and support you have try and play the victim. Wilson stated, “She Jewell  School  Board on the same needs to hear from you.
shown me since October 31, 2017. That will said I had tried having sex with her. She made charges/allegations that the police brought Call Brown at 503-325-8581 and instruct 
always be the date I will remember that it sound like I was trying to force myself on against Samuelson – all based on accusations this public employee to serve justice by 
changed my life… I appreciate you more than her. It was very weird for her to even make that made by Shannon Wood. Phillips “saw to it dismissing Dave Samuelson’s false criminal 
words can say… I sincerely appreciate you claim. She was like a little sister to me.” that I was promptly removed as the Varsity charges.
taking me on this wild journey and welcoming Wilson adamantly denied having ever done Basketball Coach,” according to Samuelson. Editor’s Note: If you have any information 
not only me but my family into yours… Love anything like that to Wood. He then stated, on Clatsop County DA Ron Brown, or anyone 
Shannon.” “She’s just trying to make these false claims REJECTED RESTRAINING ORDER mentioned in this article, please contact the 

In August of 2019 at the Clatsop County Fair, against Dave to divert all the attention and US~Observer immediately – 541-474-7885 
Samuelson attended the livestock auction to make herself look like a victim… That’s what Wood attempted to get a restraining and or via email: editor@usobserver.com. We will 
purchase a 4-H animal. Wood reportedly came she did in high school.” stalking order against Samuelson. Judge be publishing updates. We are currently 
and sat with him several times, was very Wilson had much more to say and believes Brownhill obviously was not buying Wood’s attempting to establish the connection 
friendly and also asked him to take one of her there may be other men who Wood has falsely story and rejected it by dismissing Shannon between DA Ron Brown, Deputy Eric Dotson 
children home with him from the fair, to spend accused over the years. The US~Observer is Wood’s attempted order. The order was denied and Jewell Superintendent Steve Phillips as 
the night at his house. currently looking into other men Shannon by the Judge on September 27, 2019. This was the facts of this case show that there is, 

Samuelson said, “if I committed these crimes Wood may have falsely accused. the same day Superintendent Phillips started without question, a very strong connection! j
Shannon claimed then why would she write Why didn’t Deputy Eric Dotson uncover this 
such a wonderful letter to me – and why would information? Could it be that he never really 
she ask me to take care of her child for the investigated the case, and he simply set out to 
night, six weeks prior to her accusations; that destroy his target – Dave Samuelson? Why 
multiple times I stalked, sexually harassed and was Dave Samuelson’s wife not questioned by 
sexually abused her?” The truth is she would Deputy Dotson regarding these serious 
not have unless it was retaliation! charges? Isn’t there a protocol to check to be 

One sentence in the letter Wood wrote to sure the spouse is safe? Shockingly, Dave 
Samuelson is quite concerning, especially Samuelson was given a citation that was 
cons ide r ing  he r  r epo r t ed ly  “ f a l s e  already written when he met with Deputy 
accusations.” Wood wrote, “thank you for Dotson and Deputy Moore.
dealing with all of my crazy and helping me 
control it.” What did she mean when she called CONSPIRACY TO RUIN DAVE 
herself crazy? Again, according to the police SAMUELSON
report, Wood claimed Samuelson was sexually 
harassing her long before her heart-felt letter Wood denied that she was having an affair 
where  she said  Dave Samuelson’s  with Brian Meier which was all Jewell School 
involvement in her life had been “priceless.” Superintendent Steve Phillips reportedly 

Was Shannon Wood seeking vengeance needed to drop the issue. Those concerned 
against  Samuelson because he had with Wood’s character found it highly suspect 
confidentially reported the parent concerns that nothing was done by Steve Phillips.
regarding her questionable behavior, that was Wood is reportedly an inactive member of 
affecting the students, according to the parent the LDS Church. When a member becomes 
that reported it to him? If Samuelson had been inactive, the Church usually attempts to help 
committing the alleged crimes that Wood bring them back to active status. Steve Phillips 
stated, and it really bothered her, why didn’t is an active member of the LDS Church, as are 
she go to law enforcement before September most of the staff he has hired since becoming 
26, 2019? Superintendent of Jewell School District.

Furthermore, if he had grabbed her ass and Aside from both Wood and Phillips 
was doing what she said, wouldn’t there be reportedly being of the same faith, Samuelson 
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offering Adekweh a plea deal. The State has surfaces when we dig into cases that have 
not responded to this letter.” smart-assed, corrupted prosecuting attorneys 

Rubin’s “dire predictions” claim sounds like involved.
something a biased, mainstream Most of our nation’s current 
columnist would write. The p r o t e s t i n g  c o m e s  f r o m  
letter we sent to Rubin was in individuals who see some bad 
fact a very cordial letter, one that cops as the justice system 
attempted to build a bridge with problem in America when the 
this prosecutor – Rubin was not real problem is prosecutors like 
smart enough to realize that. Mark S. Rubin, and other public 

First off, I am not a tabloid officials who are responsible for 
journalist; I am the Editor-in- policing the police. If Rubin and 
Chief and head Investigative his ilk spent half the time doing 
Reporter for the US~Observer, a their job, which is pursuing 
nationwide newspaper. Second, justice, as opposed to playing 
and more importantly, the god with the citizens in their 
US~Observer is not a tabloid, it jurisdiction, the public would be 
is a full-size national newspaper. We are far better served.
responsible for saving innocent men and The US~Observer will be publishing further 
women from thousands of false criminal on Mr. Adekweh’s case.
charges, just like the charges that Rubin is 
attempting against Adekweh. Rubin will Editor’s Note: Anyone with information 
better understand the US~Observer after we regarding corruption on the part of Mark 
have published our newspaper to residents of Rubin or any other official in Saint Louis 
his county, and after we take on other false County is urged to contact Edward Snook at 
prosecutions that he has almost certainly filed 5 4 1 - 4 7 4 - 7 8 8 5  o r  v i a  e m a i l  a t  
against the innocent. There is always dirt that editor@usobserver.com.                          jjj

that one bad apple spoils the whole barrel is and lengthy “legal procedures.” It’s also following three steps will become a reality 
certainly applicable. about argument, when it should all be about and they will literally work wonders.

Let us all use some common sense – are the right and wrong, facts, evidence, and 
police really the main problem we have? ultimately, justice. Being forced to obtain an 1. We must eliminate all forms of 
Absolutely not! Those who direct the police; attorney is among one of the top things that Immunity. If a judge, attorney, politician, or 
those who we have entrusted with oversight Americans fear most but rush to do when bad cop commits a crime, they answer for it 
of the police are, and always have been, the they are in trouble with the law or are just as the average citizen answers.
entire root of the problem. If government attacked civilly. 2. We must eliminate case law (stare 
were not corrupted and held bad police Hypocritical, thieving attorneys and decisis). All rulings from a court must be 
accountable as opposed to granting them politicians must wear the albatross of guilt based on the organic verbiage of the 
immunity or creating cover-ups, and for the horrible condition our country is in. Constitution or laws enacted by our 
prosecuted the bad apples, things would These two groups of destructive classes have legislatures. We start using Websters 
continually get better, not worse. c r e a t e d  a  m y r i a d  o f  c o m p l e t e l y  Dictionary again instead of twisted, 

There are those within all levels of unconstitutional laws to entrap the otherwise convoluted, court rulings (case law). We 
government who attempt to do the right innocent individual and at the same time, must go back to the standard that any law that 
thing, however, they are literally fighting an created other case law to insulate themselves is repugnant to the Constitution is null and 
uphill battle, too, with corruption rampant in – to protect themselves against having to void.
their ranks. answer for their own wrongdoing. Be aware, 3. Each and every thing that takes place in 

there is absolutely nothing in our the system, from courtrooms to judicial 
THE REAL CULPRITS Constitution that gives anyone in the justice chambers, to all police functions, to all 

system immunity – they created it out of thin political activities, should be required to be 
Our criminal justice system is controlled air. recorded 100% of the time. No more secret 

and directed by many corrupted attorneys These dangerous culprits have replaced our courts. No more sealed records. No more 
and thieving politicians (many of whom were Constitution with case law. Attorneys charge private meetings in the judge’s chambers. No 
or still are attorneys). These people seek to their clients ungodly amounts of money for more back room deals between politicians. 
empower and enrich themselves above all often nothing more or less than leading the And, no more abusive actions by bad-apple 
else. They operate in the shadows and use client to a plea-bargain or a settlement. It is cops. The police should not be able to turn 
any opportunity to continue their abuse rarely ever about finding the truth and their recorders on/off while wearing them. 
(hypocrisy and theft) on the American protecting their client. And their cohorts, And… All footage should be preserved with 
people. One way they do this is by focusing most judges, sit back in their hypocritical a non-police, third party to ensure footage is 
the limelight on the actions of bad apple cops, black robes and legislate from the bench. The never destroyed or altered. The penalty for 
and condemning the police. Yet, their judges protect the entire Racketeering scam anyone in our system violating the recording 
conspired actions are far worse. In fact, their called “the justice system” by protecting the laws must be severe.
self-serving incompetence and corruption prosecutors – who in turn protect the police 
ultimately allow for the horrible measures force, who blindly protect the very system Now, let us all ask ourselves; if we were to 
taken by the bad cops, including the blatant that has grown corrupt. implement the three guidelines above, what 
murder of George Floyd and others. In other How do we stop these human leeches and problems would we face with obtaining 
words, their actions – or lack thereof – have bring our Constitution back to life? How do justice – with accountability?
resulted in innocent men and women we eliminate the crook’s immunity and Very few. That is why you will see the 
spending many years in prison for crimes demand accountability? mainstream continue to peddle the rhetoric of 
they did not commit. Their complete lack of those with the most to lose – the real power 
oversight allows the few abusive police EXPOSURE IS THE ONE AND ONLY players who ensure the People are 
officers to flourish. This is directly akin to ANSWER! subservient to them, not how it was intended. 
murdering the innocent, if not worse! And, it is why the system will never be forced 

Our secretive criminal justice system has Without exposing the corruption and to change unless more organizations like the 
nothing to do with justice most of the time. It problems in the legal system, nothing will US~Observer take a stand and fight those 
has everything to do with providing big pay ever change, it will only continue to get who are truly guilty of killing all of those like 
for corrupt attorneys and judges (who are worse. If enough Americans get together and George Floyd.
attorneys as well). It’s about very expensive create the proper exposure, then the jjj

Afraid to speak your mind? Maybe we're not as ‘free’ as we think

Shannon Wood and Dave Samuelson giving an award. The 
student went on to say: “…I don’t know why you’re not 
coach anymore … but I promise that I will fight for you. 
I’m with you, you made me fall in love with the sport ...

so if you’re out I’m out. I will do whatever it takes 
to make you coach…”

Continued from page 1 • Corrupt Minnesota Prosecutor Mark Rubin ...

Prosecutor Mark Rubin

Continued from page 1 • “Defund the Police” Won’t Stop Justice System Corruption ...

Log on to usobserver.com
to read the full letter
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By Bernard Goldberg because someone’s feelings might be hurt. self-censor their political opinions,” 
Welcome to America 2020.     according to Cato. “This large number from 

(The Hill) - It is accepted Cato says this fear crosses party lines: 52 across demographic groups suggests 
wisdom that we live in a free percent of Democrats have opinions they’re withheld opinions may not simply be radical 
country. Every kid in grade afraid to share, 59 percent of independents or fringe perspectives in the process of being 
school learns that. We have feel that way, and so do a staggering 77 socially marginalized. Instead, many of 
a free, if flawed, press. Even percent of Republicans. And what might these opinions may be shared by a large 
with the virus, we’re pretty happen, they fear, is that if they say the number of people. Opinions so widely 

much free to assemble; peaceful protest is “wrong” thing, they might get fired and lose shared are likely shaping how people think 
legal. We can worship if we want, or we don’t their livelihoods; Cato found that one in about salient policy issues and ultimately 
have to if we don’t want. And, of course, we three Americans (32 percent) who work say impacting how they vote. But if people feel 
have the right to vote. they’re worried about missing out on career they cannot discuss these important policy 

So, why would anyone even seriously opportunities, or losing their jobs, if their matters, such views will not have an 
question whether we live in a free country? political opinions became known. opportunity to be scrutinized, understood, or 

Because, in reality, we’re not nearly as free Given the political climate these days, reformed.”
as we’d like to think. Americans may have good reason to be This is the America we live in. 

Just because we still have free-speech afraid. But whatever this is, it’s not tough and As a correspondent for CBS News for 
rights doesn’t mean we feel free to exercise it’s not courageous; it’s not who we like to many years, I traveled to many countries, 
those rights, to say what’s on our minds. think we are. including authoritarian countries such as 
What if we’re afraid to voice our opinions? Here are some other numbers that should China and the old Soviet Union. As a general 
Are we still free then? worry all of us: rule, people in places like that aren’t likely to 

Which brings us to a new study by the Cato Thirty-six percent of Americans who share their opinions. There are consequences 
Institute. identify as “strong conservatives” think it’s for holding the “wrong” opinions; you can 

Let’s start with this — about how a okay to fire an executive for donating his or get into serious trouble if you have 
majority of Americans are so afraid of what her own money to Joe Biden’s presidential “unacceptable” ideas.
could happen to them if they express an campaign .  Se l f -descr ibed  “s t rong No, I’m not suggesting that the United 
unpopular opinion. Nearly two out of every conservatives” — the very people railing States is like China or the old Soviet Union, 
three Americans (62 percent) say the against the cancel culture — think it’s okay where having an unpopular opinion might 
political climate these days prevents them to fire an executive simply for donating get you a train ride to a “re-education” camp 
from saying things they believe — because personal money to Biden’s campaign. or a jail cell in the gulag. But I am suggesting 
they’re worried that others might find their If you think that’s bad — and it is — the obvious: People in a free country 
opinions offensive. consider this: 50 percent of those who shouldn’t be afraid to say what’s on their 

Right from the moment we won the identify as “strong liberals” say it’s okay to minds.
revolution and sent the British packing, fire executives who personally donate But it looks like a majority of us are. 
we’ve liked to think of ourselves as a money to President Trump’s reelection The government hasn’t taken steps to 
courageous, tough people. Fear was not part campaign. curtail free speech. Not yet, anyway. And 
of who we were. Yet now, two out of three of “Taking these results together indicates there may not be a need to do so: A majority 
us are afraid to say what’s on our minds, not that a significant majority of Americans with of Americans are censoring themselves. 
because a dictator might lock us up but  diverse political views and backgrounds jjj

Continued from page 1 • US taxpayers spent almost $1 billion incarcerating innocent black people

 Adult Protective 

Services is Used

as a Guardian’s 

Weapon

ADVERTISEMENT

From California, a victim writes:

“as of 04/12/19 the conservator succeeded in 
getting an elder abuse restraining order filed 
against me citing of all things, elder abuse on 
my part. This was done to ensure further 
isolation of my mother at an assisted care 
facility & to prevent me from helping her 
explore ways of somehow breaking free from 
a conservatorship she initially opposed.”

A Florida victim writes:

“...it was the hospital and hospital's attorney 
who activated DCF against me. I did 
absolutely nothing wrong and I was 
eventually cleared by the investigation. The 
allegations were totally false and came out of 
thin air. It took an enormous amount of 
energy and time to clear my name which 
derailed any other efforts to effectively 
intercede in the guardianship itself.”

From a recently completed 
investigative report from the clerk 
of a Circuit Court in Florida:

“... a friend of the ward was his designated 
healthcare surrogate and held a durable 
power of attorney for him. Soon after she 
began to question the need for a guardian to 
be appointed, she discovered she was under 
investigation by the Florida Department of 
children and families Adult Protective 
Services on suspicion of elder abuse or 
exploitation. She was later cleared of any 
wrongdoing by the investigation. This is the 
second investigation involving (guardian) 
Rebecca Fierli this office has worked 
recently where a friend or family member 
who questioned the need for guardianship 
found themselves under DCF investigation. 
In both instances the subjects were cleared in 
the investigation. In both cases the 
complaints were submitted anonymously.”

Victims and advocates have long known 
that the apparatus of justice is often used 
to exploit and abuse wards and their 
families. Over the years, court insiders 
have not been reluctant to falsely accuse 
anyone who opposes them of the most 
heinous crimes. It is common for family 
members who oppose the guardianship to 
be referred to as elder abusers, evildoers, 
criminals, thieves and even murderers. 
Once enunciated before an equity probate 
judge and absent any opportunity to rebut 
the charges, these allegations, though 
false, unsubstantiated and egregious, are 
the lens through which the court sees a 
litigant. From that point forward he or she 
has absolutely no chance of prevailing in 
any probate litigation. But to emphasize 
how broken the system is, a guardian need 
only place a phone call to a colleague in 
Adult Protective Services who can then 
easily proceed to do the guardians dirty-
work for free. The target of this type of 
dirty trick has absolutely no chance at 
anything even resembling justice.

Law enforcement is highly prone to 
ignoring complaints about abuse by 
lawyers and guardians and judges, but 
they are Johnny on the spot to falsely 
accuse and persecute anyone who stands 
in the way of guardianships. This is 
nothing new. It has been going on for 
decades.

This is just further proof that the 
guardianship racketeers will go to any 
lengths to propagate and perpetuate their 
egregious “industry” no matter what the 
consequences.

This will not stop until these courtroom 
criminals are convicted of their crimes.

Become a member of 
Americans Against 

Abusive Probate 
Guardianship today!

Go to: https://aaapg.net/join/ 
or call 855-913-5337

This ad was provided to this publication by The 
Alliance Against Predatory Guardians, an 

Oregon Group.

According to a reputable friend of witnesses? Wouldn’t the basketball players, or believes Steve Phillips, “may have an axe to the school investigation into Shannon Wood’s 
Samuelson’s, he is known as a, “supportive bus drivers at the games have seen him doing grind with me because of my prior opposition accusations against Samuelson. It appears 
member of the Jewell community, especially the things Wood has accused him of? to Steve being hired as the Jewell Steve Phillips used the claims within the failed 
stepping up when the kids and school needed According to US~Observer sources, not one Superintendent.” restraining and stalking order to help terminate 
help in countless aspects.” person has corroborated Wood’s “lies about In 2018, Steve Philips stepped down as the Samuelson as the varsity basketball coach.

In October of 2018, Shannon Wood applied Dave.” Deputy Superintendent of Beaverton, Oregon These are some of the statements Samuelson 
for the assistant boys’ basketball coach School District over a “racial tweet” he had said Steve Phillips made to him during the 
position and was hired by the Jewell School INCOMPETENT LAW shared, and for opposing a book being in the short and biased investigation Phillips 
Athletic Director. According to Samuelson, ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATION library with a gay character. Rather than conducted: “With the ‘#MeToo’ movement, 
the decision to bring Wood onto the team has, getting fired, Phillips resigned from his you’re a middle-aged white guy so you’re 
“almost ruined my life.” Samuelson is Deputy Eric Dotson, the main deputy position, after a group of diverse school board guilty.” And, “I can’t have a 62 year old guy 
currently facing ten Class A Misdemeanors, involved with the investigation, wrote one of members from other districts demanded that grabs women by the ass on the bench.” 
which equates to ten years in prison if found the most biased reports this writer has ever Phillips be fired. And, “we can’t have a predator in the school.” 
guilty, because of the “false allegations” read. He clearly did not conduct an It is truly unbelievable that a school 
leveled against him by Wood. unbiased and thorough investigation of superintendent would make these 

Wood’s son and Samuelson’s grandson, who the case or Shannon Wood, the accuser – comments, and more unbelievable that a 
he has custody of, were close friends. This and he clearly was invested in destroying school board would allow it.
helped build the relationship between Wood Dave Samuelson. But why? One witness stated, “Steve Phillips was 
and Samuelson’s family. Shannon Wood was most likely helping orchestrate things 
“treated like a daughter by me and my wife, PRIOR “FALSE” ACCUSATIONS behind the scene because he does not like 
Ann,” according to Samuelson. Wood and her BY SHANNON AGAINST Dave, and because Shannon Wood is 
family would hang out at the Samuelson’s OTHER MEN inactive LDS.”
home quite often. Since Phillips terminated Samuelson 

After two years of coaching little kids’ It did not take the US~Observer long to based on Shannon Wood’s accusations, 
basketball and varsity basketball together, uncover Shannon Wood’s disreputable Wood has filed other complaints against 
Samuelson was approached by a student past. more employees of the Jewell School 
athlete’s parent with damning news about Ryan Wilson, who dated Wood’s sister District. Wood continues to have the full 
Shannon Wood. Samuelson was told that for six years, stated that he received a support of the Superintendent.
Wood had possibly been, “having an affair newspaper article from an acquaintance 
with Brian Meier, and that they stayed in the of his about Shannon Wood accusing HEART ATTACK
same hotel at an out-of-town school volleyball Samuelson of serious crimes. Wilson 
tournament, and the kids were all talking about said it made him and his acquaintance As if things couldn’t get any worse, 
it.” upset because they knew Wood had Samuelson recently suffered a major 

On September 24, 2019 just one day after a made false sexual crime accusations heart-attack, causing him to have a 
student’s parent told Samuelson about their before. They had also known Samuelson triple-bypass surgery. As Samuelson 
concern regarding Shannon Wood’s possible for many years and knew that was not his went into surgery he stated, “I have to 
indiscretion, Samuelson informed Steve character. make it through this so I can clear my 
Phillips, Jewell’s school Superintendent. Wilson stated, “She (Shannon) was name.”
Then, on September 27, 2019 just three days like my little sister. I’m the one who It’s a miracle he’s still alive.
later, Shannon Wood, “retaliated against introduced her to her husband, Mitch.” 
Dave” and contacted the sheriff’s department Wilson continued, “This isn’t the first DAVE SAMUELSON’S 
with allegations that he had sexually harassed time she’s falsely accused others, and it’s not Upon coming to Jewell School District, REPUTATION
her. According to the police report, Wood the second time either. Her parents found out Phillips eventually became the Assistant 
claimed Dave Samuelson had, “repeatedly that she was having sex (when in high school) Supe r in t enden t ,  and  l a t e r  became  A close friend of Samuelson’s said it would 
grabbed her butt and made lewd comments to with her high school boyfriend. Well, she told Superintendent of the District. As a concerned be very difficult to get a jury to convict him. He 
her.” Wood’s criminal report also mentioned her parents that he raped her. And everybody community member, Samuelson voiced his continued, “those who know Dave know that 
that Samuelson was allegedly stalking her, and knew. I mean, even her sisters, her brothers opposition to hiring Phillips, “because the way he would never do what Shannon accused him 
Wood made the claim he had “attempted to knew it was total BS. They’d been having sex it was done was not legal.” Samuelson stated of. She’s known as a liar and Dave is one of the 
kiss” her around August of 2018 – which is for a while and then when her parents found that he told Phillips to his face that they didn’t most honest men I know. If Dave said he didn’t 
over a full year before she brought the out she was sexually active, she claimed he even have a job description or position that do it, then he didn’t do it. Whatever evidence 
allegations to the police. forced her to. She’s always claimed that he Phillips was being hired for. Samuelson District Attorney Ron Brown has against Dave 

When questioned by Deputy Moore, stalked her and he doesn’t. He never stalked recalled Phillips laughing at him when this is either made up or taken completely out of 
Samuelson said that his relationship with her. It was a total false claim that he had raped happened. During a recent US~Observer context.”
Shannon Wood was like a father-daughter her.” Wood’s parents reportedly never turned interview, Phillips claimed that he did not 
type. Samuelson claimed Wood her boyfriend into the police remember Samuelson opposing him being OBVIOUS FALSE PROSECUTION
had told him she loved him on for “rape” and let her hired.
numerous occasions.  To continue dating him. Did they When asked about the time frame wherein If District Attorney (DA) Ron Brown really 
Samuelson, his relationship d i s b e l i e v e  t h e i r  o w n  Wood made her claims against Samuelson, thought Dave Samuelson guilty, he would not 
with Wood was never sexual in daughter? Phillips scratched his chin and stated that he have recently offered to drop all charges 
nature. She was “Coach” to Wilson talked further about didn’t consider the fact that Wood made her against Samuelson if he would plead guilty to 
him, and their relationship was how he had introduced her to allegations against Samuelson just three days one Misdemeanor count of Harassment and 
familial. her current husband. Shannon after Samuelson as the head Varsity Basketball pay Shannon Wood $12,000.00 – no ten years 

Wood, Mitch – not then her coach had shared the information regarding in prison, just pay an extorted $12,000.00 and 
SHANNON WOOD husband – and Wilson along the concern a parent reported to him about accept a short probationary period. Citizens in 
LETTER TO DAVE with a few other friends got Shannon Wood’s behavior and her “obvious Clatsop County should not stand for this 

SAMUELSON together in California. Wilson relationship” with Brian Meier. Samuelson obvious corruption.
said that Wood ended up felt it was his responsibility to report this. Instead of playing god with his ridiculous list 

In a letter Wood delivered to “messing around” with Given he was told the students were talking of ten stacked charges (which are all basically 
Samuelson on February 8, another guy who was a friend about it, he felt the Administration should identical) against Dave Samuelson, District 
2019, just seven months prior to of Mitch, but it never went know so that the students would not be Attorney Ron Brown needs to dismiss 
her accusing him, Wood told any further because that guy negatively impacted since Wood was the immediately and sincerely apologize to 
Samuelson she loved him. This letter was was not into dating her. Wilson stated that assistant Varsity volleyball and basketball Samuelson. There is more than enough factual 
written after the date Wood claimed Mitch had never known about Wood messing coach. evidence contained in this article for Brown to 
Samuelson “grabbed” her butt and tried to kiss around with their mutual friend. Several years Was Phillips scratching his chin merely a reach the very same conclusion that all 
her (in her police report filed later). Shannon later, Wilson mentioned it to Mitch, and Mitch poor attempt to pretend he did not remember? US~Observer seasoned investigators have 
Wood’s letter stated, “The undoubted support I ended up confronting Wood. Instead of Phillips reportedly knew good and well about reached.
receive from you is priceless and I would not coming clean and admitting it, Wilson claims the three days because he is the person who If the Samuelson case is business as usual in 
be who I am today without it. I cannot thank Wood then made false allegations about him to immediately brought Samuelson before the Clatsop County, then Prosecutor Ron Brown 
you enough for the love and support you have try and play the victim. Wilson stated, “She Jewell  School  Board on the same needs to hear from you.
shown me since October 31, 2017. That will said I had tried having sex with her. She made charges/allegations that the police brought Call Brown at 503-325-8581 and instruct 
always be the date I will remember that it sound like I was trying to force myself on against Samuelson – all based on accusations this public employee to serve justice by 
changed my life… I appreciate you more than her. It was very weird for her to even make that made by Shannon Wood. Phillips “saw to it dismissing Dave Samuelson’s false criminal 
words can say… I sincerely appreciate you claim. She was like a little sister to me.” that I was promptly removed as the Varsity charges.
taking me on this wild journey and welcoming Wilson adamantly denied having ever done Basketball Coach,” according to Samuelson. Editor’s Note: If you have any information 
not only me but my family into yours… Love anything like that to Wood. He then stated, on Clatsop County DA Ron Brown, or anyone 
Shannon.” “She’s just trying to make these false claims REJECTED RESTRAINING ORDER mentioned in this article, please contact the 

In August of 2019 at the Clatsop County Fair, against Dave to divert all the attention and US~Observer immediately – 541-474-7885 
Samuelson attended the livestock auction to make herself look like a victim… That’s what Wood attempted to get a restraining and or via email: editor@usobserver.com. We will 
purchase a 4-H animal. Wood reportedly came she did in high school.” stalking order against Samuelson. Judge be publishing updates. We are currently 
and sat with him several times, was very Wilson had much more to say and believes Brownhill obviously was not buying Wood’s attempting to establish the connection 
friendly and also asked him to take one of her there may be other men who Wood has falsely story and rejected it by dismissing Shannon between DA Ron Brown, Deputy Eric Dotson 
children home with him from the fair, to spend accused over the years. The US~Observer is Wood’s attempted order. The order was denied and Jewell Superintendent Steve Phillips as 
the night at his house. currently looking into other men Shannon by the Judge on September 27, 2019. This was the facts of this case show that there is, 

Samuelson said, “if I committed these crimes Wood may have falsely accused. the same day Superintendent Phillips started without question, a very strong connection! j
Shannon claimed then why would she write Why didn’t Deputy Eric Dotson uncover this 
such a wonderful letter to me – and why would information? Could it be that he never really 
she ask me to take care of her child for the investigated the case, and he simply set out to 
night, six weeks prior to her accusations; that destroy his target – Dave Samuelson? Why 
multiple times I stalked, sexually harassed and was Dave Samuelson’s wife not questioned by 
sexually abused her?” The truth is she would Deputy Dotson regarding these serious 
not have unless it was retaliation! charges? Isn’t there a protocol to check to be 

One sentence in the letter Wood wrote to sure the spouse is safe? Shockingly, Dave 
Samuelson is quite concerning, especially Samuelson was given a citation that was 
cons ide r ing  he r  r epo r t ed ly  “ f a l s e  already written when he met with Deputy 
accusations.” Wood wrote, “thank you for Dotson and Deputy Moore.
dealing with all of my crazy and helping me 
control it.” What did she mean when she called CONSPIRACY TO RUIN DAVE 
herself crazy? Again, according to the police SAMUELSON
report, Wood claimed Samuelson was sexually 
harassing her long before her heart-felt letter Wood denied that she was having an affair 
where  she said  Dave Samuelson’s  with Brian Meier which was all Jewell School 
involvement in her life had been “priceless.” Superintendent Steve Phillips reportedly 

Was Shannon Wood seeking vengeance needed to drop the issue. Those concerned 
against  Samuelson because he had with Wood’s character found it highly suspect 
confidentially reported the parent concerns that nothing was done by Steve Phillips.
regarding her questionable behavior, that was Wood is reportedly an inactive member of 
affecting the students, according to the parent the LDS Church. When a member becomes 
that reported it to him? If Samuelson had been inactive, the Church usually attempts to help 
committing the alleged crimes that Wood bring them back to active status. Steve Phillips 
stated, and it really bothered her, why didn’t is an active member of the LDS Church, as are 
she go to law enforcement before September most of the staff he has hired since becoming 
26, 2019? Superintendent of Jewell School District.

Furthermore, if he had grabbed her ass and Aside from both Wood and Phillips 
was doing what she said, wouldn’t there be reportedly being of the same faith, Samuelson 

Continued from page 1 • Clatsop County Basketball Coach Accused of Sexual Harassment

offering Adekweh a plea deal. The State has surfaces when we dig into cases that have 
not responded to this letter.” smart-assed, corrupted prosecuting attorneys 

Rubin’s “dire predictions” claim sounds like involved.
something a biased, mainstream Most of our nation’s current 
columnist would write. The p r o t e s t i n g  c o m e s  f r o m  
letter we sent to Rubin was in individuals who see some bad 
fact a very cordial letter, one that cops as the justice system 
attempted to build a bridge with problem in America when the 
this prosecutor – Rubin was not real problem is prosecutors like 
smart enough to realize that. Mark S. Rubin, and other public 

First off, I am not a tabloid officials who are responsible for 
journalist; I am the Editor-in- policing the police. If Rubin and 
Chief and head Investigative his ilk spent half the time doing 
Reporter for the US~Observer, a their job, which is pursuing 
nationwide newspaper. Second, justice, as opposed to playing 
and more importantly, the god with the citizens in their 
US~Observer is not a tabloid, it jurisdiction, the public would be 
is a full-size national newspaper. We are far better served.
responsible for saving innocent men and The US~Observer will be publishing further 
women from thousands of false criminal on Mr. Adekweh’s case.
charges, just like the charges that Rubin is 
attempting against Adekweh. Rubin will Editor’s Note: Anyone with information 
better understand the US~Observer after we regarding corruption on the part of Mark 
have published our newspaper to residents of Rubin or any other official in Saint Louis 
his county, and after we take on other false County is urged to contact Edward Snook at 
prosecutions that he has almost certainly filed 5 4 1 - 4 7 4 - 7 8 8 5  o r  v i a  e m a i l  a t  
against the innocent. There is always dirt that editor@usobserver.com.                          jjj

that one bad apple spoils the whole barrel is and lengthy “legal procedures.” It’s also following three steps will become a reality 
certainly applicable. about argument, when it should all be about and they will literally work wonders.

Let us all use some common sense – are the right and wrong, facts, evidence, and 
police really the main problem we have? ultimately, justice. Being forced to obtain an 1. We must eliminate all forms of 
Absolutely not! Those who direct the police; attorney is among one of the top things that Immunity. If a judge, attorney, politician, or 
those who we have entrusted with oversight Americans fear most but rush to do when bad cop commits a crime, they answer for it 
of the police are, and always have been, the they are in trouble with the law or are just as the average citizen answers.
entire root of the problem. If government attacked civilly. 2. We must eliminate case law (stare 
were not corrupted and held bad police Hypocritical, thieving attorneys and decisis). All rulings from a court must be 
accountable as opposed to granting them politicians must wear the albatross of guilt based on the organic verbiage of the 
immunity or creating cover-ups, and for the horrible condition our country is in. Constitution or laws enacted by our 
prosecuted the bad apples, things would These two groups of destructive classes have legislatures. We start using Websters 
continually get better, not worse. c r e a t e d  a  m y r i a d  o f  c o m p l e t e l y  Dictionary again instead of twisted, 

There are those within all levels of unconstitutional laws to entrap the otherwise convoluted, court rulings (case law). We 
government who attempt to do the right innocent individual and at the same time, must go back to the standard that any law that 
thing, however, they are literally fighting an created other case law to insulate themselves is repugnant to the Constitution is null and 
uphill battle, too, with corruption rampant in – to protect themselves against having to void.
their ranks. answer for their own wrongdoing. Be aware, 3. Each and every thing that takes place in 

there is absolutely nothing in our the system, from courtrooms to judicial 
THE REAL CULPRITS Constitution that gives anyone in the justice chambers, to all police functions, to all 

system immunity – they created it out of thin political activities, should be required to be 
Our criminal justice system is controlled air. recorded 100% of the time. No more secret 

and directed by many corrupted attorneys These dangerous culprits have replaced our courts. No more sealed records. No more 
and thieving politicians (many of whom were Constitution with case law. Attorneys charge private meetings in the judge’s chambers. No 
or still are attorneys). These people seek to their clients ungodly amounts of money for more back room deals between politicians. 
empower and enrich themselves above all often nothing more or less than leading the And, no more abusive actions by bad-apple 
else. They operate in the shadows and use client to a plea-bargain or a settlement. It is cops. The police should not be able to turn 
any opportunity to continue their abuse rarely ever about finding the truth and their recorders on/off while wearing them. 
(hypocrisy and theft) on the American protecting their client. And their cohorts, And… All footage should be preserved with 
people. One way they do this is by focusing most judges, sit back in their hypocritical a non-police, third party to ensure footage is 
the limelight on the actions of bad apple cops, black robes and legislate from the bench. The never destroyed or altered. The penalty for 
and condemning the police. Yet, their judges protect the entire Racketeering scam anyone in our system violating the recording 
conspired actions are far worse. In fact, their called “the justice system” by protecting the laws must be severe.
self-serving incompetence and corruption prosecutors – who in turn protect the police 
ultimately allow for the horrible measures force, who blindly protect the very system Now, let us all ask ourselves; if we were to 
taken by the bad cops, including the blatant that has grown corrupt. implement the three guidelines above, what 
murder of George Floyd and others. In other How do we stop these human leeches and problems would we face with obtaining 
words, their actions – or lack thereof – have bring our Constitution back to life? How do justice – with accountability?
resulted in innocent men and women we eliminate the crook’s immunity and Very few. That is why you will see the 
spending many years in prison for crimes demand accountability? mainstream continue to peddle the rhetoric of 
they did not commit. Their complete lack of those with the most to lose – the real power 
oversight allows the few abusive police EXPOSURE IS THE ONE AND ONLY players who ensure the People are 
officers to flourish. This is directly akin to ANSWER! subservient to them, not how it was intended. 
murdering the innocent, if not worse! And, it is why the system will never be forced 

Our secretive criminal justice system has Without exposing the corruption and to change unless more organizations like the 
nothing to do with justice most of the time. It problems in the legal system, nothing will US~Observer take a stand and fight those 
has everything to do with providing big pay ever change, it will only continue to get who are truly guilty of killing all of those like 
for corrupt attorneys and judges (who are worse. If enough Americans get together and George Floyd.
attorneys as well). It’s about very expensive create the proper exposure, then the jjj

Afraid to speak your mind? Maybe we're not as ‘free’ as we think

Shannon Wood and Dave Samuelson giving an award. The 
student went on to say: “…I don’t know why you’re not 
coach anymore … but I promise that I will fight for you. 
I’m with you, you made me fall in love with the sport ...

so if you’re out I’m out. I will do whatever it takes 
to make you coach…”

Continued from page 1 • Corrupt Minnesota Prosecutor Mark Rubin ...

Prosecutor Mark Rubin

Continued from page 1 • “Defund the Police” Won’t Stop Justice System Corruption ...

Log on to usobserver.com
to read the full letter



By Joseph Snook mental health issues – because there where was the outrage when that 
Investigative Reporter was nothing to disclose. Supporting happened?

Oscar are his military records that 12. Dr. Grigsby out-right lied in 
Hillsboro, Oregon – When Oscar show he was never deployed. her report about Oscar having 

Pascual-Cruz accidentally fell with Thinking there must be some sort depression/PTSD and being 
his infant daughter – the youngest of egregious error, Oscar took a deployed. He has never been 
of his three children – in December mental health evaluation thinking it diagnosed or deployed.
of 2017, he immediately took her to would help reunite him with his 
the hospital, like any loving parent family. Not only was he NOT Evidence of Oscar’s Guilt
would. Little did he know, within diagnosed with depression, the 
twenty-four hours he would end up report showed that he did NOT have 1. Dr. Grigsby’s made-up belief 
being removed from his wife and PTSD either. that he physically abuses his 
kids. Oscar would go on to be Why would Dr. Grigsby lie? daughter.
charged by Washington County Thankfully for Oscar and his 
District Attorney Kevin Barton family, Dr. Grigsby wrote these Quote from Defense:
(D.A.) with physically abusing his horrific untruths in her report.
precious daughter. According to one witness, “It is my professional opinion 

Almost three years later, and “Grigsby must have assumed that based upon my review of x-rays, 
facing 8 serious crimes with 20- Oscar had been deployed, which clinical records and having 
years in prison if convicted, an was why he has cancer. She must examined Elsie that she does indeed 
innocent Oscar Cruz continues his have also assumed that by putting have a bone mineralization 
pursuit for justice. Sadly, after ‘depression and PTSD’ in her defect… Not only do I believe Elsie 
receiving overwhelming evidence report, Grigsby would ensure the was NOT a victim of non-accidental 
of Oscar’s innocence, Washington child was taken from the Cruz trauma; I believe, based on the 
County D.A. Kevin Barton, and family.” clinical history that her brother… 
Deputy D.A. Allison Brown Dr.  Grigsby’s  report  was An online review of Dr. Grigsby has a less severe form of the 
continue to unjustly destroy Oscar enhanced with recommendations says it quite well; “As a RN, PLNC, disorder from which Elsie suffers.” 
and his family. Even worse, Oscar by Cares Northwest, a child abuse advocate, & former CASA, I’m – Dr. Thomas Kuivila M.D., 
only has two years left to live. assessment center in charge of seeing more & more chart notes F.A.O.A.; Pediatric Orthopaedic 
Terminally ill with cancer, Oscar’s assessing children for child abuse in with this doctor’s name on them. All and Scoliosis Surgeon; Vice-
doctor has stated, “it will be a the entire Portland metro area. Dr. of them contain significant medical chairman for Education, ORI.D.A.
miracle if you live to see 2022.” All Grigsby also used Oregon’s errors which are being used to find 
the while, Oscar and his family are Department of Human Services parents guilty of abuse & prevent KEVIN BARTON RACIST?
being kept apart just because of one (DHS) Caseworkers – state workers the children from obtaining the 
doctor’s opinion and one D.A.’s who determine if a child should be medical care they really need. She After jumping through every 
potentially racially motivated t a k e n  f r o m  a  d a n g e r o u s  is diagnosing nonaccidental hoop possible to prove his 
“prosecute at all cost” mentality. parent/guardian. trauma (NAT or NAI – AKA child innocence, Oscar and Adriana can 

In her report, Dr. Grigsby noted abuse) first without ruling out only come to one conclusion – D.A. 
THE ACCIDENT that, “the Cares team would addend genetic issues or diseases (acute or Kevin Barton is against them 

above-recommended contact to chronic) that could cause the signs because of their race. The fact that 
Oscar Cruz is a 100-percent exclude Adriana Cerda if she & symptoms seen in these children. Barton would continue to pursue 

disabled Military Veteran. cannot acknowledge Elsie’s abuse This behavior is in direct violation false charges against Oscar with the 
Within one year of being (by Father).” to board practice standards. If she’s mountain of evidence proving his 

honorably discharged from the U.S. Dr. Grigsby made it clear that uncovered in your case, don’t wait, innocence is shocking to say the 
Army, Oscar found out he was Adriana must call her husband an get an attorney & hire expert’s least. D.A. Barton has forced Oscar 
terminally ill with cancer. He was abuser to retain custody of her because she’s incompetent & to be away from his family for 
supposed to have part of his right child. Fortunately, Adriana would dishonest.” nearly three of the five years he has 
foot and whole toe amputated. His not lie – she would not call Oscar an left to live. When talking to 
melanoma cancer had already abuser, because he “did not abuse MEDICAL EXPERTS FOR Adriana, she stated, “We’re just 
spread to his lymph nodes – making his daughter.” Desperate to keep her THE DEFENSE another brown low-income family 
him terminally ill. Attempting to children from entering the foster they thought they could get away 
save his right toe, he opted to have a care system, Adriana was coerced In total, there are eight medical with screwing and probably didn’t 
portion of his foot removed. into signing CPS’s “safety plan” experts for the defense who have expect a fight back.”

As Oscar was home recovering which allowed all 3 children to examined Elsie. All of them, easily In fact, D.A. Barton is known as a 
from surgery, he also cared for his remain in her physical care, that is, more qualified than Dr. Grigsby, racist by the Oregon Court of 
then four-month-old daughter, as long as their strict 24/7 disagree with Grigsby. In Appeals. According to court 
Elsie. His wife, Adriana, was gone supervision rule was fact, Dr. Grigsby is not an records, The Portland Tribune 
most days working to help provide followed and Oscar had Orthopedic Specialist. wrote, “In a sharply worded ruling 
for their family. Then it happened. absolutely no contact Every medical expert for against Washington County District 
As Oscar went down the stairs to get with the children. the defense, some of the Attorney Kevin Barton, the Oregon 
a bottle with his daughter in his world’s most renowned Court of Appeals has overturned the 
arms, he missed a step. They DR. GRIGSBY’S experts, all believe one conviction of a 2015 black man 
accidentally fell. GUT-WRENCHING thing; Elsie has a bone after it ruled that Barton wrongly 

Oscar says she was not crying LIES disorder. Some believe removed a juror from serving on his 
much but he noticed she was not Elsie has Osteogenesis Imperfecta, jury because of his race.” D.A. 
moving her arm like she normally Because of later testing, x-rays better known as, “Brittle Bone Barton’s racist and prejudiced 
would. That alone was enough for revealed that Elsie had an “old Disease.” That type of disease leads remarks continued when he was 
him to rush her to the hospital. broken toe and femur” which to easily broken bones. Further, all quoted saying in court that, “I don’t 

While at Kaiser Permanente furthered Dr. Grigsby’s resolve that eights doctors believe Oscar did not like unemployed, young college 
(hospital), x-rays confirmed Elsie Elsie was being abused. Adriana physically abuse his daughter. His students on my juries.” Making 
had a broken arm. Next, Oscar and recalled Dr. Grigsby saying that Daughter being in the, “bottom 3- matters even worse for himself, 
Adriana were told they needed to “three broken bones could not have percentile for her age in size and D.A. Barton said he planned on 
take Elsie to Oregon Health & happened from an infant falling weight”, along with her bone a p p e a l i n g  t h e  o v e r t u r n e d  
Science University (OHSU) for downstairs.” How would Dr. condition are reportedly the sole conviction due to his racist actions.
“additional testing.” Little did they Grigsby know that? Had she been to cause of her accidental fractures. 
know, going to OHSU really meant Oscar and Adriana’s home and D.A. Kevin Barton has used D.A. KEVIN BARTON 
having Dr. Tamara Grigsby, a child inspected the stairs? No! Did she Grigsby’s false report as his only CONFLICT OF INTEREST?
abuse pediatrician, determine if the even know if those injuries were tool to continue his racially 
child had been abused. from the fall or from some other motivated false criminal charges It would also appear to this writer 

unrelated occurrence? No! But that against Oscar. that D.A. Kevin Barton is more 
DR. TAMARA GRIGSBY’S did not stop the doctor from concerned with convictions and, 

“MALPRACTICE & positing her opinion as fact in her Evidence of Oscar’s Character & “stealing children” than he is with 
CONFLICT” reports. Innocence serving justice.

What happened next is enough to 
While at OHSU, further so-called shock anyone with a conscience… 1. Oscar has NEVER been 

“exams” of Elsie led Dr. Grigsby to Dr. Grigsby annotated in her convicted of a crime.
believe Oscar was physically report that she believed Oscar 2. Oscar had NO disciplinary 
abusing his daughter. Grigsby actions against him while in the 
noted that, “Elsie could not U.S. Army.
have self-inflicted injury to 3. Oscar was Honorably 
floor of her mouth…” Adriana Discharged from the Army.
recalled Dr. Grigsby using a, 4. Oscar took and passed a 
“sharp object to inspect Elsie’s psychological exam given by a 
mouth while showing her a State doctor.
‘small laceration’ under Elsie’s 5. Oscar has never been The US~Observer sent a letter to 
tongue. And that was it.” diagnosed with depression or D.A. Barton on May 6, 2020, 

Looking back, Adriana said, PTSD. pointing out the evidence he 
“my daughter constantly had 6 .  Osca r  was  NEVER already has. This arrogant and 
her fingers in her mouth. That, deployed while in the military corrupted D.A. chose not to 
and the fact that Dr. Grigsby as stated by Dr. Grigsby. respond to our letter.
was using a sharp tool to examiner suffered from PTSD and needed 7. Oscar took and passed a Then, on July 14, 2020, we went 
her mouth could easily explain why testing to confirm such, due to his polygraph exam, showing he never directly to his office and hand-
there was an almost microscopic military background. She claimed abused his daughter. delivered another copy of our letter 
laceration.” Oscar had, “depression… (from) 3 8. The State confirmed that Oscar to both D.A. Barton and his Deputy 

Calling Dr. Grigsby into question, deployments in 3 years while never abused his two older D.A. Allison Brown – the 
the doctors at the ER who saw Elsie serving in the U.S. Army… Father stepchildren, so why would they prosecutor working on Oscar’s 
before being referred to OHSU should participate in urgent mental believe he physically abused his case. To this day we have not 
noted no findings of lacerations in health assessment for suicidality own biological daughter? received a response. Instead, D.A. 
her mouth, but Dr. Grigsby and other risks of harm, full 9. Eight medical professionals all Kevin Barton has continued to 
miraculously found a laceration – psychological evaluation for PTSD believe Oscar Cruz is not abusive. pursue a wrongful conviction of 
while using a sharp utensil on a secondary to military history of 10. Eight medical experts all Oscar Cruz while Oscar remains a 
four-month-old. deployments…” believe his daughter has a bone prisoner from his own family, dying 

No other physical injuries were But Oscar had never been disorder which was the cause of her of terminal cancer.
annotated in Dr. Grigsby’s report. deployed! Never. Causing further accidental fractures. D.A. Barton has had years to do 
Dr.  Gr ig sby ’s  r epo r t  a l so  concern, Oscar, and Adriana both 11. Oscar’s daughter sustained the right thing. Instead, he chooses 
recommended that Elsie have, “no stated that they never disclosed another fracture of her femur while to conduct seminars on “child 
contact with Oscar Pascual-Cruz.” anything about depression or playing on a slide at daycare – abuse” and portray himself as a 
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By Stephanie Clifford jailed. One baby would live. One baby would more likely to report Black, Hispanic, and 
die. And both children’s cases would turn on Native children for potentially abusive 

(The Marshall Project) - My baby is not the diagnosis of a child-abuse pediatrician, an fractures, while other studies show that lower 
breathing,” Josue Santiago told the Racine, increasingly powerful medical specialty. social class leads to more screening for abuse.
Wisconsin, 911 operator. “Oh my God, man, These doctors are trained in diagnosing child “The first time I started to hear what parents 
please send somebody. Please. Elihu. Elihu,” abuse, in writing reports meant to hold up in are going through, I was shocked,” Maxine 
he said, repeating his son’s Eichner, a family-law professor 
name. at the University of North 

Until moments before the call, Carolina School of Law, told 
April 11, 2017, had been me. “There should be a role for 
unremarkable in Santiago’s child-abuse pediatricians,” she 
household. He got home from said, but many are “going well 
his night shift at a foundry and beyond their medical expertise 
took over child care from his and wielding the power of the 
girlfriend, the baby’s mom, diagnosis in ways that are really 
Glendalyz Galarza, as she went harmful for children and 
to work. He spent the day families.”
feeding and playing with Elihu, Newberger learned that the 
walking the dogs, drinking f e w  h o s p i t a l s  h a n d l i n g  
coffee, and texting with suspected abuse formally 
Galarza. Take the meat out of brought in pediatricians, social 
the freezer, she reminded him. workers, or child-welfare 
Santiago worried about Elihu, representatives to review cases 
though, texting Galarza that the and make safe discharge plans. 
baby was sleeping a lot and Newberger formed a team at 
wasn’t hungry. In the afternoon, he took a court, and in providing testimony on behalf of Children’s to do so. In 1973, he published a 
photo of Elihu, and remembers thinking the state prosecutors. Many of their salaries are study in the influential journal Pediatrics 
four-month-old didn’t look like himself, paid, in part, by the child-welfare departments describing how the group had reduced the 
looked too serious. charged with separating parents and children. reinjury rate from 10 percent to just over 1 

Then, just before 5 p.m., Santiago flopped The doctors’ opinions can be subjective and percent, while cutting hospital costs. 
down on his and Galarza’s bed to sleep and powerful, even overruling other specialists’. Newberger was suddenly a pioneer in the 
pulled Elihu’s bassinet close. “I lay down,” he But none of the parents knew that child-abuse child-abuse field, advising doctors and 
told me when we spoke last year. “Something pediatricians existed—not even as they talked officials around the country.
told me, Get up.” His voice slowed and with them, unwittingly sharing information By the 1990s, a group of pediatricians 
lowered. “And when I get up and look at him, that became a part of a case against them. focused on child abuse was considering 
he’s pale. His lips were purple.” As he talked, But child-abuse pediatricians may have a whether child abuse should be a medical 
Santiago clasped and unclasped his hands, his conflicted perspective. Many are paid in part subspecialty, requiring additional training and 
eyes wet. “He was shaking.” by child-welfare departments and work an exam.

Santiago picked him up, ran downstairs, and directly with state lawyers in cases where the That was a bad idea, Newberger thought. 
splashed water on the baby’s face: no response. state is removing children from homes, and He’d become uncomfortable with child-abuse 
He called 911, and an ambulance sped Elihu to end up shaping arguments against parents, investigations, whose focus “transformed into 
a hospital. testifying in court, and working within a a very much criminalized approach—less, 

Several months later and one state over, in a system that parents don’t understand is stacked primarily, on understanding and help than on 
quiet Illinois suburb, Molly Hayes, a dentist, against them. This is particularly problematic the developing of an evidentiary base for 
and Daniel Namie, an engineering salesman, because child-removal cases play out in family prosecution and pursuing perpetrators,” he 
brought their three-month-old son, Alex, home court, where the state’s burden of proof is low said. Newberger thought making child abuse a 
after four weeks in the hospital. and parents have limited legal rights. subspecialty would move the focus further in 

They’d thought they were being overly A family’s background is an important factor that direction, and wouldn’t necessarily help 
cautious when they first brought him to the ER, in whether a child is screened for abuse. To be children or their families. He was outvoted.
after he started wheezing and seemed to certified, child-abuse pediatricians must Newberger, who is 79, closed his office at 
swallow milk wrong. Doctors didn’t know “understand the influence of caregiver Children’s in 1999 but remained on staff until 
what the problem was, but it was getting worse. characteristics,” such as young parental age 2019. He now serves as an expert witness, 

Hayes and Namie were praying in a waiting and military service, on abuse risk, along with analyzing cases for defense teams, “consulting 
room when doctors stepped out of Alex’s “family poverty” and “family race and in cases where families were badly treated and 
hospital room. The baby’s heart had stopped, ethnicity,” according to an American Board of mistakes in diagnoses were made...”
they said. Hayes collapsed to the ground. Pediatrics’ examination guide for the specialty 
Namie made himself enter the room, a priest obtained by The Marshall Project. US~Observer Editor’s Note: To read the 
accompanying him. “I thought that was it,” Doctors overdiagnose abuse in children they full-length version of this well-written expose 
Namie told me. “I kissed him on the forehead, perceive as being lower-income or nonwhite. on the inherent problems with child-abuse 
and I was so happy to feel that he was still In a 2017 study, researchers gave child-abuse pediatricians and their often flawed findings, 
warm when I kissed him.” The priest quietly pediatricians cases of potential abuse with please either log on to www.usobserver.com 
baptized the baby with a syringe of water. certain socioeconomic cues about the victims’ and look for the headline or go to 
Namie stumbled out and joined his wife on the families, such as unemployed caregivers. www.themarshallproject.org and search for 
ground in the waiting room, praying. When researchers reversed those cues—for “Misdiagnosis is Child Abuse.”

Within hours of bringing their children to the example, by telling the doctors the caregivers On the next page read the US~Observer 
hospitals, each family’s life would change. were professionals—they found that article on the terminally ill veteran who is 
Both sets of parents would eventually lose diagnostic decisions changed in 40 percent of being charged with child abuse, accused by 
custody of their child. One parent would be cases. A 2002 study showed that hospitals are none other than a child-abuse pediatrician. j

Two Families, Two Fates
When the Misdiagnosis is Child Abuse

freedom principles. Moreover, wrote Kastrenakes, constitutional years.
In this post-9/11 world, we have been rights and the ideals of limited government “do As I’ve warned, this is a test to see how 

indoctrinated into fearing and mistrusting one not absolve a citizen from the real-world whether  the  Const i tu t ion—and our  
another instead of fearing and mistrusting the consequences of their individual choices, or commitment to the principles enshrined in the 
government. As a result, we’ve been forced to otherwise allow them to wholly skirt their Bill of Rights—can survive a national crisis 
travel this road many, many times with social obligation to their fellow Americans or and true state of emergency.
lamentably predictable results each time: to society as a whole. This is particularly true It must be remembered that James Madison, 
without fail, when asked to choose between when one’s individual choices can result in the “father” of the U.S. Constitution and the 
safety and liberty, Americans historically tend drastic, costly, and sometimes deadly, Bill of Rights and the fourth president of the 
to choose safety. consequences to others.” United States, advised that we should “take 

Failing to read the fine print on such devil’s Virginia courts have also upheld mask alarm at the first experiment upon our liberties.
bargains, “we the people” find ourselves mandates. Whether or not you consider these COVID-
repeatedly on the losing end as the government These court decisions take their cue from a 19 restrictions to be cause for alarm, they are 
uses each crisis as a means of expanding its 1905 U.S. Supreme Court decision in Jacobson far from the first experiment on our liberties. 
powers at taxpayer expense. v. Massachusetts in which the Court upheld the Indeed, whether or not you concede that the 

Whatever these mask mandates might authority of states to enforce compulsory pandemic itself is cause for alarm, we should 
be—authoritarian strong-arm tactics or health vaccination laws. all be alarmed by the government’s response to 
necessities to prevent further spread of the In other words, the courts have concluded this pandemic.
virus—they have thus far proven to be uphill that the government has a compelling interest By government, I’m not referring to one 
legal battles for those hoping to challenge them in requiring masks to fight COVID-19 particular politician or administration but to 
in the courts as unconstitutional restrictions on infections that overrides individual freedoms. the entire apparatus at every level that 
their right to liberty, bodily autonomy, privacy Generally, the government has to show a so- conspires to keep “we the people” fearful of 
and health. called compelling state interest before it can one another and under virtual house arrest.

In fact, Florida courts have upheld the mask override certain critical rights such as free This is what we’ve all been reduced to: 
ordinances, ruling that they do not infringe on speech, assembly, press, privacy, search and prisoners in our skin, prisoners in our homes, 
constitutional rights and that “there is no seizure, etc. Most of the time, the government prisoners in our communities—forced to 
reasonable expectation of privacy as to lacks that compelling state interest, but it still comply with the government’s shifting 
whether one covers their nose and mouth in manages to violate those rights, setting itself mandates about how to navigate this pandemic 
public places, which are the only places to up for legal battles further down the road. or else.
which the mask ordinance applies.” We can spend time debating the mask Right now, COVID-19 is the perfect excuse 

Declaring that there is no constitutional right mandates. However, criticizing those who for the government to wreak havoc on our 
to infect others, Circuit Court Judge John rightly fear these restrictions to be a slippery freedoms in the name of safety and security, 
Kastrenakes concluded that “the right to be slope to further police state tactics will not but as I make clear in my book Battlefield 
‘free from governmental intrusion’ does not restore the freedoms that have been willingly America: The War on the American People, 
automatically or completely shield an sacrificed on the altar of national security by don’t believe for a minute that our safety is the 
individual’s conduct from regulation.” Americans of all political stripes over the police state’s primary concern.                  jjj
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Left, Glendalyz Galarza and Josue Santiago in Chicago; right, Daniel Namie 
and Molly Hayes with their children in suburban Illinois. Photo: Lawrence Agyei 

Dr. Grigsby

D.A. Kevin Barton

Oscar Pascual-Cruz and daughter

Dr. Grigsby pokes baby with “sharp stick.”



By Joseph Snook mental health issues – because there where was the outrage when that 
Investigative Reporter was nothing to disclose. Supporting happened?

Oscar are his military records that 12. Dr. Grigsby out-right lied in 
Hillsboro, Oregon – When Oscar show he was never deployed. her report about Oscar having 

Pascual-Cruz accidentally fell with Thinking there must be some sort depression/PTSD and being 
his infant daughter – the youngest of egregious error, Oscar took a deployed. He has never been 
of his three children – in December mental health evaluation thinking it diagnosed or deployed.
of 2017, he immediately took her to would help reunite him with his 
the hospital, like any loving parent family. Not only was he NOT Evidence of Oscar’s Guilt
would. Little did he know, within diagnosed with depression, the 
twenty-four hours he would end up report showed that he did NOT have 1. Dr. Grigsby’s made-up belief 
being removed from his wife and PTSD either. that he physically abuses his 
kids. Oscar would go on to be Why would Dr. Grigsby lie? daughter.
charged by Washington County Thankfully for Oscar and his 
District Attorney Kevin Barton family, Dr. Grigsby wrote these Quote from Defense:
(D.A.) with physically abusing his horrific untruths in her report.
precious daughter. According to one witness, “It is my professional opinion 

Almost three years later, and “Grigsby must have assumed that based upon my review of x-rays, 
facing 8 serious crimes with 20- Oscar had been deployed, which clinical records and having 
years in prison if convicted, an was why he has cancer. She must examined Elsie that she does indeed 
innocent Oscar Cruz continues his have also assumed that by putting have a bone mineralization 
pursuit for justice. Sadly, after ‘depression and PTSD’ in her defect… Not only do I believe Elsie 
receiving overwhelming evidence report, Grigsby would ensure the was NOT a victim of non-accidental 
of Oscar’s innocence, Washington child was taken from the Cruz trauma; I believe, based on the 
County D.A. Kevin Barton, and family.” clinical history that her brother… 
Deputy D.A. Allison Brown Dr.  Grigsby’s  report  was An online review of Dr. Grigsby has a less severe form of the 
continue to unjustly destroy Oscar enhanced with recommendations says it quite well; “As a RN, PLNC, disorder from which Elsie suffers.” 
and his family. Even worse, Oscar by Cares Northwest, a child abuse advocate, & former CASA, I’m – Dr. Thomas Kuivila M.D., 
only has two years left to live. assessment center in charge of seeing more & more chart notes F.A.O.A.; Pediatric Orthopaedic 
Terminally ill with cancer, Oscar’s assessing children for child abuse in with this doctor’s name on them. All and Scoliosis Surgeon; Vice-
doctor has stated, “it will be a the entire Portland metro area. Dr. of them contain significant medical chairman for Education, ORI.D.A.
miracle if you live to see 2022.” All Grigsby also used Oregon’s errors which are being used to find 
the while, Oscar and his family are Department of Human Services parents guilty of abuse & prevent KEVIN BARTON RACIST?
being kept apart just because of one (DHS) Caseworkers – state workers the children from obtaining the 
doctor’s opinion and one D.A.’s who determine if a child should be medical care they really need. She After jumping through every 
potentially racially motivated t a k e n  f r o m  a  d a n g e r o u s  is diagnosing nonaccidental hoop possible to prove his 
“prosecute at all cost” mentality. parent/guardian. trauma (NAT or NAI – AKA child innocence, Oscar and Adriana can 

In her report, Dr. Grigsby noted abuse) first without ruling out only come to one conclusion – D.A. 
THE ACCIDENT that, “the Cares team would addend genetic issues or diseases (acute or Kevin Barton is against them 

above-recommended contact to chronic) that could cause the signs because of their race. The fact that 
Oscar Cruz is a 100-percent exclude Adriana Cerda if she & symptoms seen in these children. Barton would continue to pursue 

disabled Military Veteran. cannot acknowledge Elsie’s abuse This behavior is in direct violation false charges against Oscar with the 
Within one year of being (by Father).” to board practice standards. If she’s mountain of evidence proving his 

honorably discharged from the U.S. Dr. Grigsby made it clear that uncovered in your case, don’t wait, innocence is shocking to say the 
Army, Oscar found out he was Adriana must call her husband an get an attorney & hire expert’s least. D.A. Barton has forced Oscar 
terminally ill with cancer. He was abuser to retain custody of her because she’s incompetent & to be away from his family for 
supposed to have part of his right child. Fortunately, Adriana would dishonest.” nearly three of the five years he has 
foot and whole toe amputated. His not lie – she would not call Oscar an left to live. When talking to 
melanoma cancer had already abuser, because he “did not abuse MEDICAL EXPERTS FOR Adriana, she stated, “We’re just 
spread to his lymph nodes – making his daughter.” Desperate to keep her THE DEFENSE another brown low-income family 
him terminally ill. Attempting to children from entering the foster they thought they could get away 
save his right toe, he opted to have a care system, Adriana was coerced In total, there are eight medical with screwing and probably didn’t 
portion of his foot removed. into signing CPS’s “safety plan” experts for the defense who have expect a fight back.”

As Oscar was home recovering which allowed all 3 children to examined Elsie. All of them, easily In fact, D.A. Barton is known as a 
from surgery, he also cared for his remain in her physical care, that is, more qualified than Dr. Grigsby, racist by the Oregon Court of 
then four-month-old daughter, as long as their strict 24/7 disagree with Grigsby. In Appeals. According to court 
Elsie. His wife, Adriana, was gone supervision rule was fact, Dr. Grigsby is not an records, The Portland Tribune 
most days working to help provide followed and Oscar had Orthopedic Specialist. wrote, “In a sharply worded ruling 
for their family. Then it happened. absolutely no contact Every medical expert for against Washington County District 
As Oscar went down the stairs to get with the children. the defense, some of the Attorney Kevin Barton, the Oregon 
a bottle with his daughter in his world’s most renowned Court of Appeals has overturned the 
arms, he missed a step. They DR. GRIGSBY’S experts, all believe one conviction of a 2015 black man 
accidentally fell. GUT-WRENCHING thing; Elsie has a bone after it ruled that Barton wrongly 

Oscar says she was not crying LIES disorder. Some believe removed a juror from serving on his 
much but he noticed she was not Elsie has Osteogenesis Imperfecta, jury because of his race.” D.A. 
moving her arm like she normally Because of later testing, x-rays better known as, “Brittle Bone Barton’s racist and prejudiced 
would. That alone was enough for revealed that Elsie had an “old Disease.” That type of disease leads remarks continued when he was 
him to rush her to the hospital. broken toe and femur” which to easily broken bones. Further, all quoted saying in court that, “I don’t 

While at Kaiser Permanente furthered Dr. Grigsby’s resolve that eights doctors believe Oscar did not like unemployed, young college 
(hospital), x-rays confirmed Elsie Elsie was being abused. Adriana physically abuse his daughter. His students on my juries.” Making 
had a broken arm. Next, Oscar and recalled Dr. Grigsby saying that Daughter being in the, “bottom 3- matters even worse for himself, 
Adriana were told they needed to “three broken bones could not have percentile for her age in size and D.A. Barton said he planned on 
take Elsie to Oregon Health & happened from an infant falling weight”, along with her bone a p p e a l i n g  t h e  o v e r t u r n e d  
Science University (OHSU) for downstairs.” How would Dr. condition are reportedly the sole conviction due to his racist actions.
“additional testing.” Little did they Grigsby know that? Had she been to cause of her accidental fractures. 
know, going to OHSU really meant Oscar and Adriana’s home and D.A. Kevin Barton has used D.A. KEVIN BARTON 
having Dr. Tamara Grigsby, a child inspected the stairs? No! Did she Grigsby’s false report as his only CONFLICT OF INTEREST?
abuse pediatrician, determine if the even know if those injuries were tool to continue his racially 
child had been abused. from the fall or from some other motivated false criminal charges It would also appear to this writer 

unrelated occurrence? No! But that against Oscar. that D.A. Kevin Barton is more 
DR. TAMARA GRIGSBY’S did not stop the doctor from concerned with convictions and, 

“MALPRACTICE & positing her opinion as fact in her Evidence of Oscar’s Character & “stealing children” than he is with 
CONFLICT” reports. Innocence serving justice.

What happened next is enough to 
While at OHSU, further so-called shock anyone with a conscience… 1. Oscar has NEVER been 

“exams” of Elsie led Dr. Grigsby to Dr. Grigsby annotated in her convicted of a crime.
believe Oscar was physically report that she believed Oscar 2. Oscar had NO disciplinary 
abusing his daughter. Grigsby actions against him while in the 
noted that, “Elsie could not U.S. Army.
have self-inflicted injury to 3. Oscar was Honorably 
floor of her mouth…” Adriana Discharged from the Army.
recalled Dr. Grigsby using a, 4. Oscar took and passed a 
“sharp object to inspect Elsie’s psychological exam given by a 
mouth while showing her a State doctor.
‘small laceration’ under Elsie’s 5. Oscar has never been The US~Observer sent a letter to 
tongue. And that was it.” diagnosed with depression or D.A. Barton on May 6, 2020, 

Looking back, Adriana said, PTSD. pointing out the evidence he 
“my daughter constantly had 6 .  Osca r  was  NEVER already has. This arrogant and 
her fingers in her mouth. That, deployed while in the military corrupted D.A. chose not to 
and the fact that Dr. Grigsby as stated by Dr. Grigsby. respond to our letter.
was using a sharp tool to examiner suffered from PTSD and needed 7. Oscar took and passed a Then, on July 14, 2020, we went 
her mouth could easily explain why testing to confirm such, due to his polygraph exam, showing he never directly to his office and hand-
there was an almost microscopic military background. She claimed abused his daughter. delivered another copy of our letter 
laceration.” Oscar had, “depression… (from) 3 8. The State confirmed that Oscar to both D.A. Barton and his Deputy 

Calling Dr. Grigsby into question, deployments in 3 years while never abused his two older D.A. Allison Brown – the 
the doctors at the ER who saw Elsie serving in the U.S. Army… Father stepchildren, so why would they prosecutor working on Oscar’s 
before being referred to OHSU should participate in urgent mental believe he physically abused his case. To this day we have not 
noted no findings of lacerations in health assessment for suicidality own biological daughter? received a response. Instead, D.A. 
her mouth, but Dr. Grigsby and other risks of harm, full 9. Eight medical professionals all Kevin Barton has continued to 
miraculously found a laceration – psychological evaluation for PTSD believe Oscar Cruz is not abusive. pursue a wrongful conviction of 
while using a sharp utensil on a secondary to military history of 10. Eight medical experts all Oscar Cruz while Oscar remains a 
four-month-old. deployments…” believe his daughter has a bone prisoner from his own family, dying 

No other physical injuries were But Oscar had never been disorder which was the cause of her of terminal cancer.
annotated in Dr. Grigsby’s report. deployed! Never. Causing further accidental fractures. D.A. Barton has had years to do 
Dr.  Gr ig sby ’s  r epo r t  a l so  concern, Oscar, and Adriana both 11. Oscar’s daughter sustained the right thing. Instead, he chooses 
recommended that Elsie have, “no stated that they never disclosed another fracture of her femur while to conduct seminars on “child 
contact with Oscar Pascual-Cruz.” anything about depression or playing on a slide at daycare – abuse” and portray himself as a 
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Continued from page 1 • Wrongfully Accused of Homicide ...

By Stephanie Clifford jailed. One baby would live. One baby would more likely to report Black, Hispanic, and 
die. And both children’s cases would turn on Native children for potentially abusive 

(The Marshall Project) - My baby is not the diagnosis of a child-abuse pediatrician, an fractures, while other studies show that lower 
breathing,” Josue Santiago told the Racine, increasingly powerful medical specialty. social class leads to more screening for abuse.
Wisconsin, 911 operator. “Oh my God, man, These doctors are trained in diagnosing child “The first time I started to hear what parents 
please send somebody. Please. Elihu. Elihu,” abuse, in writing reports meant to hold up in are going through, I was shocked,” Maxine 
he said, repeating his son’s Eichner, a family-law professor 
name. at the University of North 

Until moments before the call, Carolina School of Law, told 
April 11, 2017, had been me. “There should be a role for 
unremarkable in Santiago’s child-abuse pediatricians,” she 
household. He got home from said, but many are “going well 
his night shift at a foundry and beyond their medical expertise 
took over child care from his and wielding the power of the 
girlfriend, the baby’s mom, diagnosis in ways that are really 
Glendalyz Galarza, as she went harmful for children and 
to work. He spent the day families.”
feeding and playing with Elihu, Newberger learned that the 
walking the dogs, drinking f e w  h o s p i t a l s  h a n d l i n g  
coffee, and texting with suspected abuse formally 
Galarza. Take the meat out of brought in pediatricians, social 
the freezer, she reminded him. workers, or child-welfare 
Santiago worried about Elihu, representatives to review cases 
though, texting Galarza that the and make safe discharge plans. 
baby was sleeping a lot and Newberger formed a team at 
wasn’t hungry. In the afternoon, he took a court, and in providing testimony on behalf of Children’s to do so. In 1973, he published a 
photo of Elihu, and remembers thinking the state prosecutors. Many of their salaries are study in the influential journal Pediatrics 
four-month-old didn’t look like himself, paid, in part, by the child-welfare departments describing how the group had reduced the 
looked too serious. charged with separating parents and children. reinjury rate from 10 percent to just over 1 

Then, just before 5 p.m., Santiago flopped The doctors’ opinions can be subjective and percent, while cutting hospital costs. 
down on his and Galarza’s bed to sleep and powerful, even overruling other specialists’. Newberger was suddenly a pioneer in the 
pulled Elihu’s bassinet close. “I lay down,” he But none of the parents knew that child-abuse child-abuse field, advising doctors and 
told me when we spoke last year. “Something pediatricians existed—not even as they talked officials around the country.
told me, Get up.” His voice slowed and with them, unwittingly sharing information By the 1990s, a group of pediatricians 
lowered. “And when I get up and look at him, that became a part of a case against them. focused on child abuse was considering 
he’s pale. His lips were purple.” As he talked, But child-abuse pediatricians may have a whether child abuse should be a medical 
Santiago clasped and unclasped his hands, his conflicted perspective. Many are paid in part subspecialty, requiring additional training and 
eyes wet. “He was shaking.” by child-welfare departments and work an exam.

Santiago picked him up, ran downstairs, and directly with state lawyers in cases where the That was a bad idea, Newberger thought. 
splashed water on the baby’s face: no response. state is removing children from homes, and He’d become uncomfortable with child-abuse 
He called 911, and an ambulance sped Elihu to end up shaping arguments against parents, investigations, whose focus “transformed into 
a hospital. testifying in court, and working within a a very much criminalized approach—less, 

Several months later and one state over, in a system that parents don’t understand is stacked primarily, on understanding and help than on 
quiet Illinois suburb, Molly Hayes, a dentist, against them. This is particularly problematic the developing of an evidentiary base for 
and Daniel Namie, an engineering salesman, because child-removal cases play out in family prosecution and pursuing perpetrators,” he 
brought their three-month-old son, Alex, home court, where the state’s burden of proof is low said. Newberger thought making child abuse a 
after four weeks in the hospital. and parents have limited legal rights. subspecialty would move the focus further in 

They’d thought they were being overly A family’s background is an important factor that direction, and wouldn’t necessarily help 
cautious when they first brought him to the ER, in whether a child is screened for abuse. To be children or their families. He was outvoted.
after he started wheezing and seemed to certified, child-abuse pediatricians must Newberger, who is 79, closed his office at 
swallow milk wrong. Doctors didn’t know “understand the influence of caregiver Children’s in 1999 but remained on staff until 
what the problem was, but it was getting worse. characteristics,” such as young parental age 2019. He now serves as an expert witness, 

Hayes and Namie were praying in a waiting and military service, on abuse risk, along with analyzing cases for defense teams, “consulting 
room when doctors stepped out of Alex’s “family poverty” and “family race and in cases where families were badly treated and 
hospital room. The baby’s heart had stopped, ethnicity,” according to an American Board of mistakes in diagnoses were made...”
they said. Hayes collapsed to the ground. Pediatrics’ examination guide for the specialty 
Namie made himself enter the room, a priest obtained by The Marshall Project. US~Observer Editor’s Note: To read the 
accompanying him. “I thought that was it,” Doctors overdiagnose abuse in children they full-length version of this well-written expose 
Namie told me. “I kissed him on the forehead, perceive as being lower-income or nonwhite. on the inherent problems with child-abuse 
and I was so happy to feel that he was still In a 2017 study, researchers gave child-abuse pediatricians and their often flawed findings, 
warm when I kissed him.” The priest quietly pediatricians cases of potential abuse with please either log on to www.usobserver.com 
baptized the baby with a syringe of water. certain socioeconomic cues about the victims’ and look for the headline or go to 
Namie stumbled out and joined his wife on the families, such as unemployed caregivers. www.themarshallproject.org and search for 
ground in the waiting room, praying. When researchers reversed those cues—for “Misdiagnosis is Child Abuse.”

Within hours of bringing their children to the example, by telling the doctors the caregivers On the next page read the US~Observer 
hospitals, each family’s life would change. were professionals—they found that article on the terminally ill veteran who is 
Both sets of parents would eventually lose diagnostic decisions changed in 40 percent of being charged with child abuse, accused by 
custody of their child. One parent would be cases. A 2002 study showed that hospitals are none other than a child-abuse pediatrician. j

Two Families, Two Fates
When the Misdiagnosis is Child Abuse

freedom principles. Moreover, wrote Kastrenakes, constitutional years.
In this post-9/11 world, we have been rights and the ideals of limited government “do As I’ve warned, this is a test to see how 

indoctrinated into fearing and mistrusting one not absolve a citizen from the real-world whether  the  Const i tu t ion—and our  
another instead of fearing and mistrusting the consequences of their individual choices, or commitment to the principles enshrined in the 
government. As a result, we’ve been forced to otherwise allow them to wholly skirt their Bill of Rights—can survive a national crisis 
travel this road many, many times with social obligation to their fellow Americans or and true state of emergency.
lamentably predictable results each time: to society as a whole. This is particularly true It must be remembered that James Madison, 
without fail, when asked to choose between when one’s individual choices can result in the “father” of the U.S. Constitution and the 
safety and liberty, Americans historically tend drastic, costly, and sometimes deadly, Bill of Rights and the fourth president of the 
to choose safety. consequences to others.” United States, advised that we should “take 

Failing to read the fine print on such devil’s Virginia courts have also upheld mask alarm at the first experiment upon our liberties.
bargains, “we the people” find ourselves mandates. Whether or not you consider these COVID-
repeatedly on the losing end as the government These court decisions take their cue from a 19 restrictions to be cause for alarm, they are 
uses each crisis as a means of expanding its 1905 U.S. Supreme Court decision in Jacobson far from the first experiment on our liberties. 
powers at taxpayer expense. v. Massachusetts in which the Court upheld the Indeed, whether or not you concede that the 

Whatever these mask mandates might authority of states to enforce compulsory pandemic itself is cause for alarm, we should 
be—authoritarian strong-arm tactics or health vaccination laws. all be alarmed by the government’s response to 
necessities to prevent further spread of the In other words, the courts have concluded this pandemic.
virus—they have thus far proven to be uphill that the government has a compelling interest By government, I’m not referring to one 
legal battles for those hoping to challenge them in requiring masks to fight COVID-19 particular politician or administration but to 
in the courts as unconstitutional restrictions on infections that overrides individual freedoms. the entire apparatus at every level that 
their right to liberty, bodily autonomy, privacy Generally, the government has to show a so- conspires to keep “we the people” fearful of 
and health. called compelling state interest before it can one another and under virtual house arrest.

In fact, Florida courts have upheld the mask override certain critical rights such as free This is what we’ve all been reduced to: 
ordinances, ruling that they do not infringe on speech, assembly, press, privacy, search and prisoners in our skin, prisoners in our homes, 
constitutional rights and that “there is no seizure, etc. Most of the time, the government prisoners in our communities—forced to 
reasonable expectation of privacy as to lacks that compelling state interest, but it still comply with the government’s shifting 
whether one covers their nose and mouth in manages to violate those rights, setting itself mandates about how to navigate this pandemic 
public places, which are the only places to up for legal battles further down the road. or else.
which the mask ordinance applies.” We can spend time debating the mask Right now, COVID-19 is the perfect excuse 

Declaring that there is no constitutional right mandates. However, criticizing those who for the government to wreak havoc on our 
to infect others, Circuit Court Judge John rightly fear these restrictions to be a slippery freedoms in the name of safety and security, 
Kastrenakes concluded that “the right to be slope to further police state tactics will not but as I make clear in my book Battlefield 
‘free from governmental intrusion’ does not restore the freedoms that have been willingly America: The War on the American People, 
automatically or completely shield an sacrificed on the altar of national security by don’t believe for a minute that our safety is the 
individual’s conduct from regulation.” Americans of all political stripes over the police state’s primary concern.                  jjj
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Terminally Ill Hispanic Veteran Targeted by Racist 
Washington Co. Prosecutor – D.A. Kevin Barton
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Left, Glendalyz Galarza and Josue Santiago in Chicago; right, Daniel Namie 
and Molly Hayes with their children in suburban Illinois. Photo: Lawrence Agyei 

Dr. Grigsby

D.A. Kevin Barton

Oscar Pascual-Cruz and daughter

Dr. Grigsby pokes baby with “sharp stick.”
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By US~Observer Staff When prosecutors fi le 
charges they send press 

Many people wonder how a releases to the media. We do 
newspaper can help a person the exact same thing that 
facing criminal charges, or prosecutors do except we 
those who are being faced with publ i sh  absolu te  fac ts ,  
being victimized in a civil obtained by conducting our 
issue. thorough investigation; they 

People find it difficult to often rush to judgment and 
understand that maybe their release lies to the jury pool. 
first stop when they are falsely They do this because it works 
accused, charged or abused and ensures them a conviction. 
should be the US~Observer. We do this because it works 

So... Why the US~Observer? and ensures the innocent 
The answer is quite simple. We person a dropped charge or an 
win your case. acquittal.

When an innocent person is Again, at the end of the day 
charged with a crime, or taken the prosecutor either drops the 
advantage of civilly, the false charge(s) or their 
US~Observer conducts a reputation and career are 
thorough investigation. We demolished and they lose at 
obtain evidence that attorneys trial. They lose because we 
and licensed investigators were able to obtain crucial 
cannot obtain because of the evidence that no one else 
many licensing rules they must could.
follow. We have no rules. 
When an innocent person’s CIVIL CASES
life, freedom or property are in 
jeopardy, we expeditiously get We handle civil cases in 
to the truth and facts, no matter much the same manner as our 
what it takes. criminal cases. If someone has 

stolen from you, whether it be 
CRIMINAL CASES your money, property, child or 

other, we give that person, 
Concerning false criminal agency or other the chance to 

charges, when we have return your property. Often, 
acquired conclusive evidence they comply because they 
of innocence we go to the cannot stand exposure – 
elected prosecutor responsible exposure can lead to possible 
for filing those false charges, criminal charges and huge 
and give him/her the evidence. civil damages payouts. Before 
Then, we demand that they long, they all either do the right 
drop the false charges they thing and comply or they are 
have filed. If they refuse, we ruined – ruined by the truth and 
take them into our court – the facts.
court of public opinion. Here, If you are in trouble, don't 
the two things they are roll the dice with just an 
protective of, or are always attorney.
c o n c e r n e d  w i t h ,  t h e i r  
reputation and career, become CRIMES UNANSWERED
vulnerable. 

When we publish about them Given the US~Observer’s 
and the specific abuse they track record of defeating false 
have leveled at an innocent criminal charges, it stands to 
person the game changes. reason that the US~Observer is 
Publicly, they must face their definitely the “Go To” when 
friends, family and community someone is getting away with a 
–  o u r  c o u r t  i s  w h e r e  crime or dishonest action. 
accountability begins. Do you know someone who 

The prosecutor soon finds should be in prison? Did they 
that the one and only thing that harm you? Steal from you? 
he/she fears is exposure. When Abuse you or someone you 
they are faced with losing their know?
career and/or reputation they Did the justice system turn a 
usually do the right thing and b l i n d  e y e ?  We r e  t h e y  
dismiss the false charges. If seemingly above the law?
they don’t we escalate our Contact the US~Observer – 
exposure until they are forced We will help ensure justice is 
to accept the truth – the facts! served! 

Keep in mind that as we jjj

escalate our efforts publicly, 
Go to usobserver.com for 

any possible future jury pool is 
r e f e r e n c e s .  C a l l  becoming aware of the false 
541-474-7885 i f  you charge(s) as they read the facts 
need help.on the front page of a national 

newspaper. jjj

If You're in Trouble, We Help

By Stacy Liberatore

(DailyMail) - The US Army is pulling 
inspiration from the popular film 
'Terminator 2' in designing material 
capable of shape-shifting and 
autonomously healing.

Made of polymer, the 3D printable 
component has a dynamic bond that 
allows it to go from liquid to solid 
multiple times.

The new material is also equipped 
with a unique shape memory behavior, 
providing users with the ability to be 
program and trigger it to return to a 
previous form.

The military group foresees the 
innovation being used to create Gardea explained that they recently memory behavior to the design, that 
morphing unmanned air vehicles and added light-responsive technology, lets users program the material so it can 
shape-shifting robotic platforms. allowing users to control and apply remember past forms and return to that 

The Army has teamed up with temperatures remotely. specific shape when triggered.
researchers at Texas A&M for this Polymers are made up of repeating Dr. Bryan Glaz, associate chief 
project, which aims to be a future units, like links on a chain. scientist for the lab's Vehicle 
platform suitable for air and ground For softer polymers, these chains are Technology Directorate, said much of 
missions. only lightly connected to each other the previous work on adaptive 

The team also wants the material to through crossl inks.  The more materials were for materials systems 
b o a s t  ' t h e  r e c o n f i g u r a t i o n  that are either too soft for structural 
characteristics of the T-1000 character applications or otherwise not suitable 
in the Hollywood film, Terminator 2,' for platform development so turning to 
said Dr. Frank Gardea, an aerospace e p o x i e s ,  i n  s o m e  w a y s ,  i s  
engineer and principal investigator of groundbreaking.
this work for the U.S. Army's Combat Glaz said the research team's 
Capabilities Development Command's scientific advancement marks 'a first 
Army Research Laboratory. step along a very long path toward 

In the film, the Terminator is made of realizing the scientific possibility for 
liquid metal capable of shape shifting, crosslinks between chains, the more deep future platforms.' 
mimicking others and self-healing, rigid the material becomes. The research and material is still in 
which is the inspiration for the new 'Most cross-linked materials,  the discovery phase, but the team has a 
material. especially those that are 3-D printed, 3D printed material that could be added 

'We want a system of materials to tend to have a fixed form, meaning that to components of unmanned aerial 
simultaneously provide structure, once you manufacture your part the vehicles or rotocraft.
sensing and response,'  Gardea material cannot be reprocessed or Gardea said the immediate next steps 
continued. melted,' Gardea said. are to enhance the actuation behavior 

The material was first designed to The military material is equipped and healing. 
respond to temperature, which is easier with a certain bond that allows it to shift The researchers also want to 
for lab tests, but the team understands from liquid to solid and is 3D printable introduce multi-responsiveness and 
applying the stimulus in the real world and recycled. have the material respond to stimuli 
will not be easy or practical. The team has also included a shape beyond temperature and light.        jjj
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US Army is developing self-healing 
and shape-shifting material
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By C.J. Ciaramella But before the unions filed their 
lawsuit, the review board released 

(Reason) - A coalition of New misconduct records to the New York 
York City police, firefighter, and Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU) and 
prison guard unions have lost their ProPublica, the latter of which 
bid to block the city's planned published its own database of more 
release of a huge trove of police than 4,000 complaints. A court 
misconduct records. The ruling initially blocked the NYCLU from 
clears the way, at least for the releasing its records, but yesterday 
moment, for New York City's the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals 
Civilian Complaint Review Board lifted that stay as well.
(CCRB) to post officers' complaint The  NYCLU immed ia t e ly  
histories, and for the New York published a database of more than 
Police Department to release 320,000 complaints filed against the 
separate disciplinary records it city's police officers since 1985. The 
holds. New York Times reports that only 3 

All those records had been percent of those complaints were 
confidential for the substantiated.
past 40 years under Failla ruled that the 
S e c t i o n  5 0 - a ,  a  unions had failed to 
n o t o r i o u s  p o l i c e  d e m o n s t r a t e  t h e  
secrecy law. But the release would cause 
New York legislature concrete harms or 
repealed the law in risks for officers.
J u n e — a  s t i n g i n g  "Plaintiffs  have 
defea t  fo r  po l i ce  presented speculation 
unions, who are still o n l y  t h a t  t h e s e  
bitterly fighting to d i s c l o s u r e s  w i l l  
claw back what records inc rease  r i sk  o f  
they can. U.S. District officer harm," Failla 
Judge Katherine Polk said, noting that such 
Failla declined to grant a preliminary records are public in a dozen other 
injunction barring New York City states.
from releasing unsubstantiated Failla did, however, grant a narrow 
misconduct allegations. injunction blocking the city from 

"Whoa!" an unidentified person on releasing records on certain low-
an unmuted line shouted during the level disciplinary offenses that can 
telephonic court hearing, as Failla be expunged under the officers' 
announced she was almost totally collective bargaining agreement.
rejecting the police unions' request. CCRB Chair Fred Davie said in a 

Last month, Failla temporarily press release today that this outcome 
blocked New York City from "is not only legally justified, but is 
disclosing the records while she the only logical path forward for 
weighed the unions' arguments that preserving what New Yorkers and 
the release of unsubstantiated lawmakers intended through the 
complaints would lead to retaliation repeal of 50-a. I applaud today's 
against police officers and harm decision—the fight for transparency 
their reputations and future has been delayed, but not deterred.”
employment prospects. jjj

Police Unions Lose Bid to 
Block Release of Huge Trove 
of NYPD Misconduct Records

Continued from page 1 • Does Attorney Manuel Hiraldo Manufacture Lawsuits?

savior for victims on social and mainstream media. These individuals have helped deprive Elsie from three of the decisions in the hands of people who pay no price for being 
D.A. Barton is also on the board of Cares NW. “Their team last five years she could have had with her dying Veteran wrong.” With your help – we can change that. Let them know 

consists of child abuse pediatricians who are also employees of Father, Oscar Cruz. you won’t stand for racism in OUR Justice System.
OHSU, granting them the special protection of only being able Help reunite Oscar Cruz with his family. Call D.A. Kevin 
to be sued for malpractice or any damages within 180 days of Barton at (503) 846-8671 and let him know you will not stand Editor’s Note: I have personally witnessed Department of 
their wrongdoing. Their team also consists of social workers for his racist prosecution of a U.S. Army Veteran. Let Oscar go Human Services (DHS) Case Workers team up with crooked 
and counselors who all work collaboratively with local law home to his family before he is gone forever. prosecutors like Kevin Barton to destroy innocent families for 
enforcement and CPS. Their child abuse pediatricians are It is crazy that D.A. Barton is paid lavish wages and perks over 30 years – this is a fact! It is also a fact that until the good 
granted special privileges at almost every hospital in the (over $167,959 annually) for prosecuting innocent men like DHS Case Workers, Prosecutors who seek justice, and Child 
Portland metro area. Their statistics show that 45% of children Oscar Cruz, and that Dr. Grigsby can publish such biased and Abuse Pediatricians who are honest call out the bad ones in 
assessed at CARES are diagnosed with abuse.” factually false reports without paying for her mistakes. The their professions, they will all look bad.

And guess who “collaborates” with Cares NW – none other craziest of all is that most American people will just sit back and Help an innocent and terminally ill Army Veteran – call 
than OHSU (who employs Dr. Grigsby). Is that not a conflict of do absolutely nothing about this travesty of justice. If we really D.A. Kevin Barton at (503) 846-8671 and instruct this public 
interest to have the District Attorney on the board of the very had a system of justice in the United States, D.A. Barton, Dr. servant to stop his abuse of the Cruz family – tell him that we 
place (privately owned) that assesses kids when they are Grigsby and every worker who has taken part in the ruination of will not stand for his racism! If you don’t want to be put on 
removed from a defendant’s home? And, what about the doctor the Cruz family would be thrown in jail immediately, and Oscar h o l d ,  e m a i l  e a c h  p r o s e c u t o r  r e s p o n s i b l e :  
who lies about parents then “collaborates” with the place where Cruz would enjoy what little time he has left with the family a l l i s o n _ b r o w n @ c o . w a s h i n g t o n . o r . u s  a n d  
they are sent? The conflict is not even hidden, either. It is that he loves – who desperately need him. kevin_barton@co.washington.or.us. It will take the help from 
published for the world to see – yet Barton continues to get Sadly, suing those who have ruined Oscar’s family is very each of you to ensure Oscar is reunited with his family.
away with it. difficult because of the immunity government and their ilk have Anyone with information on those named in this article are 

Cares NW, according to their own website, receives over half given themselves. “It is hard to imagine a more stupid or more urged to contact the US~Observer at 541-474-7885 or by 
of their funding from either State and County or Federal grants. dangerous way of making decisions than by putting those email: editor@usobserver.com.                                       jjj

Made of polymer, the 3D printable component has a dynamic bond 
that allows it to go from liquid to solid multiple times

Judge Katherine Polk Failla

Tea / Dreamstime.com

By Peter Dockrill

(ScienceAlert) - NASA is 
actively monitoring a strange 
anomaly in Earth's magnetic field: a 
giant region of lower magnetic 
intensity in the skies above the 
planet, stretching out between 
South America and southwest 
Africa.

T h i s  v a s t ,  d e v e l o p i n g  
phenomenon, called the South 
Atlantic Anomaly, has intrigued 
and concerned scientists for years, 
and perhaps none more so than 
NASA researchers. The space 
agency's satellites and spacecraft 
are particularly vulnerable to the Centre in Greenbelt, Maryland. Even more remarkably, the 
weakened magnetic field strength The primary source is considered phenomenon seems to be in the 
within the anomaly, and the to be a swirling ocean of molten process of splitting in two, with 
resulting exposure to charged iron inside Earth's outer core, researchers this year discovering 
particles from the Sun. thousands of kilometres below the that the SAA appears to be dividing 

The South Atlantic Anomaly ground. The movement of that mass into two distinct cells, each 
(SAA) – likened by NASA to a generates electrical currents that representing a separate centre of 
'dent' in Earth's magnetic field, or a c r e a t e  E a r t h ' s  minimum magnetic 
kind of 'pothole in space' – magnetic field, but intensity within the 
generally doesn't affect life on n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  greater anomaly.
Earth, but the same can't be said for uniformly, it seems. J u s t  w h a t  t h a t  
orbital spacecraft (including the A huge reservoir of means for the future 
International Space Station), which dense rock called the of the SAA remains 
pass directly through the anomaly African Large Low unknown, but in any 
as they loop around the planet at S h e a r  Ve l o c i t y  case, there's evidence 
low-Earth orbit altitudes. Province, located to suggest that the 

During these encounters, the a b o u t  2 , 9 0 0  anomaly is not a new 
reduced magnetic field strength kilometres (1,800 appearance.
ins ide  the  anomaly  means  miles) below the A study published 
technological systems onboard African continent, last month suggested 
satellites can short-circuit and disturbs the field's the phenomenon is 
malfunction if they become struck generation, resulting not a freak event of 
by high-energy protons emanating in the dramatic weakening effect – recent times, but a recurrent 
from the Sun. which is aided by the tilt of the magnetic event that may have 

These random hits may usually planet's magnetic axis. affected Earth since as far back as 
only produce low-level glitches, "The observed SAA can be also 11 million years ago.
but they do carry the risk of causing interpreted as a consequence of If so, that could signal that the 
significant data loss, or even weakening dominance of the dipole South Atlantic Anomaly is not a 
pe rmanen t  damage  to  key  field in the region," says NASA trigger or precursor to the entire 
components – threats obliging Goddard  geophys i c i s t  and  planet's magnetic field flipping, 
satellite operators to routinely shut mathematician Weijia Kuang. which is something that actually 
down spacecraft systems before "More specifically, a localised happens, if not for hundreds of 
spacecraft enter the anomaly zone. field with reversed polarity grows thousands of years at a time.

Mitigating those hazards in space strongly in the SAA region, thus Obviously, huge questions 
is one reason NASA is tracking the making the field intensity very remain, but with so much going on 
SAA; another is that the mystery of weak, weaker than that of the with this vast magnetic oddity, it's 
the anomaly represents a great surrounding regions." good to know the world's most 
opportunity to investigate a While there's much scientists still powerful space agency is watching 
c o m p l e x  a n d  d i f f i c u l t - t o - don't fully understand about the it as closely as they are.
understand phenomenon, and anomaly and its implications, new "Even though the SAA is slow-
NASA's broad resources and insights are continually shedding moving, it is going through some 
research groups are uniquely well- light on this strange phenomenon. change in morphology, so it's also 
appointed to study the occurrence. For example, one study led by important that we keep observing it 

"The magnetic field is actually a NASA heliophysicist Ashley by having continued missions," 
superposition of fields from many Greeley in 2016 revealed the SAA says Sabaka.
cur ren t  sources , "  exp la ins  is drifting slowly in a north- "Because that's what helps us 
geophysicist Terry Sabaka from westerly direction. make models and predictions." 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight It's not just moving, however. jjj

NASA is Tracking a Vast, Growing 
Anomaly in Earth's Magnetic Field

Terry Sabaka
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By US~Observer Staff When prosecutors fi le 
charges they send press 

Many people wonder how a releases to the media. We do 
newspaper can help a person the exact same thing that 
facing criminal charges, or prosecutors do except we 
those who are being faced with publ i sh  absolu te  fac ts ,  
being victimized in a civil obtained by conducting our 
issue. thorough investigation; they 

People find it difficult to often rush to judgment and 
understand that maybe their release lies to the jury pool. 
first stop when they are falsely They do this because it works 
accused, charged or abused and ensures them a conviction. 
should be the US~Observer. We do this because it works 

So... Why the US~Observer? and ensures the innocent 
The answer is quite simple. We person a dropped charge or an 
win your case. acquittal.

When an innocent person is Again, at the end of the day 
charged with a crime, or taken the prosecutor either drops the 
advantage of civilly, the false charge(s) or their 
US~Observer conducts a reputation and career are 
thorough investigation. We demolished and they lose at 
obtain evidence that attorneys trial. They lose because we 
and licensed investigators were able to obtain crucial 
cannot obtain because of the evidence that no one else 
many licensing rules they must could.
follow. We have no rules. 
When an innocent person’s CIVIL CASES
life, freedom or property are in 
jeopardy, we expeditiously get We handle civil cases in 
to the truth and facts, no matter much the same manner as our 
what it takes. criminal cases. If someone has 

stolen from you, whether it be 
CRIMINAL CASES your money, property, child or 

other, we give that person, 
Concerning false criminal agency or other the chance to 

charges, when we have return your property. Often, 
acquired conclusive evidence they comply because they 
of innocence we go to the cannot stand exposure – 
elected prosecutor responsible exposure can lead to possible 
for filing those false charges, criminal charges and huge 
and give him/her the evidence. civil damages payouts. Before 
Then, we demand that they long, they all either do the right 
drop the false charges they thing and comply or they are 
have filed. If they refuse, we ruined – ruined by the truth and 
take them into our court – the facts.
court of public opinion. Here, If you are in trouble, don't 
the two things they are roll the dice with just an 
protective of, or are always attorney.
c o n c e r n e d  w i t h ,  t h e i r  
reputation and career, become CRIMES UNANSWERED
vulnerable. 

When we publish about them Given the US~Observer’s 
and the specific abuse they track record of defeating false 
have leveled at an innocent criminal charges, it stands to 
person the game changes. reason that the US~Observer is 
Publicly, they must face their definitely the “Go To” when 
friends, family and community someone is getting away with a 
–  o u r  c o u r t  i s  w h e r e  crime or dishonest action. 
accountability begins. Do you know someone who 

The prosecutor soon finds should be in prison? Did they 
that the one and only thing that harm you? Steal from you? 
he/she fears is exposure. When Abuse you or someone you 
they are faced with losing their know?
career and/or reputation they Did the justice system turn a 
usually do the right thing and b l i n d  e y e ?  We r e  t h e y  
dismiss the false charges. If seemingly above the law?
they don’t we escalate our Contact the US~Observer – 
exposure until they are forced We will help ensure justice is 
to accept the truth – the facts! served! 

Keep in mind that as we jjj

escalate our efforts publicly, 
Go to usobserver.com for 

any possible future jury pool is 
r e f e r e n c e s .  C a l l  becoming aware of the false 
541-474-7885 i f  you charge(s) as they read the facts 
need help.on the front page of a national 

newspaper. jjj

If You're in Trouble, We Help

By Stacy Liberatore

(DailyMail) - The US Army is pulling 
inspiration from the popular film 
'Terminator 2' in designing material 
capable of shape-shifting and 
autonomously healing.

Made of polymer, the 3D printable 
component has a dynamic bond that 
allows it to go from liquid to solid 
multiple times.

The new material is also equipped 
with a unique shape memory behavior, 
providing users with the ability to be 
program and trigger it to return to a 
previous form.

The military group foresees the 
innovation being used to create Gardea explained that they recently memory behavior to the design, that 
morphing unmanned air vehicles and added light-responsive technology, lets users program the material so it can 
shape-shifting robotic platforms. allowing users to control and apply remember past forms and return to that 

The Army has teamed up with temperatures remotely. specific shape when triggered.
researchers at Texas A&M for this Polymers are made up of repeating Dr. Bryan Glaz, associate chief 
project, which aims to be a future units, like links on a chain. scientist for the lab's Vehicle 
platform suitable for air and ground For softer polymers, these chains are Technology Directorate, said much of 
missions. only lightly connected to each other the previous work on adaptive 

The team also wants the material to through crossl inks.  The more materials were for materials systems 
b o a s t  ' t h e  r e c o n f i g u r a t i o n  that are either too soft for structural 
characteristics of the T-1000 character applications or otherwise not suitable 
in the Hollywood film, Terminator 2,' for platform development so turning to 
said Dr. Frank Gardea, an aerospace e p o x i e s ,  i n  s o m e  w a y s ,  i s  
engineer and principal investigator of groundbreaking.
this work for the U.S. Army's Combat Glaz said the research team's 
Capabilities Development Command's scientific advancement marks 'a first 
Army Research Laboratory. step along a very long path toward 

In the film, the Terminator is made of realizing the scientific possibility for 
liquid metal capable of shape shifting, crosslinks between chains, the more deep future platforms.' 
mimicking others and self-healing, rigid the material becomes. The research and material is still in 
which is the inspiration for the new 'Most cross-linked materials,  the discovery phase, but the team has a 
material. especially those that are 3-D printed, 3D printed material that could be added 

'We want a system of materials to tend to have a fixed form, meaning that to components of unmanned aerial 
simultaneously provide structure, once you manufacture your part the vehicles or rotocraft.
sensing and response,'  Gardea material cannot be reprocessed or Gardea said the immediate next steps 
continued. melted,' Gardea said. are to enhance the actuation behavior 

The material was first designed to The military material is equipped and healing. 
respond to temperature, which is easier with a certain bond that allows it to shift The researchers also want to 
for lab tests, but the team understands from liquid to solid and is 3D printable introduce multi-responsiveness and 
applying the stimulus in the real world and recycled. have the material respond to stimuli 
will not be easy or practical. The team has also included a shape beyond temperature and light.        jjj
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US Army is developing self-healing 
and shape-shifting material
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By C.J. Ciaramella But before the unions filed their 
lawsuit, the review board released 

(Reason) - A coalition of New misconduct records to the New York 
York City police, firefighter, and Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU) and 
prison guard unions have lost their ProPublica, the latter of which 
bid to block the city's planned published its own database of more 
release of a huge trove of police than 4,000 complaints. A court 
misconduct records. The ruling initially blocked the NYCLU from 
clears the way, at least for the releasing its records, but yesterday 
moment, for New York City's the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals 
Civilian Complaint Review Board lifted that stay as well.
(CCRB) to post officers' complaint The  NYCLU immed ia t e ly  
histories, and for the New York published a database of more than 
Police Department to release 320,000 complaints filed against the 
separate disciplinary records it city's police officers since 1985. The 
holds. New York Times reports that only 3 

All those records had been percent of those complaints were 
confidential for the substantiated.
past 40 years under Failla ruled that the 
S e c t i o n  5 0 - a ,  a  unions had failed to 
n o t o r i o u s  p o l i c e  d e m o n s t r a t e  t h e  
secrecy law. But the release would cause 
New York legislature concrete harms or 
repealed the law in risks for officers.
J u n e — a  s t i n g i n g  "Plaintiffs  have 
defea t  fo r  po l i ce  presented speculation 
unions, who are still o n l y  t h a t  t h e s e  
bitterly fighting to d i s c l o s u r e s  w i l l  
claw back what records inc rease  r i sk  o f  
they can. U.S. District officer harm," Failla 
Judge Katherine Polk said, noting that such 
Failla declined to grant a preliminary records are public in a dozen other 
injunction barring New York City states.
from releasing unsubstantiated Failla did, however, grant a narrow 
misconduct allegations. injunction blocking the city from 

"Whoa!" an unidentified person on releasing records on certain low-
an unmuted line shouted during the level disciplinary offenses that can 
telephonic court hearing, as Failla be expunged under the officers' 
announced she was almost totally collective bargaining agreement.
rejecting the police unions' request. CCRB Chair Fred Davie said in a 

Last month, Failla temporarily press release today that this outcome 
blocked New York City from "is not only legally justified, but is 
disclosing the records while she the only logical path forward for 
weighed the unions' arguments that preserving what New Yorkers and 
the release of unsubstantiated lawmakers intended through the 
complaints would lead to retaliation repeal of 50-a. I applaud today's 
against police officers and harm decision—the fight for transparency 
their reputations and future has been delayed, but not deterred.”
employment prospects. jjj

Police Unions Lose Bid to 
Block Release of Huge Trove 
of NYPD Misconduct Records
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savior for victims on social and mainstream media. These individuals have helped deprive Elsie from three of the decisions in the hands of people who pay no price for being 
D.A. Barton is also on the board of Cares NW. “Their team last five years she could have had with her dying Veteran wrong.” With your help – we can change that. Let them know 

consists of child abuse pediatricians who are also employees of Father, Oscar Cruz. you won’t stand for racism in OUR Justice System.
OHSU, granting them the special protection of only being able Help reunite Oscar Cruz with his family. Call D.A. Kevin 
to be sued for malpractice or any damages within 180 days of Barton at (503) 846-8671 and let him know you will not stand Editor’s Note: I have personally witnessed Department of 
their wrongdoing. Their team also consists of social workers for his racist prosecution of a U.S. Army Veteran. Let Oscar go Human Services (DHS) Case Workers team up with crooked 
and counselors who all work collaboratively with local law home to his family before he is gone forever. prosecutors like Kevin Barton to destroy innocent families for 
enforcement and CPS. Their child abuse pediatricians are It is crazy that D.A. Barton is paid lavish wages and perks over 30 years – this is a fact! It is also a fact that until the good 
granted special privileges at almost every hospital in the (over $167,959 annually) for prosecuting innocent men like DHS Case Workers, Prosecutors who seek justice, and Child 
Portland metro area. Their statistics show that 45% of children Oscar Cruz, and that Dr. Grigsby can publish such biased and Abuse Pediatricians who are honest call out the bad ones in 
assessed at CARES are diagnosed with abuse.” factually false reports without paying for her mistakes. The their professions, they will all look bad.

And guess who “collaborates” with Cares NW – none other craziest of all is that most American people will just sit back and Help an innocent and terminally ill Army Veteran – call 
than OHSU (who employs Dr. Grigsby). Is that not a conflict of do absolutely nothing about this travesty of justice. If we really D.A. Kevin Barton at (503) 846-8671 and instruct this public 
interest to have the District Attorney on the board of the very had a system of justice in the United States, D.A. Barton, Dr. servant to stop his abuse of the Cruz family – tell him that we 
place (privately owned) that assesses kids when they are Grigsby and every worker who has taken part in the ruination of will not stand for his racism! If you don’t want to be put on 
removed from a defendant’s home? And, what about the doctor the Cruz family would be thrown in jail immediately, and Oscar h o l d ,  e m a i l  e a c h  p r o s e c u t o r  r e s p o n s i b l e :  
who lies about parents then “collaborates” with the place where Cruz would enjoy what little time he has left with the family a l l i s o n _ b r o w n @ c o . w a s h i n g t o n . o r . u s  a n d  
they are sent? The conflict is not even hidden, either. It is that he loves – who desperately need him. kevin_barton@co.washington.or.us. It will take the help from 
published for the world to see – yet Barton continues to get Sadly, suing those who have ruined Oscar’s family is very each of you to ensure Oscar is reunited with his family.
away with it. difficult because of the immunity government and their ilk have Anyone with information on those named in this article are 

Cares NW, according to their own website, receives over half given themselves. “It is hard to imagine a more stupid or more urged to contact the US~Observer at 541-474-7885 or by 
of their funding from either State and County or Federal grants. dangerous way of making decisions than by putting those email: editor@usobserver.com.                                       jjj

Made of polymer, the 3D printable component has a dynamic bond 
that allows it to go from liquid to solid multiple times

Judge Katherine Polk Failla

Tea / Dreamstime.com

By Peter Dockrill

(ScienceAlert) - NASA is 
actively monitoring a strange 
anomaly in Earth's magnetic field: a 
giant region of lower magnetic 
intensity in the skies above the 
planet, stretching out between 
South America and southwest 
Africa.

T h i s  v a s t ,  d e v e l o p i n g  
phenomenon, called the South 
Atlantic Anomaly, has intrigued 
and concerned scientists for years, 
and perhaps none more so than 
NASA researchers. The space 
agency's satellites and spacecraft 
are particularly vulnerable to the Centre in Greenbelt, Maryland. Even more remarkably, the 
weakened magnetic field strength The primary source is considered phenomenon seems to be in the 
within the anomaly, and the to be a swirling ocean of molten process of splitting in two, with 
resulting exposure to charged iron inside Earth's outer core, researchers this year discovering 
particles from the Sun. thousands of kilometres below the that the SAA appears to be dividing 

The South Atlantic Anomaly ground. The movement of that mass into two distinct cells, each 
(SAA) – likened by NASA to a generates electrical currents that representing a separate centre of 
'dent' in Earth's magnetic field, or a c r e a t e  E a r t h ' s  minimum magnetic 
kind of 'pothole in space' – magnetic field, but intensity within the 
generally doesn't affect life on n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  greater anomaly.
Earth, but the same can't be said for uniformly, it seems. J u s t  w h a t  t h a t  
orbital spacecraft (including the A huge reservoir of means for the future 
International Space Station), which dense rock called the of the SAA remains 
pass directly through the anomaly African Large Low unknown, but in any 
as they loop around the planet at S h e a r  Ve l o c i t y  case, there's evidence 
low-Earth orbit altitudes. Province, located to suggest that the 

During these encounters, the a b o u t  2 , 9 0 0  anomaly is not a new 
reduced magnetic field strength kilometres (1,800 appearance.
ins ide  the  anomaly  means  miles) below the A study published 
technological systems onboard African continent, last month suggested 
satellites can short-circuit and disturbs the field's the phenomenon is 
malfunction if they become struck generation, resulting not a freak event of 
by high-energy protons emanating in the dramatic weakening effect – recent times, but a recurrent 
from the Sun. which is aided by the tilt of the magnetic event that may have 

These random hits may usually planet's magnetic axis. affected Earth since as far back as 
only produce low-level glitches, "The observed SAA can be also 11 million years ago.
but they do carry the risk of causing interpreted as a consequence of If so, that could signal that the 
significant data loss, or even weakening dominance of the dipole South Atlantic Anomaly is not a 
pe rmanen t  damage  to  key  field in the region," says NASA trigger or precursor to the entire 
components – threats obliging Goddard  geophys i c i s t  and  planet's magnetic field flipping, 
satellite operators to routinely shut mathematician Weijia Kuang. which is something that actually 
down spacecraft systems before "More specifically, a localised happens, if not for hundreds of 
spacecraft enter the anomaly zone. field with reversed polarity grows thousands of years at a time.

Mitigating those hazards in space strongly in the SAA region, thus Obviously, huge questions 
is one reason NASA is tracking the making the field intensity very remain, but with so much going on 
SAA; another is that the mystery of weak, weaker than that of the with this vast magnetic oddity, it's 
the anomaly represents a great surrounding regions." good to know the world's most 
opportunity to investigate a While there's much scientists still powerful space agency is watching 
c o m p l e x  a n d  d i f f i c u l t - t o - don't fully understand about the it as closely as they are.
understand phenomenon, and anomaly and its implications, new "Even though the SAA is slow-
NASA's broad resources and insights are continually shedding moving, it is going through some 
research groups are uniquely well- light on this strange phenomenon. change in morphology, so it's also 
appointed to study the occurrence. For example, one study led by important that we keep observing it 

"The magnetic field is actually a NASA heliophysicist Ashley by having continued missions," 
superposition of fields from many Greeley in 2016 revealed the SAA says Sabaka.
cur ren t  sources , "  exp la ins  is drifting slowly in a north- "Because that's what helps us 
geophysicist Terry Sabaka from westerly direction. make models and predictions." 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight It's not just moving, however. jjj

NASA is Tracking a Vast, Growing 
Anomaly in Earth's Magnetic Field

Terry Sabaka



If you are facing prosecution for false charges then you are aware of how evidence by investigating the 
the ‘justice’ industry (racket) in America works. You (the innocent person) accusers, the prosecutors – 
have been falsely charged with a crime. Most of the time you receive a myriad everyone involved with your case. 
of stacked charges intended for the sole purpose of extracting a “plea bargain” In other words, complete an in-
from you. depth investigation before you are 

You then rush to an attorney, pay him a huge retainer to cover the usual prosecuted and make the facts 
$200.00 per hour (if not higher), which he/she charges, to supposedly defend public, forcing a just outcome.
your innocence. The attorney usually files some motions, writes some The US~Observer newspaper 
worthless letters and makes many unproductive (unless they pertain to you will not waste your time or your 
accepting a plea bargain) phone calls until you are broke. money. This is not a game, it’s your life and your freedom. 
Generally, you haven’t even started your trial and 99% of We do not make deals. If you are innocent, then nobody has 
the time the attorney hasn’t completed any investigation. the right to steal what belongs to you, most of all, your 

All of a sudden your attorney is telling you that you can’t liberty. Nobody! That includes your attorney - as well as 
win your case and you should accept the benevolent plea your supposed public servants.
bargain that the almighty prosecuting attorney has offered Why have a bad day when it’s still possible to force 
you. “Do you want to take the chance on spending 30-40 justice ... right down their throats?
years in prison when you can plea bargain for 18 months,” The US~Observer investigates cases for news. We want 
your attorney tells you. What happened to: “I think we can to win, just as you want to prove your innocence.
win this case, it’s a good case.” Remember? Isn’t that pretty For justice sake, don’t wait until they slam the door 
close to what your attorney told you as he/she was relieving behind you before contacting us if you are innocent. 
you of your money? Preventing a wrongful conviction is much easier than 

You then accept a plea bargain and go to jail or you have a jury trial, you’re achieving a post-conviction exoneration.
found guilty (because your attorney hasn’t produced enough evidence-if any 
and because the judge directs the jury to find you guilty) and then you go to “One false prosecution is one too many, 
jail. When you finally wake up you realize that on top of now being a criminal, 

and any act of immunity is simply a government you are flat broke and incarcerated. You find that the very person (your 
attorney) you frantically rushed to retain, became your worst enemy. condoned crime.” - Edward Snook, US~Observer

There is only one way to remedy a false prosecution: Obtain conclusive 

Welcome to the largest racket in history: The American Justice System

Call Us Today!
541-474-7885

If you prefer email:
editor@usobserver.com

Bryan Tucker
Sex Abuse

“I would have taken the plea 
deal for crimes I didn't 

commit if it wasn't for you. 
Thank you. I was acquitted 

because of you.”

Status: Acquitted

Shawn Yoakum
Employment Discrimination

Status: Compensated

“You changed my life forever, 
and made me want to help 

others. You did what you said 
you would.”

Chris Hoover
Sex Abuse

Status: Dismissed

“I was shocked, in disbelief. 
My whole world fell apart. 
My only support came from 

the US~Observer.”

Ella Lee
Assault & Resisting Arrest

Status: Dismissed

“…no amount of reading can 
convey the heart, the sincerity and 
dedication of care you receive from 

these guys. Through their hard 
work, I got my dismissal papers 

today… So sweet it is.”

Sheila Rodgers
Grand Theft/RICO

Status: Dismissed

“My false charges were dropped 
after the US~Observer exposed the 

self-serving, crooked thugs who 
abused their authority and 
destroyed my company.”

The Bluetears
CPS / Child Custody

Status: Reunited

“Your help turned the 
tables in our case. We 
now have custody of 

our son.”




